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PREFACE

This is the third of my Elementary Studies in Geography.
Pursuing what is known as the concentric method, I

devoted the first to Our Own Islands, and the second

to the Lands Beyond the Channel in Europe and round
the Mediterranean. I now deal with the surface of the

whole globe. The treatment, moreover, advances some
degrees in difficulty of thought. Latitude and longitude

and the projection of maps are for the first time introduced,

and since the very words latitude and longitude carry

us back to the partial geographical knowledge of the

Ancients, it occurred to me that deep interest might be

imparted to the elementary study of mathematical and
physical geography by unfolding the successive ideas

and facts in the order of their discovery. This Httle

book, like the second of the series, is therefore at once

historical and geographical. It seeks to reveal geo-

graphical knowledge as the outcome of the history of

geographical theory, geographical discovery, and colonial

settlement. Such names as Asia, the Cape of Good
Hope, the New World, the South Sea, the Monsoons
are milestones in tJae history of human progress, and
appeal to the imagination only when so regarded.

There is this great advantage in the appHcation of

the historical method to geographical description, that

the physical facts, having been first discovered and
afterwards connected by theory, must be taught con-

cretely in the first instance, and only when they are

known may they be built into general statements. For
example, it is in my beHef wholly wrong to teach of the

Trade Winds in the first instance as world phenomena.
Rather should we hear of the North-East Trade Wind
on the Atlantic Ocean as experienced by Columbus,
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and then of the South-East Trade Wind on the same
ocean encountered on the road to the Indies

;
presently

of the South-East Trade Wind on the Indian Ocean,

and then of the Trade Winds of the Pacific on which

Magellan sailed. So the pupil wiU probably discover

for himself that there is a symmetry in all the oceanic

winds which caUs for explanation, and the explanation

may then be given with least damage to mental virility.

Moreover, we thus follow the regional method, by which

alone in my opinion can we cultivate geographical

aptitude. In the physical geographies lately in use

similar features from all regions were gathered into chapters

headed " Volcanoes,'' " Glaciers," and so forth, and thus

the treatment was not synthetic or regional, or in other

words not essentially geographical, and was not calcu-

lated to develop facility and accuracy of geographical

imagination.

The historical thread of the present volume is cut

short near the close of the eighteenth century, ex-

cept in regard to geographical exploration, which is

pursued into the nineteenth century in order that the

physical sketch of the world's surface may include a

few ideas concerning the deep ocean and the Polar regions.

Existing pohtical geography is reserved for the fourth

and last volume of the series.

Adhering as in the two preceding books to the idea that

a text book should present a text, and that commentary
and question can ordy come with vivid interest from the

Uving teacher, I have refused to cumber my pages '.\dth

an apparatus of notes and exercises which, so far as I

remember my boyhood, made school books repellent.

H. J. MACKINDER.
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fiHAP'TER i. THE WORLD OF THE
ANCIENTS

In the fir^t book of this series we described our

own British Islandsv In the second we Crossed

the Channel and travelled through the lands be°

yond it. Now we are to visit the more distant

parts of the world. The countries which we have

already described were knoAvn to the ancient

Greeks and Romans, but the vast regions of which

we are to learn in this book have been discovered

in more recent times. Let us first run quickly

over the map of those parts which we have already

studied, and so take stock of our knowledge, since

we shall require all that we have learned in the

two preceding books in order to understand the

chapters which follow.

We have studied the main peninsula of Europe,

extending south-westward from Russia to Spain

and Portugal ; also the lesser, but still great,

peninsula of Scandinavia, containing Norway and

Sweden ; also the two British Islands ; and in

addition, the lands in Africa and Asia which

border on the Mediterranean—that is to say,

Barbary, Egjrpt, Syria, and Asia Minor. West-

ward lies the Atlantic Ocean, southward is the

Sahara Desert, to the north is the icy Arctic
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Sea, and, as w'e knGw, the north b&th oi Scan-

dinavia and of Russia are very thinly peopled

by reason of the long, cold winter. Even in the

east of European Russia there are few people, for

the climate is dry. Therefore, eastward, northward,

westward, and southward the European world,

with its four hundred millions of people and more,

is engirt either by the ocean or by wastes which

are vacant, or all but vacant, because of excessive

cold or excessive
drought. Only
south-eastward, be-

yond the Black Sea

and the Eastern
Mediterranean, does

the European and
Mediterranean region

merge with other

densely peopled
lands.

As we have already

learned, it was pre-

cisely in this direction, south-eastward of Europe,

that civilization was born. Turn to the map and
note five great arms of the sea—the eastern end of

the Black Sea, the eastern end of the Mediterranean

where it washes Syria, the northern end of the

Red Sea, the northern end of the Persian Gulf,

and the southern end of the Caspian Sea. The
land that lies within these seas we may describe

as the Land of the Five Seas. It begins in Asia

Fio. 1. -The WoEiiD as Known to
THE Ancients.
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Minor, a table-land edged with steep mountain

brinks which drop northward to the Black Sea and

southward to the Mediterranean. The raised surface

between these brinks is a broad plain, fit for

horsemen. It was traversed, as we have seen, by
the Turks on their way to take Constantinople.

The plateau of Asia Minor rises eastward into

the still more lofty upland of Armenia, and the

great range of the Caucasus mountains, with icy

peaks higher even than those of the Alps, adjoins

Armenia to the north. Beyond the Caucasus is the

plain of Russia, spreading at low level from the

Caspian shore westward. Towering alone above the

centre of the Armenian plateau is the snow-capped

peak of Ararat, a vast extinct volcano.

South-eastward of Armenia there spreads the land

of Iran, a table-land lower than Armenia and to be

compared therefore in regard to elevation with

Asia Minor. Iran is divided to-day into the

countries of Persia, Afghanistan, and Baluchistan.

It forms a vast triangle, with brinks dropping to

three several lowlands. Northward is the lowland

of Turan or Turkestan. Eastward is the lowland

of India or Hindustan. South-westward Iran ends

in ranges of mountain which curve gracefully from

north round to east, and outside these mountains

is a long depression, occupied in part by the

shallow Persian Gulf, and in part by the low level

plain of the Euphrates and Tigris rivers. This

plain is of great natural fertility, for it has been

formed from the Persian Gulf by the silt brought
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down by the rivers. The Euphrates and the Tigris

rise in the Armenian Plateau, whose lofty snows

melt in the spring, so that the plauis of Arabistan

along the lower Euphrates and Tigris are flooded

O 100 200 300
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Fig. 2.

—

The Land of the ±i'ive iSeas.

at that season. Nineveh and Babylon drew their

ancient wealth from the harvests that were here

garnered in the heat of the summer after the

floods had subsided. Their palaces were built of

sun-dried bricks made from the river clays.
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Far away to the south, within the African

coasts, is another lofty table-land known as

Abyssinia, rival in elevation to Armenia. Abys-

sinia lies too far south to receive much snow, but

in the summer time, as we have learned already,

it is visited by abundant rains, for it lies south

of the desert belt of the Sahara. These rains

feed torrents which descend to the Nile, and

swell that river annually on its passage across

the Sahara to the Mediterranean, so that in

Egypt as in Babylonia there are wealth-giving

floods. The ancient cities of Egypt, Thebes and
Memphis, grew to be great at the same time as

Nineveh and Babylon. Egypt had to defend

herself against the wild nomads of the desert, as

Babylon and Nineveh had to contend with the

Medic and Persian highlanders of Iran.

The earliest international commerce of which we
know was the traffic from the Euphrates to the Nile.

It came by camel through Palmyra to Damascus,
and from Damascus by the Syrian coast to the

Delta of Egypt. As they approached the sea

from the east the traders found themselves south

of the cities of T3n:e and Sidon on the coast of the

Phoenicians. As they passed along the coast of the

Philistines towards the isthmus of Suez they saw
rising inland the hills of the Hebrew shepherds,

where was the holy city of Jerusalem. Of all these

cities and peoples we spoke in the last book. Let

us look at the map and realise that it was from the

strip of country which contains Nineveh and
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Fig. 3.

—

The Kuins of Palmyra.
Described, in the Bible as Tadmor in the Wilderness.

Babylon, Palmyra and Damascus, Tyre and
Sidon, Jerusalem, and Memphis and Thebes, that

civilized men set out to discover the whole vast

world as we now know it.

The Phoenicians traded in their ships from
Tyre and Sidon westward over the water of the

Mediterranean to Carthage, where is now Tunis,

and from Carthage, which lies about midway
through the length of the Mediterranean, they

sailed again westward to the Strait of Gibraltar.

Two mountainous promontories, the Rock of Gibral-

tar on the one hand and a twin rock in Africa on the

other hand, they called the Pillars of Hercules,

for Hercules was a Phoenician god of mighty
strength, and these Pillars, as rumour told in

the distant lands of the eastern ]Mediterranean,

upheld the blue heaven. The men of that time
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thought the heaven a roof spread above the flat

earth. Beyond the Pillars of Hercules daring

Phoenician sailors followed the stormy coasts

of Western Europe until they came to the Tin

Islands. Now Tin is found in Cornwall, and it is

believed that the Tin Islands were none other than

the British Islands.

On the shores visited by the Phoenicians were
other civilized peoples, and especially the Greeks

round the Aegean Sea and the Romans in the

centre of Italy. The Greeks, however, were

civilized long before the Romans, perhaps in-

deed before the Phoenicians, though not before

the Egyptians and the Babylonians. The Greeks,

like the Phoenicians, made long voyages in

the Mediterranean and established settlements

in the west. Marseilles, the great southern

port of modern France, was a Greek colony.

Eastward, however, the Greeks knew little of

the lands beyond Babylon and Persia until

the time of Alexander the Great, who setting

out from Macedonia made one of the greatest

journeys of discovery that is recorded in history.

Alexander crossed the Dardanelles into Asia

Minor at a time when the Persians, having con-

quered Babylon and Egypt and Asia Minor, had
made a great Empire covering the whole land of

the Five Seas. In the year 334 B.C. he defeated

the Persians on the river Graniens, just beyond
the Dardanelles. Then he crossed Asia Minor,

and descending from that plateau by passes in the
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mountain range of the Taurus entered the lowland

of Syria, and there again defeated the Persians

at Issus. He now followed the Syrian coast and
took the city of Tyre. So he came into Egypt
and founded the city of Alexandria, Then in

the year 331 he passed back into Asia to the

Euphrates, and at Arbela inflicted a final defeat

on the Persians and took Babylon. Thence he

marched up on to the plateau of Iran.

To understand the later campaigns of Alexander

we must study in more detail the geography of

Iran and the surrounding regions. South-west-

ward of the Iranian plateau, outside the curve of

the Persian mountains, is the long depression of

the Persian Gulf and the plains of Arabistan.

Northward, as we have already seen, Iran descends

by another mountain brink to the Caspian Sea,

and to the lowland of Turkestan, which spreads

eastward of the Caspian Sea. The third brink of

Iran is formed by chains of mountains running

northward and southward, and beyond these is

the lowland of Hindustan. Now, north-eastward,

between Turkestan and Hindustan, the corner of

Iran rises into a bundle of mountainous ridges,

of which the chief is the Hindu Kush. These

ridges merge into the Pamirs, a small tableland

in the very centre of Asia, even more lofty than

Armenia. Afghanistan occupies the highland

valleys on either side of the Hindu Kush, and is

thus wedged between the hot low-lying deserts of

Hindustan on the one hand and Turkestan on the
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other. The great rivers Oxus and Jaxartes flow

from the snows of the Hindu Kush and the

Pamirs through the lowland deserts of Turkestan

to the salt Sea of Aral. The river Indus

Fig. 5.—A Group of Parsis of Bombay.
The Parsis of Bombay, who are described as " Fire-Worshippers," fled from Persia

when tliat land was conquered by the Mohammedans.

traverses the plains of Hindustan from the

mountain snows to the Indian Ocean.

South of Afghanistan, towards the shore of the

Indian Ocean but on the plateau level of Iran and
not down in Hindustan, is the land of Baluchistan,

West of Afghanistan and Baluchistan there is a

belt of desert lying north and south across the
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lowest portion of the Iranian plateau, and west of

this again is Persia on that narrowing part of the

plateau which rises gradually north-westward into

Armenia. Persia is thus an upland wedged between
the Euphrates lowland on the one hand and the

Caspian Sea on the other. It occupies, therefore,

•i-i"***.

Fig. 6.—A Parsi " Tower of Silence."

The dead are exposed within these towers, and the vultures, seen on the wall, pick the

flesh from the bones. The Parsis worship the " Elements " Fire, Water, and Earth,
and none of these must be polluted by the dead.

a position in the north-west of Iran comparable

to that of Afghanistan in the north-east.

The native name of Persia is Farsistan, or

Parsistan. All the great regions of this part of

the world bear names that are similar—Farsistan,

Arabistan, Turkestan, Afghanistan, Baluchistan,

Hindustan. Now "stan" in the Persian language

means land, and these names therefore signify
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the lands of the Farsis or Parsis, of the Arabs,

of the Turks, of the Afghans, of the Baluchis.

and of the Hindus. The word " stan " thus

widespread upon the map is a monument of

the ancient importance of Persia. It was the

Persian highlanders, let us remember, who con-

quered Babylon and Egypt and Asia Minor, form-

ing that great Persian Empire which was over-

thrown by Alexander the Great. Long after-

wards, when the Roman Empire was at its height,

there remained outside the Roman boundary no

civilized people kno\vn to the Romans except the

Persians, who were then called Parthians. The
ancient Persian language was kin to Latin and
Greek.

Now let us return to the journey of Alexander

and his Greek Army. He marched from Babylon

up on to the Persian plateau. He passed where is

Teheran, the modern capital of Persia, between

the Iranian desert on the right hand and the

mountain ridges of the Caspian coast on the left

hand. Then he descended into the plain of

Turkestan. There the rivers Oxus and Jaxartes

divide the desert into three parts, lying severally

west of the Oxus, between the Oxus and the

Jaxartes, and north of the Jaxartes.

In the time of Alexander it is possible that

the Sea of Aral communicated by river with

the Caspian Sea, but this river has long since

dried up, and the Sea of Aral has become salt.

The waters of the Oxus and Jaxartes have
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been spread by irrigation over certain level

districts, which have thus been made into large

oases, ruled down to modern times by independent

Khans. The chief of these oases are Khiva, Bok-
hara, and Samarkand : they are to-day within the

Russian Empire. We have it on record that

Alexander went as far as a place called Marakanda,
which is obviously the modern Samarkand.
From Turkestan the Greek conqueror marched

south-eastward over the heights of the Hindu
Kush down into the Kabul valley, whose waters

are drained eastward to the Indus. The city

of Kabul is the capital of modern Afghanistan.

Beyond the Afghan mountains lay the unknown
land of India. As they came down into its hot

plains, the Greeks had to their left hand the

snowy range of the Himalaya, from which there

flow five great rivers, and these join together to

form the Indus. The land of these five rivers is

called the Punjab, for the word " ab " in Persian

means water, and " punj " is five. The tongue of

land between each pair of rivers is called a do-ab.

Alexander crossed, one after another, the rivers

of the Punjab, but he did not go further. Turning

to his right hand, that is to say away from the

foot of the Himalaya, he followed the banks of the

Indus through the deserts which occupy this part

of India. So he came to the Indian Ocean. Part

of his army he sent back to Babylon through

the Persian Gulf on board a fleet which he built,

and part he led back through Baluchistan,
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losing many of his soldiers by the way because

of the hot and unproductive country. Alexander

died at Babylon, but for some generations the

Greeks continued to govern his vast empire, which

spread from Macedonia to the Indus and from
the Nile to the Jaxartes. The names by which
Europeans commonly know the lands of this

region—India, Persia, Arabia, Syria—are Greek.

The centre of the Greek world was removed in the

age after Alexander from Athens to Alexandria,

which became a great metropolis, inhabited not

only by native Egyptians but by Greeks and
Phoenicians and Hebrews. Alexandria was con-

quered by Rome, but still remained the centre

of the world's commerce and learning. Thither

merchants brought from beyond the limits of the

Alexandrian conquest rumour of densely peopled

and rich lands in the Far East. We have the record

of the mission of a Greek ambassador from the

land of the Indus into that of the Ganges, the

second of the great rivers of India fed by the

snows of the Himalayan range. We hear also of

a new article of commerce called Sericum, or silk,

which was brought overland through Asia to

Alexandria from a distant region known to the

Greeks vaguely as Serica, or the Silk Land. It

would appear moreover that ships traded through

the Indian seas to the Persian Gulf, and brought

westward the name of a people known as the

Sinae or Chinese. Probably Serica and the Land
of the Sinae were one and the same.
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Of the cold north and the hot south the Greeks

and Romans knew nothing accurate. They spoke

with horror of the heart of Asia and of what
is now Russia in Europe as the land of Scythia,

over whose wind-swept plains barbarians wandered

on horseback and drank the milk of mares. The
Nile, on the other hand, was believed to rise in

mountains so high that they touched the moon,

and in those hot regions to which the cranes flew

southward in their annual migration from the

Mediterranean were said to dwell men of dwarf

race, known as pigmies.

Thus we see that in the time of Christ the

ancient Greeks and Romans knew well that part of

the world which spreads from Spain to the borders

of India, and from the Sahara Desert to the

Danube, the Rhine, and the Highlands of Scotland,

but that, except for some vague rumours, they were

ignorant of what lay beyond these limits.



CHAPTER II. THE GREEK
GEOGRAPHERS

This chapter necessarily demands some effort of thought. Each paragraph should
be carefully mastered before proceeding to the next.

Science depends on measurement. By the science

of geography we measure distances and directions

on the surface of the earth, and so we are able to

construct maps representing that surface. In thb

first volume of this series we saw that directions

may be ascertained by the use of the mariners'

compass. If an explorer sets out with a compass

and counts the number of his paces, he can observe

roughly the varying direction and distances of

his journey and put them down in his note-book.

Laborious workers have used this method in the

land of Tibet, where travellers have to resort

to secrecy, since the open surveying of the ground

is not allowed. At sea the distances run by a

ship are ascertained by the log line, and the

direction of the ship is kno^vn from the compass.

So her course can be plotted on the chart. Such
methods are known as dead reckoning.

Where possible, however, more accurate means
are resorted to, and these we owe to the Greeks

of Alexandria. At the Museum, as the famous
University of that city was called, were many
learned men. The Old Testament, for example,

was there translated into Greek by seventy
16
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scholars, and the translation was hence called the
Septuagint. Euclid taught Geometry there, a

science which we owe to the Greeks, as we owe
Mgebra to the Arabs. Among the scholars of the

Museum were two great geographers, Eratosthenes
and Ptolemy.

As we have seen, the world known to the

Alexandrians extended from Spain in the west to

India in the east, and from the Sahara in the

south to the Scythian plains and Caledonia in

the north. Now if this space is examined upon
the map, or better still upon the globe, it will be
found that the distance westward and eastward
is much greater than the distance northward
and southward. This fact came to be well

known from the estimates of travellers, and as a

result the Greeks spoke of the length of the world

as lying from east to west, and the breadth of it

from north to south. The Greek words for length

and breadth were translated in later times into the

Latin words longitudo and latitudo, or, aswe have
them in English, longitude and latitude.

Other large ideas gradually dawned on the minds
of the geographers. If you sail northward through

the Aegean Sea, the sun rises from the land to

east of you, which is Asia Minor, and sets over the

land to west of you, which is Greece. Very ancient

names signifying the rising and the setting were

gradually corrupted into thewords Asia and Europe.

As the length of the sea passage through the

Dardanelles and the Bosporus to the far end of
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the Black Sea came to be known, it appeared that

the world was divided into two great lands,

extending westward from the European coast

and eastward from the Asiatic coast. Subse-

quently men found that south-westward of

Sicily there was a promontory known to its

inhabitants as Africa, and from this region they

followed the coast lines westward and eastward

until it became apparent that the Mediterranean

made a still greater break in the continuity of the

land, even than the Dardanelles and the Black

Sea. Yet later the geographers came to appreciate

how narrow was the isthmus of Suez and how
long the Red Sea. Then it became apparent

that the world as they knew it was divided into

three great continents—Europe, Asia, and Africa.

Outside the Strait of Gibraltar the Phoenicians

found that the sea was affected by the tides, and
when they sailed to the mouth of the Red Sea they

found that there also there were tides, in each case

two tides in the period of a little more than twenty-

four hours. The Mediterranean is, of course, nearly

tideless, and the Red Sea has only small tides.

The inference was obvious—that in all probability

the western ocean and the eastern ocean were one

and the same sheet of water. In that case either

round the south of Africa or round the north of

Asia, or both, there must be continuous water. So
the idea arose that the world was a vast island,

girt by the tidal ocean, and divided by inner seas

into the three parts Europe, Asia, and Africa. But
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the known parts of this island were longer from

east to west than from north to south.

Meanwhile the astronomers had been at work.

They had noted the rising of the sun, its culmina-

tion at mid-day, and its setting in the west. The
question naturally was—where does the sun come
from when it rises, whither does it go when it sets ?

While seen in the daytime it describes part of a

circle. Does it not complete that circle beneath

our feet in the night time ? If so, the solid earth

must be a body hung in space.

At night every shepherd tending his flocks saw
that, except a few which are called planets,

the stars are fixed with regard to one an-

other, making well known patterns on the

heavenly dome. The starry sphere moves as

a whole as the hours of the night progress.

One star there is, however, which does not move.

We call it the Pole Star. In the annexed dia-

grams it is shown over St. Paul's Cathedral in

London. All the night through, if you stood on
the right spot south of the river, you would see

that star fixed over the cross of St. Paul's. At nine

o'clock in the evening on December 31, if you sat

up to see the New Year come in, you would see to

the right hand of the Pole Star a group of seven

stars, arranged in the shape of a plough, with the

handle pointing downward. The first two stars of

the plough-share are in line with the Pole Star, and
these two stars are called the Pointers. Six hours

later, when the New Year had come in, the Plough
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would have travelled through a quarter of a circle,

the handle now pointing away to the right hand,

but the Pointers still in line with the Pole Star.

Six hours later still, when the day had dawned,
if a total eclipse of the sun were to take place so

that the heavens were darkened, you would see the

Plough to left of the Pole Star travelling appar-

ently downward. And finally, after six hours

more, or a little before sunset on the short New
Year's day, could you see them, the stars of the

Plough would be visible immediately over the

cathedral, and the Plough would be travelling

eastward. Thus the stars which are near

the Pole Star travel round and round it in

circles.

Let us now consider stars a little farther from
the Pole, for instance, the brilliant stars Vega
and Castor. You will see in the same diagrams

that at nine o'clock in the evening of December
31, Castor is high in the heavens, but Vega is

setting in the north-north-west. Six hours later

Vega is rising in the north-north-east, and six

hours later still is high in the sky, but Castor is

now setting, only to be seen rising again in the

last diagram. Each of these stars makes three-

quarters of its circle round the Pole Star in the

visible heavens, although part of the journey is

in the day-time and therefore is hidden by the

brilliance of the sunshine. Are we not bound to

imagine that the remainuig quarter of the circle is

completed below the horizon ? So the ancients
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reasoned, and they argued that the starry heavens
were a vast globe turning round the earth in

twenty-four hours and a few minutes.

But if the heavens were a globe, and the earth

were suspended in space at the centre of that globe,

was it not natural to think that the earth itself

might also have the shape of a globe ? When a ship

Fig. 11.

—

Diagram—The Disappearance op Ships at Sea,
PROVING THE RoUNDNESS OP THE EarTH.

sails in clear weather out towards the horizon the

hull disappears from view first, then the lower sails,

and last of all the top sails. This the ancients

observed in many parts of the sea, and they

argued therefore that the world had the shape of

a globe. So they concluded that there were two

spheres, the terrestrial sphere within and the

celestial sphere without.

Now if you travel northward the Pole Star,

seen each fine night of your journey, rises gradu-

ally higher in the heavens. Could you go so far

you would come at last to a point where the Pole
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Star would be vertical over your head. That

point would be the North Pole of the terrestrial

sphere. All the other visible stars would make
circles, small or great, round the Pole Star in the

course of the twenty-four hours, and none of them
would set. On the other hand, if you travel

southward the Pole Star sinks lower towards the

horizon, until at last you come to a point where

it is seen on the horizon. Then all the other

fixed stars circling round it will rise and set, having

exactly half their daily course above the horizon

and half below. The point of which this would

be true would be a point on the Equator, the great

circle round the globe half

waybetween thetwo Poles.

On the southern horizon,

precisely opposite to the

Pole Star in the north,

you would see a group

of four stars known as the

Southern Cross. These

stars are very close to the

South Pole of the celestial

sphere, although they are

not precisely at the Pole

and therefore rise and set.

Since the heavens ap-

pear as a hemisphere, it is

clearly possible to measure the distance from the

zenith—that is to say, the point vertically over

your head—to the Pole Star or any other star.

n iii'iii

18'

Fig. 12.

—

The Circle divided
INTO Degrees.
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and to express that distance as the part of a circle.

If you imagine a circle to be described by the

swinging of a string with a chestnut at the end of

ifc, then it is clear that the string may be said to

move through half a circle, a quarter of a circle,

or any smaller part of a circle. But the Alexan-

drian geometers divided the circle into 360 equal

parts or degrees. Geometrically, therefore, we

should say that the string had moved not through

half a circle but through 180 degrees, and not

through a quarter of a

circle but through 90 de-

grees, and so for smaller $tar^

angles, as for instance 45,

30, or 15 degrees. In

Fig. 13 stars are repre-

sented upon the celestial

sphere which appear from

the earth to be separated

frnm nnf^ ar\nih(^r hv QO ^^^- 13.—The Earth aitdirom one anomer oy yu g^^^^ shewing degrees.

degrees.

It follows from what has been said that if you

travelled from the North Pole to the Equator,

the Pole Star would appear gradually to sink

from the zenith to the horizon. In other

words, it would appear to have moved through

90 degrees. Now if you reflect for a moment you
will see that, since both at the Pole and at the

Equator you would stand upright, with your feet

pointing to the centre of the earth and your head

to the zenith, your body would have moved
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through an angle of 90 degrees on its journey

from the Pole to the Equator. Reasoning thus,

it flashed on some ancient mind that if on a jour-

ney the traveller's zenith had moved from the

Pole Star to a point 90 degrees from the Pole

Star, then the traveller himself must have gone a

quarter way round the globe, or through 90 degrees

of the terrestrial sphere. A moment's thought

will show that, if this be true, then also if the

traveller's zenith has moved 30 degrees, or 45

degrees, or any other number of degrees from the

Pole Star, he must himself have made a corres-

ponding movement on the terrestrial sphere.

The Greeks, of course, never made the journey

all the way from the Pole to the Equator, but

they did move through distances of 30 and 40

degrees on the earth's surface. It was therefore

possible for them, by observing the stars on the

one hand and so ascertaining the degrees through

which they had travelled, and, on the other hand,

by counting the number of their paces or other-

wise estimating in miles the distance travelled, to

find out how many miles go to a degree on the

earth's surface. But this is equivalent to saying

that they could estimate the size of the terrestrial

globe.

Such was the method which the great geographer

Eratosthenes made use of, with the result that,

without the help of instruments, he estimated

the size of the globe with astonishingly small error.

He did not, however, observe the Pole Star. He
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made his observations in the day-time from the

sun, because the sun casts a shadow, the length

of which can be measured. On the Thames
Embankment in London to-day we have a great

obelisk of granite which was brought some years

ago from Alexandria. We know it as Cleopatra's

Needle. It lay for many centuries prone on the

coast of Egypt, having fallen owing to the decay

of the foundation on which it rested.

Now Eratosthenes found that on mid-summer
day at a place called Syene up the Nile at the First

Cataract, the sun was verti-

cal overhead, or in other

words at the zenith, and
therefore cast no shadow
from such an obelisk. On
the same day, however, the

sun cast a short shadow
from a similar obelisk at

Alexandria. Measuring the

length of this shadow, and
comparing it with the height

of the column, Eratos-

thenes was able to ascertain

the number of degrees by ^^^- u.-Obelisk at syene
*=> '^ ON Midsummer Day.

which the midday sun

failed to reach the zenith at Alexandria on the

very day, that is to say midsummer day, when it

did reach the zenith at Syene, as shown by the

absence of a shadow. If we examine Fig. 15,

which represents the shadow cast by the sun on
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Fig. 15.

—

Obelisk at Alexandria
ON Midsummer Day.

midsummer day at

Alexandria, we see

that the length of that

shadow is necessarily

proportional to the

distance of the sun

from the zenith. This

distance is 7 degrees.

Thus Eratosthenes
obtained an angle in

the heavens corre-

sponding to the dis-

tance on the surface

of the globe between

Alexandriaand Syene.

These two places are

nearly north and south of one another. The

valley of the Nile between them, being exceedingly

fertile and very valuable, had been measured

with accuracy. Therefore Eratos-

thenes knew the distance in

miles between Syene and Alex-

andria. So he was able to

ascertain the length of a degree

on the earth's surface, and also

of course the circumference of

the globe, since that measures

360 degrees.

Since the time of Eratosthe-

nes, with the aid of accurate
.^ - , , Fig. 16.

—

Alexandria
instruments, it has been shown and Syene.
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that his calculation made the globe about one-

tenth too large. We now know that in each degree

there are sixty geographical or sixty-nine English

statute miles. In other words, the circumference

of the globe is rather more than 24,000 miles.

By observing the Pole Star at Alexandria and

at Syene the Greeks were able to say how many
degrees each of these places was situated from the

North Pole, and from the Equator. They termed

these degrees of latitude, because the breadth of

the known earth lay in the north and south direc-

tion. It has become customary to count degrees

of latitude northward from the Equator. The
latitude of the Equator is therefore degrees, and
that of the North Pole is 90 degrees north. The
latitude of the South Pole is 90 degrees south.

Syene is situated in latitude 24 degrees north,

and Alexandria in latitude 31 degrees north.

The problem of longitude, that is to say, the

problem of measuring the number of degrees

between two places which lie east and west of

one another, was much more difficult for the

Greeks. The Pole Star is fixed in the heavens to

north of you. The sun for any day of the year

rises to a certain height in the heavens to south of

you, but for eastward and westward measurement
there are no such fixed points. Hour after hour
through the night fresh stars rise in the east. We
know now that if you travel in imagination east-

ward a given star on a given night rises earlier and
earlier for each hundred miles that your mind flies.
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until you would come to a point where the star

would be setting at the moment when it is rising

at the point from which you started. If you tele-

graphed from a point in the west to another in

the east, you could learn what height in the

heavens a given star had attained at the eastward

point when it was rising at the westward point.

The height at the eastward point expressed in

degrees would give you the difference of longitude

between the two points. But the ancients had

no method of telegraphing, and it is obviously

essential that the observation should be made at

the same moment at both places. Nor had they

accurate portable clocks and watches which would

enable them to carry the time of one place to

another place east or west of it, and so make sure

that they took their observation of the height of

the sun or of a star at the same moment in both

places.

Now since the whole celestial globe appears to

turn round the earth once in the twenty-four

hours, it follows that the sun or one of the stars

will move through an angle of 15 degrees in the

first hour after its rising, and 15 degrees in each

subsequent hour, since 15 multiplied by 24 is 360.

But this is the same thing as saying that the sun

or a star moves through the heavens from east to

west at the rate of one degree for every four

minutes, since 4 multiplied by 15 is 60, the number
of minutes in the hour.

One day an event occurred which enabled the
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Greeks to make a rough calculation for longitude

for two particular spots. An eclipse of the

sun took place during the battle of Arbela at

about the third hour after midday. That
eclipse was observed at Carthage at mid-day.

Therefore since three hours is one-eighth of

the twenty-four, it was at once seen that

Fig. 17.

—

Arbela and Carthage.

Arbela and Carthage must be separated by
about one-eighth of 360 degrees, or 45 degrees

of longitude. We know now that this estimate

was a little too large. Nevertheless that single

observation gave the Alexandrian geographers a

longitudinal measiirement of great importance,

to which they could refer travellers* estimates

and correct them.

Let us take a globe and note upon it the

positions of Arbela and Carthage. Draw lines

north and south through each of these places, and
continue these lines northward and southward

round the globe until they reach the North Pole
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in one direction and the South Pole in the other.

Two semicircles will have been described from
Pole to Pole, the one passing through Carthage
and the other through Arbela, and both of them
intersecting the Equator at right angles. These
semicircles may be described as the meridians of

Arbela and Carthage. The sun rises at the same
moment at all points due north and south of

Arbela, that is to say in the meridian of Arbela,

and it is of course midday at the same moment
for every point in that meridian. The word meri-

dian signifies that fact. Now we have just learned

that the time of Carthage, and therefore of all the

meridian of Carthage, is, as the Greeks thought,

180 minutes later ; or more accurately, as we know
it, about 150 minutes later, than the time of

Arbela. Divide these minutes by 4, and we see

that the meridian of Carthage is, as the Greeks

thought, 45 degrees, or more accurately 37J
degrees, west of the meridian of Arbela.

You may draw similar meridians upon the globe

through each degree eastward and westward on the

Equator. All these meridians will pass through

the North and South Poles. Take any one meri-

dian, say that of Carthage, and it is clear that

since it is a semicircle you may lay off the degrees

of latitude upon it, and number them from
degrees at the Equator to 90 degrees North at the

North Pole and 90 degrees South at the South
Pole. If you draw circles round the globe through
each degree mark on the meridian, and if each of
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these circles is parallel with the Equator, then

you will have a series of ninety circles growing

gradually smaller as you approach the North Pole,

and the last of these circles, in 90 degrees North,

will be reduced to a point. In other words, it

will be the Pole itself. Each of these circles is

described as a Parallel of Latitude. So you may
cover the whole globe with a network of lines

crossing one another at right angles. These lines

are the Meridians of Longitude and the Parallels

of Latitude.

It follows from all that has now been said that

there are two ways of describing the position of

Arbela with reference to Carthage. You may
say that Arbela lies about 1,800 miles due east of

Carthage. That might be ascertained by dead
reckoning, though for so great a distance only a

rough estimate would be posible, since the ship

on the Mediterranean would frequently be blown
out of its course, and the days' journeys on the

land would not be accurately measured, neither

would they be made in a straight line. On the

other hand, we might say that Arbela and
Carthage both lie 37 degrees north of the

Equator, and that Arbela lies 31^ degrees of

longitude East of Carthage. In other words,

the position of Arbela would be fixed on the

globe as the point in which a certain meridian

and a certain parallel intersect, making a cross at

right angles. It follows that the trend of a coast-

Une can be laid down upon the globe by ascer-
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taining the latitudes and longitudes of its suc-

cessive capes and inlets.

Eratosthenes lived some 250 years before Christ.

One hundred and fifty'years after Christ, Ptolemy

taught astronomy and geography at the Museum.

Basing himself on the observations for latitude

which had been accumulated in the meantime,

and comparing with these as best he could the

records of travellers made by dead reckoning,

Ptolemy constructed a map of the world, or

rather corrected and rendered more accurate the

map as it had been sketched by his predecessors.

But at once he was faced by the problem of

representing on a flat sheet of paper the round

surface of the globe. Somehow or other it was

necessary to draw the lines of latitude and longi-

tude on the flat sheet, and to represent the

outline of the coast and the positions of the towns

with reference to this network. Imagine a sheet

of paper screwed into a cone and fitted over a

globe, like an extinguisher upon a candle. The

paper cone will rest on the globe round a certain

circle. If the point of the cone be over the North

Pole then the circle in question will be a parallel of

latitude. Now imagine that the globe is of glass,

and that traced upon it are the lines of latitude

and longitude and the outline of the coasts, and

further that at the centre of the globe there is a

bright light. The network of lines will then be

shown upon the paper cone in shadow, or, as the

phrase is, they will be projected upon the conical
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paper. If we imagine that this paper is photo-

graphically sensitive, then the projected lines

would reappear were the paper unrolled and the

photograph developed. They would form a map
on what is called the conical proj ection. Such maps,

although of course not by photographic methods,

the Greeks of Alexandria constructed, and Ptolemy

in his book has left us precise instructions as to

Fig. 18.

—

Ptolemy's INIaf of the World.

how to draw them, and that book has survived

to our day.

So we learn that the Greeks knew that the earth

was round. They spoke of the known lands as the

world, which they knew occupied only a small part

of the surface of the earth. They held that the

world was long from east to west, narrow from
north to south. They knew also how to measure
position on the earth by astronomical observa-

tions, though they lacked the accuracy of modern
instruments. They knew further how to project
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maps upon the flat surface. In other words, two

thousand years ago they had learned the whole

theory of geography, but their measurements were

rough, even for latitude, and in regard to longi-

tude they had very few measurements of any

description, so that the maps which they con-

structed, though scientifically correct in principle,

were yet full of error, except just round the

eastern Mediterranean where the measurements

were more numerous because travel was frequent.

Fig. 19.

—

Ptolemy's Map of the World, Corbected
according to octb present knowledge.

Note ; For the fact that the earth Is not In the centre of the univtTae as thought by
the Greeks, see page 167.



CHAPTER III. THE MONSOON LANDS—
INDIA

Alexandria was not only the chief university

of the ancient world, it was also the chief centre

of commerce. In its harbour were ships from

all the Mediterranean. The corn of the Nile

valley was exported from Alexandria to Rome,
and silks and precious stones were received from

the Indies, overland

from the Red Sea.

From the first page

of the first book of

this series up to the

present point we have

been dealing with a

compact region, Euro-

pean and Mediter-

ranean. Within this

region as the result of

a long history, a great

society of men. Chris-

tian and Mohammedan, has been formed. Outside

Christendom, and in the main outside Islam also,

there existed through all the many centuries

of Antiquity and the Middle Ages two other

vast societies, both of them civilized, although

their arts of life were very different from those of

Europe and the Mediterranean. These societies,

each numbering anciently perhaps two hundred
million souls, were placed the one in the south of

38

Fig. 20.—Bengal Tigers.
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Asia, the other in the east. The one we know as

India, the other as China. We must never for-

get that India and China are not single countries,

to be compared with Britain, France, Germany, and

the other countries of Europe. India and China

are each of them to be compared with the whole

group of countries which we know by the name
of Europe. The area of India is as great as that

of aU Europe without Russia ; and China Proper,

the merely dependent regions of the Chinese

Empire being excluded, is nearly as large.

At Alexandria the Greeks first began to realize

that there existed this remote Indian and still

more remote Chinese world. As we have seen,

the campaign of Alexander the Great made
known the lowland, largely fertile, of Hindustan,

which was hidden beyond the high and mostly

sterile Iranian plateau. Another though less

famous Greek, discovered the ocean way from the

Red Sea to India, and thus greatly increased the

intercourse between west and east. It was the

Greek mariner, Hippalus, who showed that in the

broad north-western bay of the Indian Ocean,

which we speak of as the Arabian Sea, the winds

blow not this way to-day and that to-morrow as in

European latitudes, but with regularity according

to the seasons. Prior to his time ships from the

mouth of the Red Sea coasted along the Arabian

shores and then along the shores of Baluchistan,

and so southward to the ports of the west coast of

India. Hippalus first dared to cross the Arabian
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Sea with a direct course eastward from the

Red Sea to India. After his time the voyage was

made annually, outward to India on the south-

west wind, which blows during the five months

from June to October, and homeward on the

north-east wind, wliich blows during the four

months from November to February. These

seasonal winds we caU to-day the monsoons, from

an Arabic word which signifies season, for the

trade of the Indian Ocean passed from the Greeks

to the Arabs after the time of Mohammed, and

in their hands it continued until the Christians

undertook it in

modern times.

The monsoons do

not merely facilitate

maritimeintercourse.

It is no exaggeration

to say that to the

south-west monsoon
India owes practi-

cally all her wealth

and civilization.

How this happens may be learned from a short study

of the map of India. That great land has the form

of a diamond, the four angles of which are directed

to the cardinal points of the compass. The south-

ern point projects seaward, dividing the north part

of the Indian Ocean into the Bay of Bengal on

the one hand and the Arabian Sea on the other.

This point is known by the name of Cape Comorin,

Fig. 21.

—

South-West Monsoon,
June to October.
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and south-east of it is the beautiful island of Ceylon.

It may help us to realize how vast is India if we
note that Ceylon is as large as Ireland.

The southern half of India, which bears the name
of the Deccan, or South, is a low plateau, descending

to the sea coasts by steep mountain fronts, known
as the Western and Eastern Ghats. The Western
Ghats are the higher, for the surface of the plateau

is tilted slightly eastward, as may be seen from
the run of the rivers, which rise in the summit
of the Western Ghats almost within sight of the

Arabian Sea, and then flow eastward completely

across the country

into the Bay of Ben-

gal. They have
formed broad deltas

at the foot of the

Eastern Ghats, so

that there is a strip

of fertile lowland on
that side of the

country, between the

mountain slopes and
the sea coast, whereas the Western Ghats descend

steeply almost to the sea.

The northern half of India consists in the main
of a low-lying plain, and thus contrasts markedly

with the Deccan plateau. This plain, which is

the chief home of the Hindus, and is therefore

known as Hindustan, enters with a great northward

angle far into the mass of Asia. It is delimited

Fig, 22.

—

North-East Monsoon,
November to February.
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by mountain ranges, and beyond these are

plateaux higher than the Deccan. North-westward

of Hindustan is the plateau of Iran, already de-

scribed in connexion with the march of Alexander.

Fig. 23.—India.
This is a very small map of a very large land. Note the scale of miles.

North-eastward is the plateau of Tibet, the

loftiest upland in the world. Tibet is as large as

France, Germany, and Austria-Hungary put to-

gether. The surface of it is some three miles

above the sea-level, or as high as the peak of Mont
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Fig. 24.—A Banyan Thee.

This picture represents not a grove but a single tree. It is typical of the luxuriance
of Indian vegetation. Branches descend from above and taking root form new sterna

which gradually thicken into supports for the leafy shelter above.

Blanc, the culminating point of Europe. With
the exception of a few river valleys lying a little

below the general level, Tibet is a wind-swept

desert, and through most of the year is subject

to icy temperatures. A few inhabitants there

are in the deeper valleys, but speaking broadly

Tibet is vacant. The southern edge of it rises

into the peaks of the Himalayan range which,

with a graceful curve, form for fifteen hun-

dred miles the north-eastern boundary of India.

The loftiest of the Himalayan summits is

Mount Everest, more than five miles in vertical

height, the highest mountain in the world.
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From this and other points only a little lower,

the Himalaya descends northward to the Tibetan

plateau, but southward, with a far greater

drop, to the plains of Hindustan, lying only a

few hundred feet above the sea. The Himalayan
mountains are snow-clad and great glaciers descend

into their intervening valleys. Southward they

are bordered by range beyond range of foot-hills,

and these hills and the lower slopes of the

main range are clothed with magnificent forest.

Outside the foot-hills the plain of Hindustan is

formed of alluvial soil brought down by the

glacier-fed rivers, and upon the crops supported

by this soil live one hundred million people.

What a contrast with the naked deserts of Tibet

!

The torrents which descend from the mountains,

as they slacken on reaching the plain, become large

streams, and these are gathered into two great

river systems. On the one hand the Ganges flows

eastward parallel with the Himalaya, gathering up
tributary after tributary from the mountains, and
then, distributing the waters into many chan-

nels, forms the great delta of Bengal. On the

other hand, a group of the Himalayan streams

away to the north-west suppHes the five rivers

of the Punjab, and these converging unite to

make the Indus. Unlike the Ganges, the Indus

flows away from the Himalaya, not parallel with it.

Although the Indus traverses a plain all the way to

its delta, yet that plain ceases^ to be fertile when
the river leaves the Punjab, and becomes the
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desert of Sind. The Indus passes through

the desert much as the Nile passes through

the Sahara, with fertile banks and a fertile

delta.

Now the fertility, and therefore the wealth and
the population, of India depends on the play of the

south-west monsoon upon the great features of

brink and plateau and plain which constitute the

geography of India. From end to end India has

a bun d an t

warmth for

the growth of

vege t a t i o n.

The northern-

most point is

in latitude
36°, which is

the middle
latitude o f

the Mediter-

ranean Sea.

In Britain we
think of the

Mediterranean vegetation as being southern. Let

us reflect then that all India lies south of the

latitude of the Mediterranean, although Cape

Comorin and even Ceylon lie a little north of

the equator. Clearly the contrast between the

sterility of the desert of Sind and the fertility

of the plains at the foot of the Himalaya

cannot be due to lack of heat but must be due

Fig. 26.

—

Indiai^ Bullock Caet.

Cattle are oaed aa draught animals in India, but not

for food.
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to the different supply of moisture, the other

requisite for vegetable growth.

The moisture of India is brought from the

Indian Ocean by the south - west monsoon,

which blows during the summer and the early

autumn. That wind strikes first the Western

Ghats, and is forced to arch upward over them
before it can traverse the Deccan plateau. Now
when the wind is thus forced upward the moisture

which is contained invisibly in almost all air is

Western _

Ghats Oeccan

Himalaya*
Tibet

Sea /evcJ

Fig. 26.

—

Section across India to illustrate the Distribution of

Rainfall.

condensed into clouds. Every one who has lived

on a plain with hills in sight knows that you may
often enjoy sunshine in the plain when banks of

cloud are hanging on the distant hill front and

rain is falling there. The wind traverses the plain

and remains limpidly clear, but striking the moun-
tain front it must ascend, and in so doing is

chilled, with the result that cloud and rain form

within it. Dense clouds hang on the west front

of the Ghats during the whole season of the south-

west monsoon. Drenching rains fall, and the

torrents which descend into the ocean below are
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swollen. Thick forests therefore clothe the west-

ward brink of the Deccan for more than a thous-

and miles northward and southward, and in these

forests the tiger prowls, and wild tribes of men
have hidden themselves through all the course

of history, close to Indian civilization and yet

unaffected by it. Off this west coast of India

upon an island is the great city of Bombay.
On the plateau surface of the Deccan the rainfall

is small, and agriculture gives place in most parts to

a thin pasture which supports considerable herds

of cattle. But in the deltaic plains of the rivers

along the east coast there is rich fertility Here, in

the broad strip of lowland by the sea, the forests

have been displaced by cultivation. This lowland

is densely peopled and was anciently civilized. On
the coast is the city of Madras.

In the north-east of India the monsoon strikes

the Himalayan range, and as a result we have sea-

sonal rains there on a grander scale even than in

the Western Ghats. The snows accumulate on the

uppermost heights and feed the glaciers which in

turn nourish throughout the year the rivers of

the Ganges and Indus systems. The rains at

lower levels on the mountain face support magni-

ficent tiger-haunted forests, where the deodah,

now weU known in our English gardens, is the

most remarkable tree. Still lower, on the long

belt of the fertile plain of Hindustan which

extends beneath the Himalaya from the Punjab
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south-eastward to Bengal, there live more than a

hundred million people, mostly tillers of the soil, for

not only is the ground alluvial and fertile, but

water is abundant from two sources, on the one

hand brought down from the mountains by the

rivers and available for irrigation, on the other

Rainfall in Inches
Under 5
5 • 10

10 - 30
30 • 50
50 100

Over 100

zoo 400
biO miles-linch ^:r\

Fig. 27.

—

India—RAiNFAiiii.

hand shed from the clouds upon the plain itself

during the season of the rainy monsoon. Both

Calcutta, the commercial capital, and Delhi, the

seat of the Government, are in the plain of Hin-

dustan beneath the Himalaya, the one at its sea-

ward end, the other far inland to the north-west.
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India was anciently a world apart, because
it was very difficult of access. Until the days of

Hippalus it was unapproachable over the ocean, and
its ports were reached only by long and dangerous
coastal voyages. Even after Hippalus, when

Scale |: 50,000.000

Statute Miles

EOO 400 600

80Qmiles- linch

Inhabitants
to Sq-mile
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60 - 120

I20 - 2-90

Over Z'^O

Fig. 28.

—

India—Distribution op Population.

Compare figures 27 and 28. Note the dense population in the plains below the Hima-
laya and in the deltaic plains along the east coast. Observe also the relatively dense
population of the Indus vaUey and delta, although little rain falls in that region.

merchants began to trust their ships to the

monsoon, India had not to fear invasion by sea,

for the difficulties were too great for the trans-

port of an army. The land frontiers are almost

equally effective. North-eastward is the great

waste of Tibet, and on that side India is safe,

much as Europe is safe from negro invasion
B
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Statute Miles

across the Sahara desert. Only to the north-west

is the border relatively open, but even in that

direction there lie the plateau of Iran and the

mountain range of the Hindu Kush. Nonethe-

less across this frontier India has been frequently

invaded. Alexander the Greek came over the

Hindu Kush and down the Kabul valley. Long
before Alexander a people came into India by
this way whom we speak of as the Aryans. They

seem to have con-

quered all northern

India, forcing the

people to speak
their own Sanscrit

tongue. Now San-

scrit is kin to Per-

sian, Greek, Latin,

German, and the

Celtic languages,
and for this reason

the so-called Aryan
group of tongues is

also described as

Indo-European.
The languages of

the south of India^

such as Tamil and
Telugu, are not of

Aryan stock, and these languages are believed

to have been spoken throughout India before

the coming of the Aryans. The skins of the

Fig. 29.

—

India—Distribution of
Languages.

Aryan group thus : Hindi.
Non-Aryan, thus : Telugu.
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southern Indians are darker than those of the

higher classes in the north of India, and it is

therefore thought that the Aryans were of

a lighter colour,

like the Persians

and the Euro-

peans. The
modern langu-

ages of northern

India, such as

Hindi, Bengali,

and Punjabi, are

derived from the

anc lent S a n-

scrit, or from a

language kin to

Sanscrit, much
as French,
Span i s h, and
Italian are de-

rived from the

ancient Latm.

The most general religion of India is Hindu, and

in this regard we find no difference between the

north and the south, between the speaker of

Hindi and the speaker of Telugu. Hinduism is an

idolatry, and the idols of the temples are of many
and fantastic forms, representing often cruel gods

and goddesses to whom tortures and in the past

human sacrifices were acceptable. But for the

educated Hindu there is more than idolatry in

Copyright] [F. Frith is Co., Lti.

Fig. 30.

A Hindu Idol. Shiva the Destkoyeb.
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Hinduism. The greatest of the gods is Brahma, and

his universal spirit is believed to be in all things,

The soul of man belongs to this spirit, and may-

migrate after death into a

brute beast, just as the

god himself may be pre-

sent in a stone. This

theory of the transmigra-

tion of souls makes the

Indian refuse to take the

life of animals, though

by self-torture he will often

seek to appease the god,

and so avoid embodiment
in lower forms in the next

migration of his soul.

Six hundred years be-

fore Christ, and three

hundred before Alexander,

there lived in India a
A begging monk, whose self torture prophet Buddha. He re-

ia that he never lowers his arm. ^ -t^

pudiated the gods of the

Hindus, and refused self-torture, but taught that

if by self improvement man could reach enlighten-

ment the end of his soul, instead of transmigration,

would be Nirvana, complete rest. For a time

there were many Buddhists in India, and the new
religion brought a real reform, for it taught men to

strive after improvement here and now, in the place

of torturing themselves to avoid the terrors of the

hereafter. But in the end, after a few centuries,

Fig. 31.—a Fakir.
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Buddhism almost died out in India, and Hinduism,

or Brahmanism as it is called from the god Brahma
and from the priestly caste of the Brahmans,

survived.

The great defect of Hin^u society is the

division into
classes, or, as

they are called

in India,castes.

The highest of

these castes
consists of the

priests, the
second is that

of the warriors,

the third is that

of the artisans,

and the fourth

that of the

peasants ; but

the third caste

has been sub-

divided into
many castes.

No man can be a priest or a warrior who is not

descended from priests or warriors. No woman
may marry except within her own caste. No
man of a higher caste will eat with those of a

lower caste, or even accept food which has been

touched by them. So it is that religion governs

India.

Fia. 32.—A Hindu Temple—
The Great Gopuram at Madura.
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A large minority, however, of the people of

India are not of the Hindu rehgion, but are

Mohammedans. The followers of the Prophet,

having reduced Iran and Turkestan, entered

India from the north-west a.nd conquered nearly

Fig. 33.

—

The Taj Mahal at Agra, neah Delhi.

The tomb of a Mohammedan empress. Contrast the architectm-e with the Hindu
architecture of figures 32 and 34.

the whole land several centuries ago. The seat

of their empire was at Delhi in the north of

India on the Jumna tributary of the Ganges,

the first of the Ganges waters reached by the

invader from the north-west. From Delhi there

is a navigable way through the densely peopled

plain of Hindustan to Bengal and the ocea^n.

Through all history India has in the main been
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Fig. 34.

—

The Ganges at Benares.

These steps descending to the holy water of the river are known as ghats, We have

the same word in the Eastern and "Western Ghats of Soathern India, which are the des-

cents from the plateau of the Deccan.

an agricultural country. Delhi and other great

cities have splendid temples and palaces, but the

chief fact is that India contains no fewer than

750,000 villages. From Greek times onward the

West has thought of India as the great seat of

wealth, because the articles of commerce which

came from the Indies by the desert routes, or in

small storm-tossed ships over the ocean, were

necessarily small and valuable, since the cost of

transit was too high to admit of the carriage of

bulky goods. Therefore the West knew India

chiefly as the land of fine tissues and precious
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Fig. 35.—A Village in Bengal. -

Note the water. Bengal is a delta.

stones, and judged the whole from the rich

sample. But the villager of India is poor, though

in that warm climate poverty does not necessarily

imply the suffering which it brings in more

northern lands.



CHAPTER IV. THE MONSOON LANDS -

CHINA

For the Romans, and for the Christian peoples

who have succeeded to Latin Rome—Italians,

Spaniards, French, Germans, and EngUsh—the

East is that great series of regions which com-

mencing in the eastern Mediterranean extends

round the south of Asia into the east of Asia. For

convenience we now divide it into the Near, the

Middle, and the Far East. The Near East lies

round the eastern Mediterranean and includes the

region within the Five Seas. The Middle East is

Iran and India. The Far East is turned to the

Pacific Ocean and contains China and all the sur-

rounding lands. The Greeks of Alexandria were

themselves in the Near East. They knew some-

thing of the Middle East, but rumour merely had

reached them of the Far East.

Throughout history, India and China have been

strangely separated, almost as much separated as

Europe and India, although we of the Far West
merge them both in the East. The reason of this

separation is geographical. Beyond the Indian

Peninsula, on the far side of the Bay of Bengal, is

a second great peninsular region which we call

57
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Further India. This land is strikingly different

in structure from India Proper. Several long

mountain ridges diverge from its northern end

where it is attached to the mainland of Asia, and
form a great fan

spreading south-

ward and south-

eastward into

promontories.
Between each

pair of these
mountain ridges

is the valley of

a large river,

bro a d e ning
southward ow-
ing to the diver-

gence of the
boundarymoun-
tains, and end-

ing in a delta,

thickly inhabit-

ed and from an-

cient times civilized. The westernmost of the

rivers is the Irrawaddy, aiid Burma is the name
of the State established in its lower valley. The

second river is the Menam, with Siam in its valley

and delta. The third is the Mekong, with Cochin

China in its delta, and the fourth is the Red River

whose deltaic plain is Tongking. The last three

of these rivers flow ijito the Pacific, and Burma is

OverGOOOfect
00-6000feet
-600 feet

Fig. 36.

—

Further India.
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therefore placed somewhat apart from the sister

countries, Siam, Cochin China, and Tongking.

To-day Burma belongs to the Indian Empire of

Britain. Siam is independent, and Cochin China

and Tongking belong to France.

The mountain range which separates Burma and
Siam is continued far southward of the other

ranges into a minor peninsula, held to the main
peninsula by an isthmus, just as the Morea is

attached by the Isthmus of Corinth to the main
Greek Peninsula. This appendage of Further

India is the Malay Peninsula. Its southern point

is only one degree north of the equator, and is the

southernmost point of Asia, for neither Cape
Comorin in India, nor the southernmost point of

Arabia reaches so far south. Off the end of the

]\Ialay Peninsula is the little island of Singapore,

now an important British commercial station.

It is clear from this description, if it has been

followed upon the map, that communication be-

tween China and India must always have been diffi-

cult, for it must be carried on either by sea round the

far southern promontory of Singapore, or over the

mountainous region of the north of Further India,

where the ranges of the whole peninsula converge

into a maze of mountains of the most singular

difficulty whose exploration is incomplete even

to-day. The mountains of Further India merge
ultimately with the south-eastern corner of the

table-land of Tibet.

Burma, Siam, Cochin China, and Tongking are
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populous, and they are civilized with a civilization

half Indian and haK Chinese, but they lie much
separated from one another, and have never formed

a community of nations comparable to India or

to Europe. Though the river deltas are denaely

Fig. 37.

—

China.

peopled, the total population of Further India

is small as compared with that of India or China.

For the most part the mountain ridges are covered

with the primeval forest, within which there still

dwell wild tribes of men, and elephants and tigers.
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China is a land in many respects comparable to

India, and yet in some very different. The area

of China Proper is about equal to that of India

without Burma. The population, probably some
four hundred millions, is rather greater than that

of India. China is a compact land like India, but

rounded in outline instead of four-pointed. It lies

relatively low at the eastern foot of the lofty table-

land of Tibet, much as India lies low at the south-

western, the Himalayan foot. The monsoon winds

sweep in alternate seasons from the sea on to the

land and from the land on to the sea, but their

direction is rather from south and from north

than from south-west and north-east. They do

not strike the mountain ranges therefore at right

angles as in the case of India, but obliquely, so

that there is a much more general distribution of

rain over the whole country, instead of desert in

certain parts and in other parts superabundant

moisture as in India.

China lies farther north than India, its southern

haK being in the same latitudes as the northern

half of India. The northern parts of China have

a cold winter, more especially for the reason

that at that season the north monsoon blows

down from northern Asia, for there is no shelter

in that direction to be compared with the Him-
alayan range protecting India. The landward

boundary of China presents indeed a certain resem-

blance to that of India, but the parts are differently

placed. To the south-west is the ridged moun-
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tainous country which separates south-western

China from north-eastern India. To the west is

the great snowy eastern face of Tibet, com-

Stereograph Copyright'] I Underwood <fc Underwood. London and Neu York.

FiQ. 38.—A Chinese Maitdarln akd his Family.

A mandarin ia a high ofllcer of atato. The dlothea worn by well-to-do Chinese are of

beautiful material and finish.

parable to the Himalaya, although not quite

so high. To the north-west is a lower brink,
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descending to the Chinese lowland from the plateau

of Mongolia, which as the map shows is much
lower than Tibet. We may compare Mongolia to

the north-west of China with Iran to the north-

west of India. It is from the Mongolian plateau

that the chilly winter monsoon blows down upon

Cnpyriyhi] IF. Frith Jh Co., Lid.

Fig. 39.

—

Buddha, a Bronze Figure 60 feet High.

northern China, and it is from this northern

boundary alone that China has had to fear

invasion, precisely as India has experienced

invasion by land only from the north-west. The
earliest civilization of China was probably brought

by conquerers along this road, being derived

originally from the Babylonian plains. Buddhism
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at a later time came from India to China, and
for several centuries Chinese pilgrims visited

the Buddhist shrines of India, following in their

long journey a circuitous road from China

north-westward and westward through Mongolia,

round the northern limits of the great barrier of

Tibet, and then southward through Turkestan

and over the Hindu Kush. The Chinese pilgrims

entered India from the north-west, just as did

the Greek conqueror Alexander. This fact,

abundantly witnessed by Chinese records, enables

us to realize the complete efficacy of Tibet as a

boundary between western China and north-eastern

India.

In later times the horsemen and camelmen of

Mongolia made raids from their plateau into the

rich lowland of China, much as on a smaller scale

the highlanders of Scotland harried the lowlands

of that country. To prevent these inroads the

Chinese Government constructed, along the brink

of the Mongolian plateau overlooking the descent

into China, a great wall many hundred miles in

length, which may still be followed through most

of its length. We have descriptions from travellers

of how they have gone up from Peking ascending

by the hill road until they have seen crowning the

level-topped height above them the Great Wall,

and then passing through a gateway in the wall,

they have come suddenly upon the vast table-

land of Mongolia, spreading without feature

northward and westward to the far horizon.
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Within the Great Wall, between Tibet and
the ocean, lies the ancient land of China, divided

into eighteen great Provinces, each as large and as

populous as a European kingdom. China, like

India, is traversed by two mighty rivers, the

Hwang-ho or Yellow Kiver in the north, and the

Yang-tse-kiang in the centre. There is a smaller

but still great river in the south called the Si-kiang.

The Yellow River rises in Tibet, and flows north-

eastward down on to the lower level of Mongolia.

There it makes two great bends, northward and
eastward. Then it turns southward and flows

down from Mongolia into China. Finally within

China it turns sharply eastward and presently

north-eastward to the sea. Each of the great

reaches between these bends measures several

hundred miles in length. The last two reaches,

eastward and north-eastward, lie through the great

plain of northern China, a vast " Holland " of level

alluvial soil, traversed by canals raised above the

country between high artificial banks. The Hwang-
ho itself is thus raised, and from time to time

when the banks have been neglected it produces

terrible floods. When these floods have subsided

it has frequently happened, during all the many
centuries to which the Chinese records extend, that

the river has made for itself a new channel, and
often entered the sea by a new mouth. The vast

scale of these changes, which occur, it must be re-

membered, in a land inhabited by tens of millions

of people, may be seen from the accompanying
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map. In the year 1854 the Hwang-ho was in flood.

Before that year the course of the river, if plotted

upon the map of Britain, would have been from

Waterford in the south of Ireland eastward to an

estuary represented by that of the Thames.

After that year the

course was from
Waterford to an
estuary at Neweastle-

on - Tyne. All the

vast plain of North-

ern China has been ^^

formed of yellow silt

brought down by the ^"^^

YeUow River and
^^^ ^o.-Chakges in the Coui.se oe

deposited in the the hwang Ho, plotted on to a
1 Tin -XT M Map of Britain.'
broad shallowYellow

Sea, part of which still rv^mains as a gulf between
the coast of China and the peninsula of Korea.

In the midst of the plain, projecting as a promon-
tory into the Yellow Sea, are the mountains of

Shantung ; they must have formed an island before

half the sea was silted up and turned into plain.

Pekmg, the present capital of China, lies imme-
diately north of this great plain.

The Yang-tse-kiang also rises in eastern Tibet,

not very far from the source of the Hwang-ho,
but its upper reaches are southward through the

mountainous region at the root of the Further

Indian ranges, whereas those of the Hwang-ho are

northward over the plateau of Mongolia. Emerg-
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ing from the deep valleys of the south, the Yangtse

bends sharply round and zig-zags across the heart

of China. It traverses a generally hilly country,

and the floods which it produces are therefore com-

paratively local. Upon the hills of the Yang-tse-

kiang and Si-kiang basins is grown the tea which,

with silk, is the most valued product of China in

our Western markets.

The Yang-tse, unlike

the Yellow River, is

navigable for many
hundred miles. The
British battleship Glory

on one occasionsteamed

up this great stream

some five hundred
miles to the city of

Hankow in the very

heart of China. In the

London Docks you may
often see steamers
which have come from

Hankow.
The cities of China

are very grea j, and also

numerous. There are at least four of them, each

with near a million inhabitants, which count among
the great cities of the world. These are Peking, the

northern capital ; Nanking on the lower Yang-

tse-kiang, the southern capital, which has had to

yield to Peking; Hankow on the middle Yang-

FiG. 41.—A Chinese Pagoda
OB Shrine.
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tse-kiang ; and Canton in the south on the Si-

kiang.

All China speaks one language, and in that it is

a very different land from India, but there are

such differences of dialect and pronunciation

that a man of Peking cannot understand a man
of Canton. None the less if he be a scholar he

Fig. 42.

—

Chinese Junks on the Si-Kiang neab Canton.

can understand the other's writing, for the letters of

the Chinese alphabet represent ideas andnot sounds.

Thus we of the West represent the word '' dog "

by three letters each with its own sound, whereas

the Chinaman gives you the picture of a dog,

though it is likely that you would not recognize

it for a dog, since it is drawn conventionally with

a few strokes. This fact, and the fact that
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Buddhism—which came originally from India,

though it has there been supplanted—is almost

universally accepted by the Chinese, have made
China a single great nation, so that there is no

other section of humanity so vast in number
within which there are so small local differences.

Some day perhaps in

the United States the

English-speaking
race will present a

similar unity, but at

present theAmericans
do not number more
than a quarter of the

numberofthe Chinese.

Mediaeval Europe
obtained from
China both the

Orj^yright.l ^ [F. Frith & Co., Ltd

Fig. 43.

—

Chinese Merchants.
marmers compass

and the art of print-

ing. We must beware of thinking of the Indians

and the Chinese as merely barbarians. An educated

Chinaman is as much a gentleman in manner and
bearing and clothing as any gentleman of the West,

and his education is based upon a great tradition

and ancient learning. Not a few of our ways and
manners appear as crude and barbaric to him as

any of his do to us. Contented unceasing in-

dustry is the life of the masses of the Chinese

people.



CHAPTER V. THE LAND OF THE CAMEL-
MEN

Europe and Asia would be an island were it not

for the isthmus of Suez, only a hundred miles

wide, by which Asia is connected with Africa. If

you look at the map, however, you will see that it

is very easy to cross from Europe to the north

coast of Africa. There are two straits, the Strait

of Gibraltar and the Sicilian Strait, which offered

easy ways even

for the earliest

shipmen. On the

other hand, the

Sahara Desert
was and still is

very difficult to

cross. Therefore

we may think of
: ..^Sl»

Europe, Asia, and fig. 44.—two-humfed camel
, - ,

,

. OF Centbal Asia.
the north coast

of Africa as a single region, detached from the rest

of the world by the encompassing ocean, and in one

direction by the Sahara.

The north of this great Euro-Asiatic continent

lies not far from the North Pole. The north-

ernmost point of Asia is in latitude 78° North, and

the northernmost point of Europe in latitude 71°

North. Therefore the winters are long and cold in

that direction. Moreover there is floating ice on the
71
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Arctic Sea, and navigation round the north of

Asia is so difficult that only one ship in all his-

tory has made the North-East Passage from the

Atlantic into the Pacific Ocean. That ship was

the Vega of the Swedish Baron Nordenskiold,

and the voyage was made in the years 1878-9.

The heart of Asia and the east of Europe are

characterized over wide areas by a cold winter,

although not so long as that of the far north, and

by a hot dry summer, for the ocean is remote

whence the winds derive their moisture. Un-
til railways were made such people as had

their home in these parts were very much
detached from the civilized world. As the map
shows, three mighty rivers, the Ob, the Yenisei,

and the Lena, flow from the mountains of Central

Asia northward into the icy Arctic Sea. They are

navigable in the summer time for many hundred

miles, but, as we have seen, the sea into which

they flow is for practical purposes closed to

shipping. Other navigable rivers, such as the

Volga, the Oxus, and the Jaxartes, flow into

the salt waters of great inland lakes, and have

no communication with the ocean. These dis-

advantages have been compensated of late

by the building of railways, and those large

parts of the middle north of Asia which are

naturally fertile and sufficiently watered are now
bemg occupied by Russian colonists. This, how-

ever, is a change only of the last few years. As

a result of the former difficulty of access to the
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heart of the continent, and also of the steriUty of

wide areas of the inner lands, it has happened
that throughout history the chief civilized peoples

of the world have been established in the west, the

south, and the east of the Euro-Asiatic land, and
not in the north and centre.

We may distinguish in the long belt of civilized

lands beside the ocean shores four several groups

Fig. 45.

—

Euro-Asia. Religions.

of nations, each with a predominant religion. In

the west in Europe is Christendom. In the north

of Africa and in the Near East is Islam. In India

the religion of the great majority of the people is

Brahman, and in China it is Buddhist. In connex-

ion with each of these religions there is a character-

istic civilization in harmony with the accepted

religious ideas. But though there are these four
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religions, yet as we have learned in other chapters

of this and the last book, there were only two
sources from which enlightenment spread, for China

derived her Buddhism from India, while Chris-

tianity was preached from Jerusalem, and Moham-
med was schooled by the Jew and the Christian.

The Indian and the Chinaman do not appear

to have undertaken far distant conquests, although

it is true that China has usually held tributary the

adjoining wildernesses of Tibet and Mongolia, but

the Mohammedan and the Christian have been

great travellers and great conquerors. The Mo-
hammedans occupied a unique position of vantage

in the centuries which preceded the discovery

of the ocean roads by the Christians. India and

China are washed wholly by the eastern ocean,

and their great navigable rivers flow into that

ocean. European Christendom is washed wholly

by the western ocean, but Islam occupies the land of

the Five Seas which intervenes between the West
and the East. For the Christians of Europe
Islam is the beginning of the East, and we think

of it as the Near East, but for the Indians and
the Chinese it is the beginning of the West, and
the Mohammedan conqueror was the forerunner

of the Christian. It is important then that we
should not think of the Mohammedan as a mere

barbarous idolater. An educated Mohammedan
has ideas of God very different from those of the

Indian and the Chinaman, and in many respects

similar to those of the Jew and the Christian.
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Historically, as we saw in the last book, the three

western religions, which all hold the faith of

the one God, were closely connected and derived

from one another. The Crusades were, in fact, a

family quarrel. For several centuries the Saracen

or Arab was more civilized that the Christian, and

<7opyrt^/K,] [Pluttochrom Co., Ltd.

Fio. 46.

—

The Fertile Strip op Egypt.

The Pyramids beyond are within the Desert.

Christians and Jews no less than Mohammedans
resorted to the great Mohammedan University of

Cordova in Spain. The Arabs, it must be remem-

bered, captured Alexandria and inherited in no

small degree the tradition of Greek science.

Notwithstanding these facts, what is it that

has given to the Mohammedan his special part in
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history and made him so different from the Chris-

tian ? Certain great features of physical geography

supply no small part of the answer. Let us examine

the map of Europe, Asia, and the north of Africa.

The Sahara Desert spreads through northern

Africa from the west coast to the east, from

the Atlantic, that is to say, to the Red Sea.

Fia. 47.

—

The Citadel of Cairo.
Observe the domes and minarets of the great mosque within the Citadel.

It takes three months for a caravan of swift

camels to traverse it from north to south.

This great desert has always kept the negro

of the south apart from the white man of

the north, for the inhabitants of Barbary and
Egypt are, of course, not negroes. They are

close kin to the people of southern Europe and
western Asia.

The Sahara is not, however, merely a barrier
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between south and north. We must not think of

its vast area, large as all Europe, as being

buried in all parts under drifting sands. The
Sahara presents the most varied landscapes.

It is true that in some parts are billows of sand,

as it were a rolling sea suddenly fixed, but in

other parts are craggy and precipitous mountains,

and in others level plains of hard dry clay. The
only characteristic common to all parts of the

desert is drought. Wherever water is available,

percolating underground and reached by wells,

or drawn from the Nile and other rivers which

enter the desert from moister climates, there the

desert soil is usually productive enough. At
varying intervals over the vast wilderness are green

oases of date palms, watered from such sources.

The desert was anciently compared to the skin

of a leopard, the oases being the spots. The
comparison was, of course, only an approach to

the truth, for in fact the oases are minute dots

upon the vast spaces that are barren. They
are none the less the homes of peoples who are

neither negroes from the south nor Europeans

from the north, and these people are almost all of

them Mohammedans.
Now let us trace the deserts which spread

from northern Africa into Asia, eastward and

north-eastward into the heart of that continent

and beyond. Immediately east of the Red Sea we
have the great deserts which fill the Arabian Pen-

insula, a land in many respects more African than
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Asiatic, although it is broadly attached to Asia and

only by a narrow isthmus to Africa. Next we have

deserts in the centre of the plateau of Iran, divid-

ing Persia in the west from Afghanistan and Balu-

chistan in the east. East of Iran in the lowland

of Hindustan, on both banks of the lower Indus,

is the desert of north-western India. Desert

again we have to the north of the Hindu Kush

Fia. 48.

—

The Desert Belt op Asia.

in the low lying plains of Turkestan beneath the

northern brink of Iran. This desert, as we have

already learned, is divided into three parts by
the great rivers Oxus and Jaxartes flowing to the

Sea of Aral. The surface of the lofty tableland of

Tibet is desert. There is desert finally to the north

of Tibet, but to understand the lie of this, the

great Gobi desert and the desert of the Tarim
Basin, we must study with care the mountain
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ranges of central Asia (see Plate III, page 64).

In the very heart of the continent is a rela-

tively small but very lofty plateau known by the

name of the Pamirs, which is described by the

surrounding peoples as the Roof of the World.

South-eastward the Pamirs spread into the

plateau of Tibet, whose axis gradually bends

eastward in harmony with the bend of the

Himalayan range. From the south-western

corner of the Pamirs projects south-westward

the Hindu Kush, the spine as it were of the

north-eastern comer of the plateau of Iran, which

is thus hinged on to the Pamirs no less than is

Tibet. From the northern end of the Pamirs a

great mountain range known to the Chinese as the

Tian Shan, or the Mountains which touch Heaven,

extends for many hundred miles eastward parallel

with the northern brink of Tibet, which brink is

known as the Kwen Lun range. It will thus

be seen that a broad basin is enclosed south,

west, and north, between the Kwen Lun face of

Tibet, the Pamirs, and the Tian Shan. -Streams

descend from the peaks of these three sur-

rounding heights and uniting in the contained

basin form the Tarim river. This great depres-

sion is therefore usually described as the Tarim

Basin, but sometimes also as. Eastern Turkestan,

for the people are of Turkish race, like those

of Western Turkestan in the lowland of th(

Oxus and Jaxartes. Except for the river banks,

and the oases at the immediate foot of the
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mountains, the Tarim Basin is desert, and the

Tarim river itself never reaches the sea, but

flowing eastward evaporates in great salt marshes.

The desert of the Tarim Basin lies at an elevation

about equal to that of Iran or the Deccan, con-

siderably above the sea-level, that is to say, al-

though far below the level of the encompassing

uplands. The Gobi desert is continued eastward

Copyright,] [^«'«' Sons & Co.

FiQ. 49.—A Mohammedan at Prayer in the Desert, with his

FACE TURNED TO MeCCA.
Thft camel is of the one-humped species of Africa and Arabia.

froln the Tarim over the plateau of Mongolia, and

forms the north-westward boundary of China.

Here, then, is the great desert belt of the world

—Sahara, Arabia, Iran, the Indian Desert, the

Desert of Turkestan, Tibet, and the Tarim and

Gobi Desert. Over the whole of this vast area the

sparse communities of men live essentially the same

life. They are nomads wandering from oasis to

oasis on camel back and in certain parts on horse-
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back. In the Sahara and Arabia the camels have

one hump, in Turkestan and the Gobi they have
two. In the western Sahara the nomads are

mostly of Berber speech ; in the deserts on either

hand of the Nile and in Arabia they are Arabs or,

as they were formerly called, Saracens ; in Turkes-

tan and the Gobi they are Turks and kindred

Mongols. The inhabitants of Iran, it must be

remembered, the Persians and the Afghans, are,

however, of Aryan stock, kin to the Hindus and
to the Europeans. But all these various peoples

of the oases obey the God of Mohammed.
Round all the deserts, as it were enframing

them, are regions not wholly barren and yet not

fertile. These districts of thin pasture are usually

described as steppes, although a part of the

steppe, in southern Russia and western Siberia

is naturally covered with a more juicy pasture,

such as we associate with the idea of a prairie.

The drier steppe lands of Africa and Asia serve

to connect the great patches of desert, and thus

we have a continuous broad belt of deserts and
steppes, extending eastward through Africa and
then eastward and north-eastward far through

Asia. The whole is thinly peopled by camel-riding

nomads, who in the steppes own flocks of sheep

and goats. Settled communities there are, even

cities, in the oases, which forward trade across the

broad interval between India and China on the

one hand and Europe and the Mediterranean on

the other. Certain lands also of a wider fertility
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are contained within the desert and steppe belt.

Such are Egypt and the Euphrates Valley, and the

hills of Palestine and Syria, but these are to be

regarded as in the nature of merely greater oases.

The fertility of Egypt and Babylonia is not due

to local rainfall but to water brought by the rivers

from distant sources. Within the desert zone

itself high mountains, such as those of Lebanon

Fig. 50.

—

Euko-Asia. Rainfall,.

and Hermon, are able to gather from the air

a certain fall of rain.

Now all this vast desert and steppe belt, occupy-

ing fully a third, if not a half, of the area of Europe,

Asia, and Northern Africa, is inhabited by at

most a hundred million people, even though we
include the lands of Egypt and Babylonia. But
that part of Europe which excludes northern Scan-
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dinavia and also eastern Russia is inhabited by
some four hundred million people, though it

measures but a small fraction of the area of the

desert and steppe land. India, which is rather

smaller than the densely peopled part of Europe,

has three hundred million people, and China Proper,

which is a little smaller even than India, may have
another four hundred millions. The total popula-

Inhabitants to Sq.mile
I—

I
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Fia. 51.—EuBO-AsiA. Distribution of Population.
Note the rough coincidence of the densely peopled and well-watered areas.

tion of the world is probably fifteen hundred

millions, and of these, as we see, no fewer than

eleven hundred millions live in three comparatively

small areas, Europe on the one hand, and India and

China on the other. The west winds of Europe

bring moisture from the Atlantic ; the south-west

and south monsoons of India and China bring
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moisture from the Eastern Ocean. These lands

therefore are populous because they are agricul-

tural. The occupation of the vast majority of

Europeans, Indians, and Chinese is the tillage of

the ground. Biit the inhabitants of the steppe and

the desert are herdsmen wandering with their

camels, their horses, their goats, and their sheep.

Is it surprising, therefore, that the desert should

have sent forth great cavalry armies of horsemen

and camelmen ? Is it surprising that these

armies should have attacked the rich agricultural

districts, sometimes

;
those of Europe in the

;
west, sometimes the

great oases of Egypt
and Babylonia, and at

other times India or

China ?

At various times in

history the desert con-

^ querors have founded

-Fig. 52.—Arab Horse. great empires. First
Note the pecuUar setting of the taU. ^^ haVC thc empire

of the Persians, horse-riders from the valley-

oases of the Iranian mountains. They conquered

Babylonia, and Syria, and Phoenicia, and Pales-

tine, and Egypt ; they advanced over the plateau of

Asia Minor, and came into conflict with the Greeks

of the Aegean Sea. This was in the sixth and
fifth centuries before Christ. In the fourth cen-

tury, as we have seen, the Greek general Alexan-
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der took possession of the Persian Empire, even

as far as the oases of Turkestan and the Punjab.

Rome succeeded to the Alexandrian conquests

in the shore lands of the Mediterranean, but

the Persians, under the name of Parthians, re-

covered the control of Iran and the Euphrates

plain. Then, in the seventh century after Christ,

Mohammed inspired the Arabs of the oases of

Mecca and Medina with a militant zeal, which

resulted in the foundation of the vast Saracen

Empire, extending through nearly the whole

length of the desert and steppe belt, and beyond
it across the Strait of Gibraltar into Spain. In

war and commerce alike the Saracens depended

on their thirst-resisting camels, and in war on
their beautiful Arab horses. But horses cannot

traverse the more arid parts of the (Jes€T?t.

1-

- r ,„ -i

Fio. 53.—A Dbomedaby,

The fast one-humped camel, employed for meaaenger purposes over the desert.

I'be stomach of the camel ia so made as to store water enough for some daya.



CHAPTER VI. THE LAND OF THE
HORSEMEN

Northward of Turkestan and in the north of

Mongolia the steppes sweeten into rich grassy-

prairies which extend in a wide belt eastward and
westward through several thousand miles. From
the far eastern end of Mongolia this pasture belt

stretches without interval round the northern

shores of the Caspian and
Black Seas to the foot of

the Carpathian Moun-
tains in the heart of

Europe. As the desert

and the oases are the

home of the camel, so are

the northern steppes the

natural home of the horse.
Pbejevalsky's Horse. rj^^Q

^[l^ horSC is stiU

found in parts of the

Mongolian steppe. Only by the banks of the

rivers do clumps of trees break the monotony of

the vast plain, which lies white with snow in the

winter, green and brilliant with flowers in the

spring and early summer, and burnt to a brown
stubble-field in the late summer and early autumn.

The northern steppe belt is divided naturally into

Fig. 54

The w.ld horae of Mongolia,
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Fig. 55.

—

Euro-Asia. The Steppes.
On comparison of this block with figure 48, it will be seen that the steppes enframe

the patches of complete desert. The northern edge of the area here shown as steppe lan(J

ia the prairie land, which is the subject of this chapter.

two parts, lying at two different levels above the

sea. In the west, from the Carpathians through

southern Russia in Europe and across the north of

Turkestan the plain lies low, raised only a little

above the sea. In Mongolia, on the other hand,

the steppes occupy the north of the plateau

upon which southward is the desert of the

Tarim Basin and the Gobi. Yet the lower

western and the upper eastern steppes are in full

communication, for there is a broad grassy passage

way which leads up from the lowland on to the

upland, and this is known as Zungaria. This

passage extends between the snow-capped Tian

Shan range on the south and the broad but lower

Altai Mountains on the north. Thus the Altai

and the Tian Shan ranges are completely separ-
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ated by the *' dry strait " of Zungaria, which

connects the eastern, the Mongohan steppes with

the western steppes of Turkestan and south-

eastern Europe.

There are outlying areas, as it were islands of

steppe land, lying beyond even the extreme ends,

eastern and western, of the steppe belt. In the

west beyond the Carpathians, upon the middle

Fig. 56.

—

Kirghiz Horsemen on the Steppes.

Danube, are the Pusztas of Hungary, low-lying

within their frame of Carpathian and Alpine

Mountains. In the east, beyond Mongolia, are the

steppes of Manchuria. The plateau of Mongolia

ends southward where the Kwen Lun Mountains

rise to the loftier heights of the Tibetan plateau,

but south-eastward and eastward it ends in a

brink, dropping to the lower levels of China and
Manchuria. Both of these lands are essentially

lowlands lying beneath the plateau brinks, but
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they differ in this, that whereas China lies open

to the Pacific, with its great rivers flowing to

eastward estuaries, the plains of Manchuria are

separated from the ocean by lofty and forested

coast ranges which bend south-eastward into the

peninsula of Korea. The plains of Manchuria,

Fig. 57.

—

Scene in the Steppes.-
Note the wheat sheaves in the foreground, and the chimneys of the stationary thrash-

ing machines in the background.

between the brink of the Mongolian plateau and
the coast ranges, are clothed for the most part

with steppe grasses, and in certain parts become
an arid desert, known as the Little Gobi. But
Manchuria also contains fertile river deltas, south-

ward where the streams flow to the Gulf of

Pechili, and northward where the great river Amur
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comes from the eastern ridges of the Altai system

across the north-eastern extremity of Mongolia

down into Manchuria, and there turns northward

to a mouth beyond the northern extremity of the

Manchurian coastal range.

Except at one point the steppes are limited

northward by a vast belt of forest—a forest of

pine and larch through most of its length, but

towards either extremity, where it approaches

the moisture of the eastern and western oceans,

of leafy trees, bare in the winter. Through the

midst of this forest there strikes southward

from the Arctic shore to within some two hun-

dred miles of the Caspian Sea the Ural range

of mountains, not very high but long and con-

tinuous. This range is commonly accepted as

the boundary between Europe and Asia, although

about midway along its length it merits the

name of hill rather than mountain, and, as we
have just seen, it fails altogether some distance

northward of the Caspian. It is through the

lowland interval between the Ural Mountains and

the Caspian Sea that the steppes of Europe

are continuous with those of Asia. Along the

eastern foot of the Ural range is a broad belt of

marsh, probably the greatest continuous marsh

in the world, and here, along the course of

the lower Ob river, there appears to be a

complete break in the forest belt, the marsh

taking the place of the trees. In European

Russia the boundary between the forest and the
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steppes crosses the plain obliquely west-south-

westward from the Ural Mountains, a little north

of their southern extremity, to the northern end of

the Carpathian Mountains. All the north-east of

Asia from the Altai Mountains to the Arctic shores

is mountainous, and thus the forest belt presents

in the matter of levels a somewhat similar con-

trast to that presented by the eastern and western

ends of the steppe belt. In the east the forests

clothe far spreading mountains, in the west, on
both sides of the Ural range, they extend over a

plain.

If we now examine the map in the light of the

details which we have here learned, there will

appear one of the greatest geographical contrasts

on the face of the globe. All European Russia,

both forest and steppe, is a low-lying plain as far

as the Carpathian and Caucasus Mountains. The
western Siberian forest and steppe, and also the

desert of Turkestan, form another still more ex-

tensive spread of lowland, separated from Euro-

pean Russia only by the Caspian Sea and the

relatively insignificant Ural Mountains. The
two plains are connected with one another through

the gateway between the Ural Range and the

Caspian Sea. If we regard the Ural range as

negligible in the broad view, then we have here,

extending from the Arctic coast to the border of

Iran and from the Carpathians to the Altai Moun-
tains, the widest lowland in the world, as large

as all Europe
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On the other hand, if the eye sweeps on the map
from the Himalaya Mountains, fifteen hundred

miles in length, over the vast highland of Tibet,

over the still vaster though less high upland of

the Tarim Basin and Mongolia, across the heights

of the Tian Shan and the depression of Zungaria

to the Altai ranges, and then over the maze of

lower mountains which fill north-eastern Asia to

Bering Strait, it will be realized that we have

here a continuous area of upland, the most

extensive in the world. The plateau of Iran is

hinged on to this great upland by the lofty ridge

of the Hindu Kush, and thence the mountains

extend to the Caucasus, the Carpathians, and the

Scandinavian range. Thus we see that the great

lowland of the north and heart of the Euro-Asiatic

continent is enclosed south-eastward and south-

westward by almost continuous upland, though it

lies widely open with low coasts to the Arctic Sea.

Beyond the great upland of central and north-

eastern Asia, lying beneath its outward brinks,

are the rain-fed, fertile, densely peopled monsoon
lands, India and China.

The peoples of the grassy steppe have been known
in different historical times by different names

—

Scythians, Huns, Magyars, Turks, Mongols, Tartars,

and Kirghiz—but in the main they have at all times

and throughout the steppe belonged to the Turkish

stock. To-day the Turkish language of Constanti-

nople can be understood by barbaric tribes on the

far Lena river. Whatever he may have become
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since, the Turk was originally the horseman of

the steppes. Riding in great hordes, eating up
the pasture of a region and then pushing forward

to new pastures, like a flock of locusts stripping

the country, the nomads were always gathered

together in force. They were thus ever ready to

Statute Miles
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Fig. 58.—The Magyar and Turkish Invasions.

The Magyars or Hungarians entered Hungary in the tenth century by the same way
as that followed by the Huns in the fifth century.

fall upon the dispersed communities of the desert

oases, or at times, when some great leader ap-

peared, or drought and famine impelled, to attack

and conquer the agricultural communities of

Europe, Iran, India, or China.

The first of these great raids from the steppe of

which we have adequate historical record was

that of the Huns under their leader Attila, who
in the fifth century after Christ, when the power

of Rome was decaying, rode over the steppes north

of the Black Sea, and crossed the Carpathians into

the plains of the Middle Danube, and there camp-

ing were for many years a torture to Christendom.
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At one time they rode from the plain of Hungary
over the spm^s of the Alps into the plain of north-

ern Italy, and destroying the cities drove the flying

inhabitants to settle among the fishermen in the

reedy islands of the Venetian lagoons. So was
founded the canal city of Venice. At another

time they rode westward, through the gap in the

mountains made by the Danube at Vienna, and
away westward into Gaul, where they were defeated

in a great battle at Chalons by the united forces of

the Latin-speaking Gauls and the German-speaking

Franks. Forced to stand side by side in the same
rank of battle, the Frank and the Latinized Gaul

made friends, and from that friendship has come the

modern France. So in history again and again

have the hammer blows of war welded alien

peoples together, as two pieces of cold iron heated

in the furnace may be beaten into one on the

anvil. On still another occasion it is probable,

although not certain, that these same Huns,

raiding northward into the still barbaric Germany,
disturbed the heathen German tribes in their

forest settlements, and driving them forward

caused some, Angles and Saxons, to take to their

boats and to find new homes on the shores of

Britain, thus founding England and English speak-

ing Scotland.

In the eleventh century, about the time oftheNor-

man Conquest of England, another great raid of

Turks descended from the steppe land, this time

southwestward into the Saracen dominions, and by
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disturbing the christian pilgrims at Jerusalem

brought on the Crusades. These Turks became

Mohammedan, but owing apparently to racial

characteristics never acquired the finer attributes

of the Arabs. Some generations later one tribe of

1 N D I A <N'
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Fig. 59.

—

The Mongol Dominions in the time of Jingis Khan
AND in THEER widest EXTENT.

them, known as Ottoman from their leader Othman,

took Constantinople, and, as we have already

learned, founded the Turkish Empire round the

eastern Mediterranean.

By far the most interesting, however, of the

Empires of the steppe-men was that of the

Mongols. A great leader of the nomadic hordes,
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Jingis Khan, arose in far north-eastern Mongolia.

In the thirteenth century he and his immediate
successors rapidly conquered and organized into

a single realm not merely the hordes of all

the steppe, European and Asiatic, but also the

lands of Iran and China. The Mongols in China

founded the great city of Kambaluc, which we
now know as Peking, and displaced from the first

rank the southern capital, Nanking. Before long,

however, the Mongol Empire was divided into a

number of Khanates. Of these the most notable

was that of the west, the Khanate of the Golden

Horde, whose capital was a camp beside the Volga

River.

The Golden Horde broke a little later into four

Khanates. Two of these were on the Volga, at

Kazan near where the great river emerges from

the forest and enters the steppe, and at Astrakhan

near the Caspian Sea. The third was Krim-
Tartary in the Crimea. The fourth was Sibir

on the river Ob, east of the Ural range. As
their vigour decayed and leaders failed them,

these Khanates one after another were conquered

by the Russians who emerged from the cultivated

clearings of the northern forest. The Russians

conquered the Mongols, or as they were afterwards

called the Tartars, by organizing the Cossacks,

a force of rough horsemen who based themselves

on the rivers of the southern steppe, and are there-

fore known as Cossacks of the Dnieper, Don,

Volga, and Ural hordes, for there is an Ural river
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Fig. 60.

—

Cossacks.

as well as an Ural range. In other words the

Russians followed the principle of setting a thief

to catch a thief. The Cossacks in the end con-

quered not merely the European steppe and the

steppe of Sibir, but also the forested mountains
of north-eastern Asia beyond the Altai range, in

the region which has come to be called Eastern

Siberia to distinguish it from the Western Siberia

of the plain. Within the last two generations

these same Cossacks have added to the Russian

Empire the Khanates of the Oxus, Khiva and
Bokhara, the last surviving remnants of the

once vast Mongol realm.

The Mongols of Turkestan, two centuries after

the days of Jingis Khan, when the empire
H
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which he founded was already broken into many
parts, rode over the Hindu Kush, under their

leader Baber, down into the plains of the Pun-

jab. Between the Indian desert and the foot

of the Himalaya they defeated the Indians, and

entering the basin of the Ganges founded at

Delhi that great Mongol or Mogul Empire of India,

Mohammedan according to the religion of its

rulers, which has since been displaced by the

British Empire.

Forone or two generations after Jingis Khan there

was peace through most of Asia, an almost unique

interlude in the history of Eastern warfare. While

that Mongol peace lasted it was possible for travel-

lers, even Christian travellers, . to roam through

Asia as never before. The most celebrated of the

explorers to avail himself of the opportunity was a

Venetian merchant, Marco Polo, who travelled

from the Levant up through Iran, do\A^i into

Turkestan, and over the heights of the Pamirs down
into the Tarim Basin. So he came to the camp of

Great Khan in Mongolia, and thence to Kambaluc in

China. There for twenty years he was a Minister

of State, and made journeys through all China.

From Marco Polo the West first heard of Zipangu,

or Japan, the land of the rising sun in the Farthest

East. After twenty years Marco sailed as Am-
bassador with other Chinese Mandarins in charge

of a Princess, the destined bride of a Western

Khan of the Mongols ruling in Iran. The voyage

led through the Sea of a Thousand Isles, which we
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now know as the Malay Archipelago, round the

southernmost point of Asia, and then westward

through the Indian Ocean by Ceylon to the Per-

sian Gulf. To the astonishment of those whom
he had left as little children, Marco reappeared

in Venice, rich with precious stones and with a

Fig. CI.—A Japanese Village.

wonderful story, which his fellow-townsmen were
inclined to laugh at, but he wrote it down in a

book, which was one of the earliest books printed

in Europe. We have that book to-day, and every-

thing which we now learn in regard to China and
the heart of Asia tends to confirm the veracity of

Marco Polo. The immediate effect of its publi-
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cation in the fourteenth century, and of its print-

ing in the fifteenth, was to set many men thinking

afresh of the wonders of the East, from which were

derived the costUest wares of Western commerce

—

spices, and precious stones, and fine tissues of silk

and cotton.

Fia. 62.

—

Fujiyama. The Sacred Volcano of Jafin.



CHAPTER VII, THE LAND OF THE
SHIPMEN.

In the last four chapters we have seen the con-

trast between the tiller of the soil in such lands as

India and China, and the wandering nomad of

the great deserts and steppes. The agricultur-

alist must live the year through in one spot. He
must plough, sow, reap, and thresh. He must

earn his bread, in other words, by the sweat of

his brow. A well-watered agricultural land is a

land of villages and hamlets and scattered farms,

with here and there a market town, and at wide

intervals a great sea or river port, or a capital

city. But the nomads are anchored to no single

spot. They ride on horses and camels, trans-

porting their camps and driving their flocks of

cattle and sheep and goats. Their wealth is not

in the ground but in their cattle. The same is true

of the highlanders living in the mountains, though

they must climb and not ride after their cattle.

In such conditions every man is a soldier, weaponed

and mobile, free and yet in the habit of moving

with his comrades and accustomed to a rough

discipline. To prepare the agricultural peoples

for defence, on the other hand, it was necessary

to separate a special class or caste of soldiers, and
101
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such professional soldiers became the instruments

of despotic rulers, so that India and China and
the greater oases of the desert were subject to

arbitrary government. Communication within

these agricultural lands was maintained chiefly

by boat upon the rivers. Thus we think of Egypt
as the Nile land, of Babylon as the Euphrates

land, of Hindustan as the land of the Ganges and

the Indus, and of China as the land of the Yang-
tse-Kiang and the Yellow River.

One other type of man there is, in addition to

the steppe man, the desert man, and the mountain

man, whose way of life tends to freedom and enter-

prise. The sea is a plain, wider even than the

steppe and the desert. The wave is a subject more
unruly than the horse or the camel. The rocks

and the tempest demand courage and endurance

more persistently than the wild beasts and the

sand-storms of the wilderness. So the man who
goes down to the great sea has become in the end

master of the world.

The shores of Europe were the natural first home
of the shipman. Long ago it was remarked that

Europe owed much to the fact that her land

was broken into peninsulas and islands. Men
served their apprenticeship on the sea amid the

islands and promontories of the Mediterranean,

where the waters are tideless, the shores are full

of harbours, and, in the clear air, the mountains

serve for landmarks at great distances. The
Mediterranean was for mere children in sea-craft,
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but shipmen first became free of the ocean on

the stormy western and northern coasts of Europe,

from the Strait of Gibraltar to the North Cape.

The first passages in the history of that maritime

expansion of Europe, which has now enveloped

the whole world, were in connexion with two
peoples now reckoned small, the Norsemen of

Norway and the Portuguese.

As we have already learned in the volume pre-

ceding this, Norway is a long strip of highland, with

snow and glacier and forest on its upper levels.

It is deeply trenched by valleys, into whose
lower reaches the Western Ocean penetrates in

winding branching fiords. Beyond the fiord

mouths, off the cliff-fronted coast, is a guard of

innumerable rocky islands. The valley bottoms

round the fiord heads are cultivated, and the

small patches of agriculture thus widely scattered

are divided from one another by the highland

wilderness, and communicate only by water. The
inhabitants of these little fertile recesses, which

may be compared to the oases of the desert,

have open to them only the winding fiord way to

the sea. They were hence known as Vikings, or

sons of the vik or fiord.

A time came, in the general disorder of Europe

which ioUowed on the decay of the Roman Empire,

when Huns from the steppe, Germans from the

forest, and Saracens from the desert were invading

and harrying Christendom, that the Vikings,

heathen still, took to piracy, and, coasting with
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Fig. G3.—The Voyages of the Norsemen.

The broken line from Iceland to Newfoundland indicates the southern limit of floe ice.

daring seamanship past Britain and Gaul, pene-

trated through the Strait of Gibraltar to the inner-

most recesses of the Mediterranean. We even hear

of them in the employ of the Greek Emperors of

Constantinople acting as body-guards. They con-

quered the island of Sicily and the Boot of Italy,

founding what became the kingdom of Naples.

They settled in northern France on either hand of

the river Seine, founding the duchy of Normandy.
To the Normans, Viking by blood and enterprise,

though become French by speech, we owe the

unity and energy of England after the Norman
Conquest. Scotland also from the time of David I

was Normanized. Other Norsemen, direct from
Scandinavia, passed up the rivers of Russia, and
founded the dynasty which still rules in that

land. Yet others, turning away from pirac}^ and
conquest, sailed through the wild northern seas to

the Faroe Islands, to Iceland, to Greenland, and, as

narrated in the Sagas or poetic records which they
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have left to us, even to the coasts of North America

—Labrador, Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, and

perhaps New England.

That the Norsemen did not found a per-

manent colony in the fertile lands beyond the

Atlantic, which by this time might have grown

From " Nansen'i First Crossing of Crrfnland."] [By prrmission 0/ Lnngmans Green & Co,

Fig. 64.

—

Floating Ice, East Coast of Greenland.

to be a great nation, was due to a physical

contrast between the eastern and western sides

of the ocean. Though the interior of Norway
is cold and icy, and though it extends far

northwards toward the Pole, yet the water in

the fiords and where it washes the island guard,

remains unfrozen even in the hardest winter.

Nor are floating icebergs and floes ever seen in

the Norwegian sea.
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In similar latitudes, however, beyond the

Atlantic, the great land of Greenland is buried

under a vast cloak of ice, hundreds of feet

in thickness. This ice is always accumulating

owing to the fall of snow, and the edges of it

break away and float on the sea as towering

icebergs. Northward of Greenland the very

sea itself freezes in the winter, and the sheet

of ice cracks in the spring time into slabs, known
as floes, low and flat in the water and thus to

be distinguished from the land-made icebergs.

Between Iceland and Greenland, through what is

known as Denmark Strait, a great stream of bergs

and floes drives slowly southward throughout the

year. This ice-stream turns Cape Farewell, the

southern point of Greenland, in the latitude of

the Shetland Isles, and then crosses to that part

of the coast of North America which is called

Labrador. Finally it turns southward outside

Newfoundland. The floes soon melt, but the south-

ernmost bergs are often seen in the Western

Atlantic by the steamers between Britain and
America. So difficult is the passage across this

ice stream from the open water to the coast of

Greenland that the explorer Nansen tooK six

weeks before he could effect a landing aiter he haa
sighted the high ground of Greenland. For this

reason it v/as that the Vikings failed to siipport the

daring pioneers who struggled through to the

western lands, although for a number of genera-

tions some isolated settlements maintained them-
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selves by fishing on the coastal ledge of Green-

land. This ledge by the sea, beneath the brink of

the inland ice, is moss-clad in the summer.
The most remarkable point in regard to the

Norsemen is that while they have thus put energy

into some of the chief races of Europe—the Eng-

'i

From "Namen's First Crossiruf o; Greenland."] {By permission 0/ Longmans Green & Co.

Fig. 65.

—

The Inland Ice of Greenland.

lish, the Scotch, the French, the Italians, and the

Russians—yet they never, save in the Arctic north,

established a new Norway. The pure stock of

Norse blood remains to-day only in the original

homeland, where there dwell less than two million

people. Those two millions may well be proud

of the service rendered by their race to mankind.
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The Norsemen had played their great part in

history, and ceased to count largely in Europe,

when the Portuguese, at the other end of the

oceanic coast of Europe, began to play theirs.

Portugal was one of the row of little Christian

kingdoms which in the early Middle Ages extended

across the north of the Spanish peninsula. Grad-

ually through several centuries, with many an

ebb and flow of victory, they fought their way
southward, ejecting the Mohammedan Moor. So

Portugal, the westernmost of them, grew from the

north to be a long strip of coast line extending

Siouthward to the twin capes of St. Vincent and
Sagres, the sacred promontory of the ancients.

When the southern waters were reached on the

Bay of Cadiz, the crusade was finished so far as

the Portuguese were concerned, although the

Spaniards alongside had to fight for two centuries

more until Granada, the last Moorish stronghold,

surrendered in the year 1492.

Remotest of all the western nations, Portugal

was little involved in European politics. But
energy had been bred into the race by those

centuries of contest with the infidel. When they

had disposed of their enemy in the peninsula itself,

the Portuguese took to the ocean, and carried the

war into Africa, into the land of Morocco. So

there naturally ensued the ambition to coast south-

ward along the African shore seeking an ocean road

to the Indies, since the overland way from the

eastern Mediterranean was now infested by Turks.
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The desire for knowledge may perhaps have

played some small part in this great Portuguese

undertaking. Missionary zeal was undoubtedly

another incentive, but the principal motive

was commercial. In the Middle Ages the

men of northern latitudes had not learned how
to keep their cattle fit for meat through the

winter. The practice was to kill in the autumn
all but the stock needed for breeding, and to salt

and smoke the meat. Nor were potatoes and

other succulent vegetables then available in the

cold weather. Therefore the winter food of all

northern Europe was monotonous and dry. The
chief resources of the mediaeval kitchen for variety

and flavour were the spices, and therefore spices of

several different kinds were the chief commodity
sought by Europe in the eastern trade. They could

be produced only in a

tropical climate, and the

only part of the tropics

which was then accessible / [^^[^[^^^,^2?
; (, Statute Miles

lay in the Indies—that is

to say, in Hither India and stvincept*^^

Further India, and the M ''\ Sagre)

great archipelago of the ^^SagresP^

Indian Isles. Each Por- z:^*^ ^'^^$//-'^-~^^

tuguese expedition which ^'
^'^'^

•IT .1 T , FlQ, 66.

—

Sagres and St.
sailed southward along Vincent.

the African coast carried

samples of spice to exhibit to the natives with a

view to eliciting information.
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In the fifteenth century there was much inter-

course between Portugal and England. A King
of Portugal married an English princess, and we
may be proud of the fact that their son Henry,

known to history as Henry the Navigator, was the

great organizer of the Portuguese discoveries.

He established, in a monastery on the historic

promontory of Sagres, a geographical observatory

where he gathered all the needful books and charts,

and entertained both practical pilots and the

learned of all nations who could throw light on

the undertaking and assist with their counsel.

Each year during the lifetime of Prince Henry,

and afterwards through the greater part of the

fifteenth century, at least one expedition sailed

southward to push forward by a few miles the

limit of the kno^vn world. The interest felt by
the people of the city of Lisbon as each daring

explorer returned to his welcome may be com-
pared to the fascination for us of the gradual

advance to the Poles during the last two or three

generations.

At first the voyagers found themselves off the

barren coast of the great Sahara. Then they came
to vegetation again in the land of the negroes,

and they have marked the delight with which they

saw the green trees once more by the name of

Cape Verde, or the Green Cape, which we find on

the map of Western Africa. Driven occasionally

seaward they discovered several groups of islands

:

Madeira, the Canary Islands, and the Cape Verde
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-The Desert of North-West Africa.

Islands, and far out in the Atlantic, the Azores.

As the Portuguese approached the equator, they

found that the coast trended eastward for several

liundred miles, a coast of rich vegetation but un-

healthy climate and savage negro inhabitants. For

a time they must have thought that they had found

the wished-for road to the Indies. Then to their

disappointment the continent was discovered to

spread southward across the equator with a second

great reach of forested shoreland which they came
to know as Lower Guinea, the coast north of the

equator which trends eastward being known as

Upper Guinea. The big bight of the Atlantic

Ocean which thus invades the mass of Africa they

called the Gulf of Guinea. At last in the year 1482
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Bartholomew Diaz came to the end of the land, and
entered the eastern ocean. As compared with the

tropical and sub-tropical parts of the Atlantic, the

southern ocean round South Africa is a stormy

sea, and Diaz named his discovery the Stormy Cape,

but the King of Portugal, seeing at last in the new
trend of the land a chance of the eastward passage,

rechristened it the Cape of Good Hope. Finally,

in the year 1497, Vasco da Gama sailed round the

Cape of Good Hope, northward along the East

coast of Africa as far as the equator, and then,

trusting himself to the monsoon, across the Bay
of Bengal to the west coast of India.

Annual voyages were now organized from Lisbon,

Fig. G8.—Tropical West Africa, Cape Coast Castle.
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each of a fleet of vessels, which made the passage to

India from the African coast, out on the one mon-

soon and home on the other. On the second of

these voyages, commanded by Cabral, the Portu-

guese were driven out into mid Atlantic, and sighted

the land of Brazil in the great promontory of South

zores :

Fig. 69.

—

The Voyages of the Pobtuguese Discoverebs.

America just south of the equator, and Brazil is to

this day a land of Portuguese speech. In the

Indian seas they founded trading stations, displac-

ing the Arabs after much fighting. The chief of

these stations were Goa on the west coast of

Southern India, Malacca on the west of the Malay

Peninsula at the entry to the Strait of Malacca.
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and Macao at the mouth of the Si-kiang river^ not

far from the Chinese city of Canton.

The immediate effect of these great discoveries

was the commercial enrichment of Portugal and
of its capital Lisbon. For two or three generations

Lisbon became one of the chief cities of Europe,

and the Portuguese one of the most influential

peoples. Their great national poet Camocns wrote

Copyrighll [O. W. Wilson & Oo.

Fig, 70.

—

Table Mountain, Cape of Good Hope.

the story of the navigation to the Indies in the

epic of the Luciads.

But the most far-reaching consequence of the

foresight of Henry the Navigator was the fact that

Christendom was no longer penned into a corner

of the world and there besieged by Moslems and

pagans. The Christians of the west had now taken

their enemies in rear, for by the ocean road they
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had come into the Indian Seas, and were therefore

at the back of the Oriental invasions of Europe.

They overthrew the Arab domination of the shores

of the Indian Ocean, and thus reduced the impor-

tance of what would otherwise have been a terrible

blow to civilization, the Turkish conquest of

Constantinople and of Egypt, which took place,

contemporaneously. For the first time, moreover,

400 . 800
1280miles -Iinch It

Fig. 71.

—

The Portuguese Settlements in the East Indies.

the Europeans came into direct and regular inter-

course with India and China, with the Brahmans
and the Buddhists, half of all humanity, previously

secluded behind the desert screen where the robber

tribes levied blackmail of life and property on the

crossing traffic.

Meanwhile the Russian Cossacks, though their

history is less famous than that of the Portuguese,

were pushing over the Siberian plains and through
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the Siberian forests until they came to the far

north-eastern end of the continent. Bering, a

Dane in command of a Russian ship built on the

Arctic coast, sailed southward through the strait

which separates Asia from North America. Not
until a generation ago did any ship sail the whole

length of the Arctic coast, and home through the

Suez Canal, thus completing the circumnavigation

of Europe and Asia, but the Cossacks left no doubt

as to the separation of Asia and America.

Thus at last the world of the ancients was found

to be the island which the Greek geographers,

speculating from the similarity of the tides in the

western and eastern oceans had suspected to be

the fact. It is a vast island spreading from the

east of Asia westward, and in the west throwing

southward across the equator the vast promontory

of x^frica. The mainland of Asia lies wholly in the

northern hemisphere, from one degree North to

seventy-eight degrees North, but Africa extends

to thirty-five degrees South. The distance from

the Cape of Good Hope to the South Pole is

great as compared with the distance from Cape

Chelyuskin, the northernmost point of Asia, to the

North Pole. Africa extends in south latitude

only to a position equivalent to that of the Strait

of Gibraltar in north latitude.



CHAPTEK VTIL THE RE-DTSCOYERY OF
GREEK GEOGRAPHY AND THE DIS-

COYERY OF THE NEW WORLD.

When the Saracens, still barbarian, took the city

of Alexandria in the first burst of their war-like

zeal after the death of Mohammed, they are said to

have burnt the Museum, and with it the great

library which contained in manuscript the treasure

of Greek science. A few manuscripts in other

places, and notably in Constantinople, were saved

to us. Of the two great fathers of geography,

Eratosthenes and Ptolemy, the writings of Eratos-

thenes are gone, and we know him only from

occasional quotations by other authors. The Book

of Ptolemy we have, though for a time it was lost.

In all the Latin West men ceased in the early

Middle Ages to learn Greek. In the disorder and

misery of the Hunnish, the German, the Norse, and

the Moorish invasions, they had other and simpler

business to occupy them in the struggle for exist-

ence. Later in the Middle Ages, about the time of

the Norman Conquest of England, when civilization

began again to increase, the clergy, among whom
alone there was learning, were busy with other than

scientific tasks. They had to bring morality and

order back into Christendom, and to find reasons,
118
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religious, philosophical, and legal, why men should

be moral and orderly. So it happened that al-

though many universities were founded among the

clergy or "Latins" of Italy, France, Spain, Britain,

and Germany, it was not until the fifteenth

century that Greek science was recovered, chiefly

from the manuscriptsbrought by Byzantine scholars

flying from the Turkish invasions. At that very

juncture the art of printing was invented.

Among the first books to be printed and to be

reprinted many times was the Book of Ptolemy,

with a series of illustrative maps. From the study

of that book men learned once again to substitute

the network of meridians and parallels for the

grotesque plans which had done duty for maps in

the mediaeval schools. This re-discovery burst

upon the learned world in the middle of the

fifteenth century, and set men thinking—men of

the most various training—scholars, and astrono-

mers, and pilots.

In the Fifteenth Century the most civilized

people were the Italians, and also the most skilful

pilots. The mariners' compass, it must be re-

membered, had gradually been adopted in the

Mediterranean during the previous century. Nor
must we forget that gunpowder had recently

come into use, and that firearms now gave to a

few Europeans power over many barbarians.

Among the pilots of highest repute in the

Italian city of Genoa was Christopher Columbus.

He had sailed through all the western seas, it is
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said even as far as Iceland. To Columbus the

idea came, from study of the new maps con-

structed by the Italian astronomers on the principle

of Ptolemy, that by sailing westward across the

Atlantic he would be able to reach those eastern-

most lands of the Indies which had been described

in the Book of Marco Polo. Among these lands

were China and Japan, and also the Thousand Isles

which we now know as the Malay Archipelago.

Thus was it sought at one effort to achieve what
the Portuguese were laboriously striving for in the

passage round the Cape.

But Columbus lacked the

means for the venture,

and applied in succession

to several kings, among
_ , _^ _ them Henry VII, King of

Fig. 72.-A s^ or the Time England. The attempt
OF Columbus. ^y^g -jud2;ed foolhardv by

(From a Map of the 15th Century.) . . . ^^ , „ ^ *1
^

the kings both oi iLngland

and France, and they refused to risk their money.

Queen Isabella of Spain, however, rose to the idea,

and at last Columbus set sail, with a fleet of little

vessels which in these days we should think no

larger than large boats. It is hard for us now to

realize the daring that was involved when the

prows of these ships were kept steadily to the

western horizon whence no man had ever yet

returned. The crews became mutinous, and

Columbus had to conceal the progress made, giving

out each day that a shorter distance had been
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sailed than
was the fact.
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small island,
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Columbus
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the beginning
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Japan. Having sailed by the western route,

he called his discovery the West Indies, and
the savages he spoke of as Indians. They
were of ruddy skin, and to distinguish them from
the Indians of the old India, which we now know
to be removed from the West Indies by half the

circumference of the globe, men have since called
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strange. The reason is to be found in the fact

that although the Greek geographers knew how
to take observations for latitude with surpris-

ing accuracy, yet because they had no clocks of

precision which could be transported from place

to place they had, as we have already learned, few

measurements for longitude. When travellers

such as Marco Polo journeyed day after day and

month after month through the vast spaces of

Fig. 75.

—

Behaim's Globe of 1492.

Asia, zig-zagging to an extent which they probably

did not realize, they exaggerated the amount of

easting which they had made, and the far-eastern

lands which they visited were laid down on the

re-discovered Ptolemaean map as too distant in

longitude. The scheme of longitudes on the map
was scientific enough, but the position of the more

distant lands was laid down upon it, not from

astronomical observation, but from dead reckoning.
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Columbus worl^ed from charts upon which the

east of Asia was advanced right across the space

which we now know to be occupied by the Pacific,

and Japan was placed not far from where we now
know to be the west coast of North America.

In the course of his four voyages across the

Atlantic Columbus discovered most of the West
India islands. To some of them he gave names
obtained from the natives—for instance, Cuba and

Jamaica. To others, however, he gave Spanish

names, taken usually from the Christian festival or

Saint's Day on which the island happened to be

discovered, as, for instance, Trinidad and San

Domingo. To his death, however, he believed that

he had merely found a new and more direct way to

the Indies, and that he had named and charted

some of the Thousand Isles of which Marco Polo

had brought report.

Very soon, however, when long coasts of the main-

land of America were discovered, scholars began to

suspect that the new lands were far from Asia,

and the truth dawned upon them that a New
World had been added to the Old. The word
" world " we must remember was for the Greeks

and the Latins different in meaning from the word
" globe," although we now use them as equivalent.

The Greeks knew, as we have seen, that the earth

is a globe, and calculated its size. But for them

this was a matter of astronomy. The geographer

was concerned only with the lands known to be

inhabited by mankind. These formed a continu-
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ous continent from the west of Europe and Africa

eastward far through Southern Asia, and this

continent with the adjacent islands was the

"world" for the Greeks and the Latins, and

therefore also for the Italians of the fifteenth

century who were students of Ptolemy. The Greeks

doubted whether the cold north and the hot tropics

Fig. 76.

—

The West Indies. Teinidax) : The Pitch Lake.

The Pitch Lake is an important source of asphalt.

were habitable, and they debated, as a matter

probably never ascertainable, whether there were

inhabitants, "antipodes," in the southern hemis-

phere beyond the Tropics. It was much as we
might debate whether there are people on the far

side of the moon, which is never turned towards the

earth. We may thus measure the grandeur of the

new discoveries when men found it necessary to

speak of them as the " New World," and to call
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" Old World" what had hitherto been simply the
" World."

The name, however, which has in the end attached

most firmly to the new lands is that of an Italian

pilot, Amerigo Vespucci, who made voyages
along the mainland of South America. True that

Copyright,) [Valentine A Son*, Ltd.

Fig. 77.

—

The West Indies—Cutting Sugar-cane in Jamaica.

Columbus merely discovered islands and only once

saw the mainland : true that he never fully realized

what it was that he had done, but his was the

daring both of thought, for he imagined the pos-

sibility, and of deed, for he first crossed the ocean.

Justice would have called the New World Colum-

bia, but long habit has now rendered it for ever

impossible to call it other than America.



CHAPTER IX. THE TRADE WINDS OF
THE ATLANTIC OCEAN

The discovery of the ocean road to the Indies by
the Portuguese, and of the ocean road to the New
World by the Spaniards, altered the whole course

of history by changing our geographical ideas. The
camelmen and the horsemen had their wide plains,

but these plains, though vast, cover but a small

part of the globe. Moreover, the horsemen of Asia

could not ride on to the plains of America. But
the shipman, once he had ventured from the rivers

and the coasts on to the high seas, had before him

a continuous water plain covering three-quarters

of the globe. It was soon realized that all the

lands however vast are merely islands, and that

although we may give names, Atlantic, Indian, and

Pacific, to different parts of the ocean, yet there

is in reality only one ocean. Therefore the ship-

men of Europe were able to sail to the rear of the

lands whence the pagan cavalry rode, which in the

Middle Ages pent Christendom into the north-

western corner of the Old World.

Why was it that the Europeans did not sooner

discover the New World and the southern road

to the Indies ? The answer to this question is

126
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given by the winds of the Atlantic. We have

learned how Hippalus, the Greek pilot, trusted

himself far out of sight of land on the broad

Indian Ocean more than a thousand years before

Columbus. He did so because he knew that if he

sailed away on the monsoon wind of one season

there would be a contrary wind to bring him back

in the following season. But the early navigators

outside the Strait of Gibraltar found that when
they turned southward along the African Coast

they came soon to a wind which blows, not variably

as in the British Seas, or according to the seasons

as in the Indian Seas, but always from one direc-

tion, the north and north east. They could hope

for no wind therefore to bring them homeward.

At that time, and indeed until withm the last

century, it must be remembered that ships could

not sail near the wind. They required the wind

aft or on their quarter, whereas the modern

clipper can sail with the wind not merely abeam
but even on her bow, and can therefore make some

way with every wind except a head wind. So it

was that the Portuguese ships of Henry the

Navigator could only return by tedious tack-

ing—that is to say, by zig-zagging—and since the

coast to which they clung was a desert coast they

could not replenish their stores of water and food.

We need to realize these facts if we would measure

the heroism of the Portuguese discoverers of the

fifteenth century.

The north-east winds blow from a little south
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of the Strait of Gibraltar nearly to the equator.

As they approach the equator they become more
easterly, so that the winds which strike the West
Indies are easterly and east-north-easterly. In
the more northern parts of the Atlantic, in the

forties and fifties of latitude, the prevalent winds

Fig. 78.

—

The Route of Columbus in Relation to the Winds.

are from the west and the south-west. They blow,

that is to say, from the coast of America to Europe,

but not with the same steadiness as the north-

easterlies to south of them, for the westerlies are

disturbed by storms.

The achievement of Columbus was possible

because he trusted himself to the easterly winds on

his outward voyage, and to the westerlies on his
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return. It wiU be remembered that lie sailed

from the south of Spain south-westward to the

Canaries, and only then did he take his departure

westward into the unknown. On his return from

the West Indies he sailed north-eastward, and

made the land again on the coast of Portugal, to

north, that is to say, of his Spanish starting point.

The north-easterly winds of the lower latitudes

of the Atlantic became known in after times as

the Trade Winds, the winds most to be depended

on by the ocean sailor.

The air blowing over the surface of the sea

raises waves, but the rapid forward roll of these

waves does not imply a corresponding forward

movement of the water itself. This may be seen

any day when we watch a boat drifting near a

shore. The boat merely rises and falls as the

waves in succession pass under it on their way to the

coast. There is, however, upon the ocean a slow

forward drift of the surface water under the

pressure of steady winds which has nothing to do

with the waves. This drift may amount to two
or three miles in the twenty-four hours. Now as

a result of the wind system of the north Atlantic

the surface water in the tropical latitudes drifts

in this way slowly across from the African to

the American side, and being exposed to the hot

sun arrives on the western shores at a tepid heat.

It is obvious that the wind may blow on over

the land, but that the westward drift of the water

is stopped by the coast. The American coast,
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where it bounds the north Atlantic, is shaped into

a vast bight several thousand miles across. This
bight begins at Cape San Roque, the easternmost
point of South America, in latitude 5° S. From

M

Fig. 79.

—

The Water Circulation of the North Atlantic.

that cape the coast trends north-westward across

the equator to the West Indies, but the coast of

North America runs out north-eastward to the great

promontory formed by the island of Newfoundland,
in latitude 50° N. The westerly surface drift
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of the ocean, brought across the Atlantic by the

pressure of the Trade Winds, is thus guided gradu-

ally round by the lie of the coast, so that in the

North Atlantic it gives rise to a current from the

south-west. As this current passes up the North
American coast it comes under the influence of

the prevalent south-westerly and westerly winds

which help it forward. Thus the whole surface

of the North Atlantic ocean is turning slowly

round in the direction of the hands of a watch.

The water which is drifted by the west winds

against the coast of Britain is somewhat warmer
than would be expected in our latitudes, for it

still preserves some of the heat which it received

when moving across the ocean from east to west

in tropical latitudes.

The shape of the European coast is such as to

guide in a north-easterly direction into the Arctic

basin some of the relatively warm water which the

winds bring from the south-west. So it happens

that the coasts both of Britain and Norway are

ice-free even in mid winter. On the other hand,

if the map, or still better the globe, be examined, it

will be found that, except for the narrow Bering

Strait between Asia and America, the North

Polar Sea is land-girt. Therefore the current which

presses steadily into Arctic latitudes along the

Norwegian coast must emerge again by the only

way that is open to it—^namely, through Denmark
Strait and along the east Greenland coast. While

the water is in the Arctic region its temperature
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falls, with the result that it bears southward

through Denmark Strait and round Cape Farewell

the great stream of northern ice which has. already

been described. It was this ice, as we have
seen, which prevented the Europeans from colon-

izing America many centuries earlier than they

did. Columbus
crossed the
North Atlantic

at its verybroad-

est, whereas the

Norsemen at-

tempted the

narrowest pos-

sible crossing.

Thus we see

how the wind
system of the

North Atlantic

closed on the

one hand
ocean road

the Cape

India, and
the other

America.

the

by
to

Fig. 80.

—

The Ice-fhee Water off the
Western Coast of Europe and the Land
WHICH ON THE AVERAGE OF YEARS IS SnOW
FREE.

on
hand the shortest road to North

So the thought of the Ancients was
turned eastward to the Indies by the land routes

from the Eastern Mediterranean.

These same winds, the north-easterlies of the

lower latitudes and the south-westerlies of the

higher latitudes, have yet other and perhaps even
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more important effects. The south-westerlies

and the storms which they bring up, come
to Europe from the ocean, and are moist and

full of cloud. To these winds therefore we
owe the fertility of our part of the world.

Without them Europe could not to-day support

four hundred million people, and Christendom

would not have grown to be the power that

it is in the world. The north-easterly winds, on

the other hand, blow on to the Atlantic from the

land of Northern Africa. They are dry winds and

produce the Sahara Desert, which has protected

Christendom from the negroes of equatorial Africa.

The whole of this wind system, north-easter-

lies and south-westerlies, moves a little north-

ward and southward with the seasons. It moves

northward as the midday sun rises higher and

higher with the approach of midsummer. It moves

southward with the approach of midwinter. Thus

we explain the contrast between the summer and

the winter on the shores of the Mediterranean Sea.

In the summer time the prevalent winds off the

coast of Portugal and in the Mediterranean are

from the north. They bend into the north-east

winds a little further south. At this season

therefore the Mediterranean lacks rain. In

other words the Saharan climate extends north-

ward in the summer. In the winter time, on the

other hand, the northerly breezes at the source

of the Trade Wind are experienced only in the lati-

tude of Upper Egypt and of the Canary Islands.
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The Mediterranean is then exposed to the west

winds and to the storms which travel with them.

The rainfall of

the Mediter-

ranean is there-

fore c o n c e n-

trated chiefly

into the win-

ter. Any part

of the world

which has sea-

sons of this

character—hot

dry summers
and mild show-

ery winters—
is said to have

a Mediterra-

nean climate.

As we pass

so u t hward
along the
oceanic coasts

of Europe and

Western Africa

we have three

climatic belts.

In the north

—

in the latitudes

of Britain and

France—it rains at all seasons, but the winter is

Fig. 81.

—

The Climatic Zones of the
Eastern Shores of the Atlantic.
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cold, and the trees then shed their leaves. Mid-

way we have the Mediterranean belt, where the

summer is dry and many of the trees shed their

leaves at that season, while vegetable growth

takes place in the mild and moist winter and

spring. Further south in the Sahara we have rain

at no season or at most a thunderstorm or two

at intervals of ten or twenty years.

When the Portuguese crossed the equator and

advanced southward to the Cape of Good Hope,

they found a similar succession of winds and clim-

ates in the southern hemisphere, but of course

reversed in order. A little south of the equator

they encountered a south-east Trade Wind blowing

off the coast of Africa, where it produces the

Kalahari Desert. Beyond this they came to

westerly winds, and they found that just as in the

North Atlantic the wind system moves a little

northward and southward with the seasons, so

does it in the South Atlantic, with the result that

the region about the Cape of Good Hope is covered

by the Trade Wind in the southern summer time

and is droughty, but in the winter time the west

winds bring to it oceanic moisture. Thus the

Cape in a southerly latitude equivalent to that of

the Mediterranean in the north has a Mediterranean
climate. In both regions one of the characteristic

crops is the grape, which needs a moist spring,

and a dry sunny summer.
Between the south-east Trade Wind of the

South Atlantic and the north-east Trade Wind of
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the North Atlantic there remains a belt within

which the air is usually calm, and in this belt there

is a great rainfall throughout the year. This calm

and rainy belt moves of course with the seasons a

little northward and southward. The effect of the

equatorial rains we see in the dense and luxuriant

forests of the Upper and Lower Guinea coasts.

During the northern summer these rains advance

into Africa some distance northward of Upper

Guinea, but during the northern winter they recede

southward towards the coast, and the Trade Wind
advances to take their place. We have there-

fore a belt—between the forests of the Guinea

coast which are always moist and the Sahara

Desert where it never rains—in which there is a

rainy summer and a dry winter.

This belt is known as the Sudan.

The Western Sudan lies north

of the Upper Guinea coast, but

like the Sahara the Sudan belt

extends across Africa to the

Eastern Ocean. The Upper Nile

crosses the Eastern Sudan and
then crosses the Sahara to the

Mediterranean Sea. It will be

noticed that the !^Iediterranean

and the Sudan types of climate

are inverse. In the Mediter-

ranean the rains fall in the

winter ; in tlie Sudan they fall in the summer.
There is a belt corresponding to the Sudan in

:rrah£:ah

Fig. 82.—The Nile,
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South Africa, between the tropical forests and the

Kalahari Desert,

Thus it will be seen that in all, as we coast from the
North Cape of Norway to the Cape of Good Hope,
we pass through eight successive climates :

—

1. The Temperate region of cold winters and
mild summers, and rain at all seasons ;

2. The Mediterranean region of mild moist

winters and hot dry summers

;

3. The Saharan belt of heat and drought

throughout the year

;

4. The Sudan belt of constant warmth, but dry

winter ;

5. The Equatorial belt of rain and heat through-

out the year

;

6. A Southern belt, equivalent to the Sudan,

of constant warmth but dry winter ;

7. The Kalahari belt of year-long heat and
drought.

8. The little Cape district of Mediterranean

climate.

South of the Cape, on the broad Southern

Ocean, are the latitudes equivalent to those of

Northern Europe, where there are rains at aU

seasons and the warmth is temperate. This is a

9th belt. We might of course add 10th and
11th belts in the far north and far south, ir,

which the cold and length of the winter are such

that only mosses will grow and much of the

land is permanently ice-clad. As we have how-

ever seen, the north of Norway is exceptionally
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free from such harshness of cHmate, save on

the uplands of the interior, owing to the warm
drift of the ocean surface from the south-west.

It should be added that on the upper slopes

of the mountains, even in the temperate and

tropical latitudes, as we saw in the second

volume of this series, there is an Arctic climate.

83.—A Sailing Ship's Course to and from the
Cape of Good Hope.

Long before the days of steam, the wind system

of the Atlantic enabled sailing ships to make fairly

rapid passages to and from the Cape. The usual out-

ward and homeward tracks describe a great figure

of 8 on the chart of the Atlantic Ocean. The out-

ward voyage was on the North East Trade, and
therefore obliquely southward from Africa towards
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the eastern point of South America. Then the ship

sailed down the east coast of South America, for

it could not steer in the teeth of the South-East

Trade directly towards the Cape. Only when the

westerly winds were reached could the neces-

sary easting be made across the ocean to the Cape.

On the homeward voyage the ship would come on

the South-East Trade across the Gulf of Guinea,

but beyond the equator must stand far out into the

Atlantic with the North-East Trade abeam, and
only when north of the Trade Wind would the ship

be turned eastward again on the westerly winds to

the coast of Europe. Where the sailing ship lost

time, so that the old voyages were much longer than

the modern steam voyages, was in the narrow seas

round Britain and in crossing the calms of the

equator. On one occasion persistent westerly

winds delayed the celebrated navigator Captain

Cook for a whole month when on a voyage out-

ward down the English Channel.

A very remarkable feature in the wind and
water circulation of the Atlantic remains to be

noticed. We have spoken of the great bight in the

American shore, which curves round from the east-

em point of South America into the eastern point of

North America, and we have seen how the warm
water of the tropics is guided by this bight until

it is swept forward to Europe by the west winds

of the higher latitudes. Now at the head of the

American bight of the North Atlantic are the West
Indies discovered by Columbus, forming in the main
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a long curved island chain, so disposed in regard

to two promontories of the mainland, Florida

and Yucatan, that there are two great sea pockets

behind the islands—that is to say, the Caribbean

Sea and the Gulf of Mexico. As the map shows,

these seas lie under a tropical sun. The West
Indies are mountainous. Every wind that blows

Fio. 84.

—

The West Indies and the Gulf Stbeam.

brmgs them moisture from the surrounding water.

They are therefore most beautiful islands, with

graceful mountain peaks, rich tropical vegetation,

and streaming torrents leaping over their cliffs.

The warm drifting water brought from the east

by the Trade Wind sets northward outside the

West India islands to the North American coast.

But some of it passes between the islands into the

Caribbean Sea, and from that sea into the Gulf of
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Mexico, and this water, growing warmer while

thus delayed under the tropical sun, can find an

exit from the Gulf only in the north where the

opposing Trade Winds are weakest. There the

island of Cuba, the largest of the West Indies,

lies like a tongue in the mouth of the Gulf of

Mexico: we may compare the Gulf itself to the

mouth cavity, and the peninsulas of Florida and

Yucatan to the upper and lower teeth. The warm
water enters the Gulf from the Caribbean Sea

through the Yucatan Strait, and leaves it through

the Florida Strait. Just outside the latter pas-

sage there extend northward the Bahama islands,

the northernmost group of the West Indies, and

as these islands are borne on a great shoal the

" Gulf Stream " of warm water is turned sharply

northward just as it emerges from the Florida

Strait, and is then as it were shot out in a

northerly and north-easterly direction into the

North Atlantic. There it flows some little distance

from the American coast, and is a very remark-

able feature of oceanic geography. It has been

compared to a river of warm water flowing through

the cold ocean, with cold right and left banks and

cold bed beneath it. It is a little darker in colour

than the general surface of the ocean, and flows

rapidly—two or three miles an hour. Ships in the

Western Atlantic take the surface temperature of

the ocean, and know when that temperature sud-

denly rises that they must have entered the Gulf

Stream, and thus they can to some extent locate
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their position. A little south of Newfoundland
the Gulf Stream ceases to be perceptible, and its

warm water merges with the general easterly drift

of the slightly warm surface water of the North
Atlantic. This water, as we have learned, moved
originally by the Trade Wind, is guided outside

the West Indies and then carried forward by the

west winds to the British and Norwegian coasts.

Copyright.] [Symonds A Co.

Fio. 85.

—

With the Trade Wind Aft.
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CHAPTER X. SOUTH AMERICA

For two whole generations the Portuguese had no
serious competitors in their great work of geo-

graphical discovery. From the time of Columbus,
however, a rivalry began between them and the

Spaniards, newcomers to the task. It is certain

that had the Spaniards not discovered America in

the year 1492 the Portuguese would have done
so in the year 1500 ; for on the second voyage by
the Cape to the Indies, the Portuguese Cabral,

driven from the African coast by the North-East
Trade Wind, fell in with the easternmost cape of

South America. He called the newly-discovered

land Brazil, thinking that he had found a certain

Isle of Brazil which figured on the mediaeval charts.

There was rumour of several such islands in the

western ocean beyond the Canaries and Madeira.

The name of another of them was Antille, whence
the West Indies have been called the Antilles.

But the Portuguese were intent on the fruitful

commerce of the Indies to which they had access

round the Cape, and apart from Brazil the New
World was left to their rivals. Very soon the

Spaniards had charted the mainland coasts of the

Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico. Florida

they so named because they discovered it on Easter
145 T
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Day (La Pascua de Flores). To the south, in a

lagoon, they came on Indian villages built over

the water on piles, and hence they called that

region Venezuela, or Little Venice. We must
remember that most of the pilots of this time

were Italians, who had learned their craft in the

Mediterranean, trading from Venice and Genoa.

West of Venezuela another region was named
New Granada, from the last Moorish city in Spain,

captured by the Christians in the very year of
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the discovery of America. New Granada has of

late been rechristened Colombia.

After the time of Columbus the most brilliant

jf the Spanish discoveries was that of the Pacific

Ocean, so called by Balboa, the Spanish leader who
first saw the sheen of its water in the calm bay of

Panama as he topped the low hills of the Isthmus.

This isthmus, with the form of a great S, has a

general direction east and west, for the northern

end of South America lies east of the southern end

of North America. Thus the Pacific Ocean was
approached first from the North and was described

as the South Sea. Panama was a native name.
The Spaniards speedily built ships on the Pacific

coast, and traced the outline of the land for many
hundred miles northward and southward, but they

went neither to the northern end of North America
nor to the southern end of South America. North-

ward they came to a long gulf, and outside this a

long peninsula, and these they called the Gulf and
Peninsula of California. The Californian name
presently extended along the west coast of the

North American mainland, where to this day the

chief city of the State of California, though of

English speech, still bears the Spanish name of San
Francisco (St. Francis).

Between the Pacific Gulf of California and the
Atlantic Gulf of Mexico lies the high table-land of
Mexico, which narrows southward to a point. It is

highest just north of this point, where tower up the
great volcanic peaks, Orizaba and Popocatepetl.
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There is a low isthmus south of the plateau end, and

by this Mexico is connected eastward with the

relatively small land of Central America, from

which the peninsula of Yucatan projects northward.

Central America, which is mountainous except in

Yucatan, is attached at its eastern end to South

America by the low Isthmus of Panama. So we
learn that on either hand of the mountains of

Central America there are low passages southward

from ocean to ocean, from the Gulf of Mexico and

from the Caribbean Sea respectively to the

Pacific. But the passage of Panama is the lower

of the two.

The table-land of Mexico is so lofty towards its

southern end that, although placed within the

tropics, it rises high above the dense fever-stricken

forests of the two coasts into a temperate climate,

and there the Spaniards found that an Indian race,

the Aztecs, had built cities and had risen to a cer-

tain degree of civilization. But the Aztecs had no
firearms, and they were conquered by a mere
handful of Spaniards led by Cortes. Mexico

was renamed New Spain. It was valued by
Old Spain chiefly because of its rich silver mines

which early attracted adventurers from Europe.

It became a Roman Catholic country of Spanish

speech, but not of pure Spanish blood, for the

colonists intermarried with the Indians. Below
the eastern brink of the table-land a seaport

was established and called Vera Cruz, or the

City of the True Cross, and through this port
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communication was kept up with Seville in Spain.

The capital city of Mexico was built beside a lake

high on the table-land at the foot of the cluster

of still more lofty volcanic peaks.

The Spaniards heard no rumour of more silver

along the coast northward of Mexico and California,

and hence did not pursue their discoveries much
further in that direction. Southward of Panama,
however, they were drawn on by the most alluring

reports. A short distance from the Pacific coast

South America bears throughout its great length

a mighty range of mountains, the Andes, the

longest continuous range in the world, and the

highest except for the mountains of Central Asia.

If we follow on the map the curve made by the

West India islands through Cuba, San Domingo,

and Porto Rico eastward, and then southward

through lesser islands to Trinidad, we are tracing

the insular peaks of a nearly submerged mountain

range rising on either hand from the depths of the

open Atlantic and of the Caribbean Sea. From
Trinidad this range passes on to the mainland and

becomes the Andes. It extends westward through

the north of Venezuela along the south coast

of the Caribbean Sea, and then bends gradually

southward through Colombia, and the region just

south of Colombia which is crossed by the equator,

and therefore bears the name of Ecuador. In

Venezuela, and still more in Colombia, the Andes

do not consist of a single ridge but of two or three

along side of one another. In Ecuador, however.
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and in Peru, which is the next land southward, the

range becomes a belt of table-land whose sur-

face is set with high mountains, but in places

lies open as an elevated plain. In Peru, and in

that part of Peru which has in the past century

become separate under the name of Bolivia, the

Andean plateau is some two hundred miles in

breadth. It bears the lake Titicaca, into which

the rivers flow from the surrounding mountains,

and whence no water finds its way to the ocean.

The surface of Titicaca is some three miles above

the neighbouring Pacific, or in other words at a

Tibetan height.

In Peru and Bolivia the Spaniards found silver-

mines rivalling in wealth those of Mexico. They
marched from the Pacific up on to the plateau

and there conquered another more or less civilized

race of Indians, the Incas. The fate of the

civilized but defenceless Aztecs and Incas is one

of the most pathetic in history. South of Peru

the Spaniards heard of no more silver ; and their

enterprise ceased not much south of the city which

they called Valparaiso, or the VaUey of Paradise,

From Venezuela to the southern end of Peru

and Bolivia the Andes form a grand westward
curve, to the outer edge of which Central America
is attaclied by the low Isthmus of Panama. We
see therefore that the Andes are wholly South

American, and do not extend through the isthmus,

but rather away from it in an easterly direction to

Trinidad. At the southern extremity of Peru the
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great curve suddenly stops and the range runs away
due southward, still keeping close to the Pacific

coast, until at last it bends gradually eastward
again, and ends in the southern point of the

continent. From Peru southward the narrow
strip of plain at the western foot of the Andes
bears the name of

Chile. In the farther

south this plain is

divided from the

ocean by a coastal

hill range. Finally,

in the farthest south,

there is a partial sub-

mergence of the land

so that the coastal

range becomes a

chain of islands, and
the strip of plain be-

comes a sheltered
passage between the

island guard and
tne mamiand. coast, copyright. Py permission ot Mr. T. Fisher Unwm

Cape Horn, the last Fig. 87.—Inca Rums. Temple of
, -,, T . , ViRACocHA, Lake Titicaca.
headland towards
the South Pole, is on one of the islands.

For about half the length of Chile the Andes
retain their fuU height, and indeed in the

peak of Aconcagua rise into their Ipftiest sum-

mit, more than four miles high. Where the

island chain begins, however, the main range sinks
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considerably, and there are easy passages from

west to east over the divide. From Central Chile

northward, on the other hand, right round into

Venezuela the mountains are so lofty and so

continuous that there is no pass over them less

than a mile high, and very few which are not

twice that height.

From Peru a Spaniard, Orellana, descended by

canoe a great river, which bore him on its ever-

broadening stream for two thousand miles east-

ward through a densely forested plain to the

Atlantic Ocean. In a single voyage was thus

discovered the greatest river in the world, called

the river of the Amazons, for the Spaniards found

a tribe on its upper waters whose women, like the

Amazons of antiquity, fought with bows and arrows.

When he discovered Trinidad Columbus found

himself in the discoloured fresh water of the

Orinoco River, some of whose mouths empty into

the gulf between Trinidad and the mainland

of Venezuela, whence they issue with a strong

current through a narrow passage which Columbus
called the Serpent's Mouth. This was in the

fourth and last voyage of the great navigator.

Had he been able to sail westward a fifth time

he would no doubt have discovered the Orinoco.

Between the Orinoco and the lower Amazon
there is a wide district of upland and hiU called

Guiana, part of which is included within Brazil,

and part divided into three colonies, British,

Dutch, and French. South of the lower
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Fig, 88.

—

Aconcagua.

The Highest Peak of the Andes.

Amazon, and oc-

cupying the great

eastern angle of

the continent, is

another and
larger area of up-

land and hill,

which presents to

the sea in many
places a moun-
tainous front.

Neither of these

uplands ofGuiana
and Brazil is at-

tached to the

Andes. You may pass from the plains of the upper

Orinoco to those of the upper Amazon at less than

a thousand feet above the sea. At a similar eleva-

tion you may go from the upperAmazon to the great

river La Plata, which rises in the Andes and in the

Brazilian uplands and flows into the Atlantic south

of Brazil. Thus we realize that the interior of South

America is lowland, and that there is a broad low-

land way from north to south through the heart

of the continent. Westward are the lofty Andes

;

eastward in two separate areas are the lower

plateaux of Guiana and Brazil, divided from one

another by the Amazon river where it enters the

ocean. La Plata is Spanish for silver, and we thus

again realize what was the lure which drew the

American discoverer forward. The modern name o f
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Argentina, which we apply to the plains of the La
Plata, signifies, of course, the Silver Land, although
there is no silver there. The fact is that the river La
Plata was at first valued merely as an open water-

w^ay leading to the Andean silver mines of Peru.

We have
nowlearntthe

general plan

of the South

A me r i c an
continent. In

the west is

the long high

range of the

Andes,whence
the three
great rivers,

Orinoco,
Amazon, and
La Plata flow

eastward, and
between their

lower reaches

are the table-

lands of
Guiana and Brazil. Let us give a few moments
to the South American climates.

We have seen how the climates of Europe and
Africa are related to the wind system of the

Atlantic. Those same winds affect South America.
The equator passes through the north of the

Fig. 89.

—

South America.
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Continent, so that the river Amazon roughly

follows it eastward, and indeed the equator passes

precisely through the mouth of the Amazon.
The Trade Winds, north-east and south-east,

blow from the Atlantic on to the broad north

of South America, and also over the West Indies

and Central America. They strike the Andes along

their eastern face shedding much rain, just as the

monsoons of the Indian Ocean strike the Western

Ghats and the Himalaya and shed rain. The Trade
Winds which blow off the continent of Africa,

causing deserts there, blow from the ocean on to

South America, and therefore clothe with magnifi-

cent tropical forests the greater part of South

America east of the Andes. In the Amazon
plain these forests are extraordinarily luxuriant.

The vegetation grows with such rapidity, and the

trees are so knit together with creepers and laden

with parasitic plants, that it has been necessary to

take the electric telegraph up the Amazon to the

port of Manaos in a cable, since the wires of an
air line would be pulled down by the rapid growth
of the vegetation. In these forests, where heat

and moisture combine with such overpowering

effect, the plants grow wild whose dried sap is india-

rubber. The eastern face of the Andes carries

the densest of all the forests and is usually shrouded

in thick cloud, for the Trade Winds blow through-

out the year, and not in certain seasons only as in

the case of the monsoons.

Beyond the Andes, in Peru and Northern Chile,
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the South-East Trade Wind of the Pacific blows

off the land, and reduces the coastal strip of plain

to a desert corresponding to the Kalahari desert

of South Africa. In the case, however, of South

America the desert is very narrow, for the range

of the Andes is so high that it rises right through

the Trade Winds into an upper layer of the atmo-

sphere where the wind blows from the west over the

top of the Trade Wind. Thus in crossing South

Americawith-
in the tropics,

from the At-

lantic to the

Pacific Ocean,

we first tra-

verse a region,

occupying
most of the

breadth of the

Continent,
which is al-

most wholly

covered with

forest; then there are high level plains on the

Andean plateaux, where the climate is temperate

both in respect of heat and rain. On these

plateaux it was that the civilized Indians, the

Incas, were found by the Spaniards. In the

third place, along the western foot of the Andes

by the Pacific shore is the strip of desert. In

the Amazon forests the Indians were and still

are merely savages.

Fig. 90.—Monkeys of the Amazon Forests.
The monkeys of the New World differ from those of the

Old iu having a prehensile tail which serves the purpose of

a flfth hand.
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South of the thirtieth parallel South America
projects into the belt of the west winds, and there,

of course, the conditions are reversed. The
island chain and the lower slopes of the Andes
on their western face are here clothed with a
splendid forest of pines, different in character

from the forest of the north. The Araucaria,

or monkey tree of our gardens, was brought
from these forests, which are due to the Pacific

moisture of

t h e w e s t

winds. East-

ward of the

Andes, how-
ever, the
plains ofPata-

gonia, as the

southern end

of the con-

tment IS called Fig. 91.

—

humming Blrds of th.k Amazon

along its fobests.
<--*

^ Humming Birds are only found in the New World. Tliey are

eastern side ^ small && large inaecta, and are brilliantly coloured. TLey

are either
steppe or desert, for the wind which blows over

them has had to arch over the Andes and is

relatively dry, just as is the summer monsoon
when it has crossed the Western Ghats and is

flowing over the eastward tilted Deccan Plateau

of Southern India. On the Patagonian plains,

as on the grassy plains of Africa in the zones

of Sudanese climate, there run great flightless
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birds of the ostrich tribe. The ostrich of South

America is known as the rhea.

Between the region of the Trade Wind and that of

the west wind there lies across South America in

about latitude 35° S. a belt

ofMediterranean climate(566

page 135), forming a nar-

row district of fertility in

Central Chile, between the

desert farther northward

and the temperate forest

farther southward, and a

broader region of open

grass land, called Pampas,
eastward of the Andes in

Argentina. It is in this

Fio. 92—A Patagonian. belt that European colonists

The Patagonianaare^Red Indians of ^f Spauish raCC, UUmlxcd
with Indian blood, but

now reinforced by Europeans of other races,

have settled. For the first Spanish adventurers,

however, these temperate lands of Chile and
Argentina had little attraction. It was silver

and gold that were sought, and tropical agricul-

tural produce, such as sugar and tobacco, and

in later times cocoa and coffee.

The Red Indians of America showed little in-

clination for manual work in the fields. Enslaved

they died like flies, and so it happened that

the Portuguese who had control of the West
Coast of Africa sent negro slaves across the Atlantic
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FiQ. 93.—Cattle on the Pampas or Grassy Plains of Argentina.

to the Spanish West Indies and to their own plan-

tations in Brazil.

AH Andean South America, it will be noticed,

became Spanish, for it was first reached from the

yia. 94. The Pope's Line op 1493, Dividing the Portuguese and

Spanish Discoveries.
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isthmus of Panama, and up the La Plata river.

But Brazil was Portuguese, and to prevent disputes

the Pope was asked to arbitrate as to a frontier.

He drew a line upon the map of the world from

north to south, which gave to Portugal the eastern

corner of the great land which we now call Brazil,

the African lands of Guinea and the Cape, and all

the East Indies. Spain took the New World west

of the Pope's line. The fact that west and east,

or in other words the rival Spaniards and Port-

uguese, might meet on the far side of the globe

was not at first considered.



CHAPTER XI. THE CIRCUMNAVIGATION
OF THE GLOBE

Twe:nty years after the discovery of the West
Indies by Columbus, the Spaniards and the Por-

tuguese had settled down to their respective tasks.

Fig. 95.

—

Magellan's Voyage.

Both desired the commerce of the Indies, but
the Spaniards were seeking it westward over the
Atlantic, and the Portuguese were already trading

by the south-eastern way round the Cape of Good
Hope. It was soon realized that America was not,

162
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as was at first supposed, a group of islands, the first

outliers of the Indies, but a continent stretching

northward and southward and so barring the west-

ward road to the East. The Spaniards were driven

therefore to consider the possibility of a south-west

passage round the south of America, for their ships

were forbidden the Portuguese passage round the

Cape of Good Hope. Already they had a station

at the mouth of the La Plata river, which by the

Fig. 96.

—

Magellan's STRAir.

Papal award had fallen to Spain, although on the

eastern side of South America. Under a Portu-

guese pilot named Magellan a Spanish expedition

sailed from the La Plata southward along the

coast of Patagonia and discovered Magellan's Strait,

an intricate narrow passage leading from the

Atlantic to the Pacific, at first with low-lying

shores where it passes through the Patagonian

plain, and then with beautiful surrounding moun-
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tains, forested and snow-capped, where it intersects

the Andes. The land to his left hand Magellan

named the Tierra del Fuego, or the Land of Fire,

for there were many fires lit on the slopes by the

savages, since the climate is raw and damp. The
map shows that South America stretches fully

twenty degrees farther south than does Africa.

The southern point of South America is in a

latitude corresponding to that of Edinburgh and

Moscow, whereas, as we have seen, the Cape of

Good Hope is in a latitude equivalent to the

Strait of Gibraltar and the North of India. The
Spaniards thought that the Tierra del Fuego was
the beginning of a great southern continent, and
for three generations this imaginary continent

figured on the maps of the world.

Magellan's heart was set on the discovery of

the south-west passage to the Indies, and there-

fore, instead of coasting northward along the

west coast of South America, and so completing

the Spanish discoveries in that region, he steered

boldly north-westward across the Pacific Ocean,

being favoured during a large part of his voyage
by the South-East Trade Wind. The parts of the

Pacific traversed are sown thickly with low coral

islands, and occasionally volcanic islands rise to

mountainous peaks. Magellan discovered a few of

these islands, but none that were inhabited. For
ninety-eight days the keels of his ships ploughed

the largest of the oceans. At last he fell in with a

group of great islands and these he called the Philip-
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pines, from the name of his sovereign King
PhiKp I of Spain, the son of that Queen Isabella

who had sent Columbus on his first voyage. In the

Philippines Magellan was slain in a fight with

the natives and several of his ships were wrecked,

but one of them made good her passage home
across the Indian Ocean and round the Cape of

Good Hope, thus completing the first circumnavi-

gation of the globe.

Fig. 97.

—

The Spanish Trade Route to the Philippines.

The world was not again circumnavigated for

two generations, when Sir Francis Drake, a captain

of Queen Elizabeth of England, accomplished the

great voyage for the second time. For commercial
purposes the voyage round the south of America
involved considerable difficulties, since the passage

through the intricate Strait of Magellan had to be
made in the teeth of the prevalent westerly winds
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of the high southern latitudes. The Spaniards

established their trade therefore with the new
colony in the Philippines across Mexico, the

voyage being from Spain to Vera Cruz on the east

coast of Mexico and from Acapulco on the west

coast across the Pacific to the Philippines.

The spur which was given to thought by the

great discoveries of Columbus, Da Gama, and

Magellan, resulted in the sixteenth and early seven-

teenth centuries in a great advance of knowledge.

As we already know, the learned among the

ancient Greeks had reasoned it out that the earth

must be round. Nevertheless ignorant people,

and indeed the great majority of the learned in

the Middle Ages, accepted the appearance of

things, and thought of the world as flat. The
actual return, therefore, of a ship from the eastwhich

had set out westward constituted a revolution

in men's current ideas. More than once Shakes-

peare speaks of this round world in a manner

which indicates that the idea was for him new
and illuminating. Shakespeare's grandfather lived

in the time of Magellan, and may well have talked

to his little grandson of the wonderful discoveries

which had been made in his time. Now we have

grown used to it all, and it is hard for us to realize

what it must have been to the Europeans of the

sixteenth century, threatened as they were by the

Turks, to emerge from this mere corner of the

Old World, and to roam at will over the whole

globe.
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Hardly a year elapsed but some wonderful

story of daring adventure was brought back

to be printed by the early printers. The new
discoveries were incorporated as they were made
with the scientific geography of the Greek

Ptolemy which, as we have learned, had been

re-discovered and printed. Each new edition of

the Book of Ptolemy contained an "augmenta-

tion of the Indies." Presently a German astrono-

mer, Copernicus, working quietly in his observatory,

launched the idea that this round earth was not

the centre of the universe with the sun and the

stars revolving round it, as the Greeks had thought,

but that it was, in fact, a relatively minute body

suspended in vast space and revolving round the

sun.

The proofs of the Copernican theory gradually

accumulated, though men were slow at first to

accept an idea which so vastly increased our con-

ception of the universe. By degrees, however,

it was realized that day and night are due to

the rotation of the earth on an axis through the

North and South Poles, one side of the globe

at any moment being illuminated by the sunshine

and the other being turned away from the sun.

The earth revolves in its orbit round the sun,

making a complete revolution in one solar year of

365|- days. Our ordinary years consist of course

of 365 days, but we make them coincide with the

solar years by inserting an extra day each fourth

qr Leap year. The seasonal changes are due tQ
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the fact that the axis on which the earth rotates

is not vertical to the plane in which it revolves

round the sun, as in figure 98, but inclined to

that plane, as in figure 99. The inclination is

always the same in every part of the annual revo-

lution round the sun (fig. 100), so that at one

end of the orbit, during the northern winter, the

inclination of the North Pole is away from the

sun, and at the other end, during the northern

North Pole

^9gth Pgl«

Fig. 98.

summer, it is towards the sun. The result is that

during our summer the hemisphere which is

illuminated by the sun includes the North Pole

throughout the twenty-four hours, and during

our winter the North Pole is in the dark hemis-

phere throughout the twenty-four hours.

A century after Copernicus, another great

astronomer. Sir Isaac Newton, a Professor at

Cambridge University, explained not merely that
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the earth moved
— that was the

achievement of

Copernicus — but

also why it was
that the earth
revolved in this

orbit round the

sun. Newton
showed that when
an object is mov-
ing it tends to

continue moving,

in a straight line,

unless something

stops it. He also

Fig. 101.

Fig. 100.

The spinning top represents the earth rotating and
revolving, and the lamp represents the sun.

showed that bj^

the force of gra-

vity solid objects

are attracted to

one another.
Therefore small

objects fall to-

wards the centre

of the earth, until

they are stopped

by its surface,

where they rest.

The earth in turn

is always falling

into the sun be.
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cause the sun is a far vaster body than the earth.

Now why is it that although the earth is always

falling towards the sun it never reaches it ? The

facts are explained in figure 102. There it is seen

that at the point A the

earth is moving forward

as shown by the arrow.

While it moves through

the distance A B, how-
ever, it falls towards the

sun through the distance

B G, Consider next what
happens at C. By the law

of Newton, the earth is

moving forward in a

straight line shown by the

second arrow, but while it

moves through the dis-

tance C D it falls towards

the sun through the distance D E. If you con-

tinue this process you will find that the earth,

moving steadily forward yet always falling to-

wards the sun, comes back to the position A.

Thus it circles or, as we say, revolves in its orbit

round the sun.

i^.

Fig. 102.

—

The Revolution of
THE EaBTH round THE SUN.



CHAPTER XII. THE DUTCH DISCOVERIES

The voyage of Sir Francis Drake round the world

in the reign of Queen Elizabeth, nearly a hundred
years after the first voyage of Columbus and some
seventy years after the voyage of Magellan, marks
the end of the period when the ocean was divided

between the Portuguese and the Spaniards. Other

peoples on the oceanic shore of Europe began to

compete for the trade of the New World and of

the Indies. Notwithstanding the striking achieve-

ment of Drake, however, and the victory over the

Armada, the English were not the first leaders in

the new movement. The Dutch, a people whom
we now reckon among the smaller nations of

Europe, attained to a great position as navigators

and merchants, and for a full century excelled us

in these respects. How this came about is one of

the most fascinating chapters of history.

In the north of Germany, on the Weser and
on the Elbe and at the south-west comer of the

Baltic Sea, are three important cities, Bremen,
Hamburg, and Lubeck, still known as the Han-
seatic cities. In the Middle Ages the Hanseatic

League was composed of many towns distributed

from the Rhine to the Baltic. These towns were
171
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concerned in the interchange of the luxuries of

the East and of the Mediterranean for the furs

got in the northern forests. The oriental wares

were brought down the Rhine, and the furs were

received from the far shores of the Baltic. The

Hanseatic cities were also the chief carriers to

England. They brought to London the furs of

Statute Miles

O 100 200 300
400miles = linch

Fig. 103.

—

The Hanseatic Cities.

In London and at Novgorod the Hansa had great warehouses.

the north, the Rhine wines, the spices of the East,

and the silks of Italy, and they took in return

English wool to be manufactured in Flanders.

Now the Dutch of the Middle Ages, when the

Hanseatic League of Germany flourished, were

merely fishermen, living in small islands amid the

marshes of the Rhine Delta. They sold their fish

to the great wool-weaving cities of Flanders and
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to the Hanseatic cities. Afterwards, having
learned daring in the rough waters of the North
Sea, they began to trade round the north

of Jutland and so through the Belts into the

Baltic. Thus they supplanted to some extent

the overland traffic conducted by the Hanseatic

League between the Rhine and the Baltic. When
the Portuguese had found

the ocean road to the

Indies, and Lisbon had
become the great spice

market in the place of

Venice and Genoa, these

same Dutch fishermen ex-

tended their coasting voy-

ages to Lisbon, where, in

the phrase of that time,

the Portuguese " stapled "

the wares of the East.

The Portuguese were, in fig. io4.—the dead cities

Ams

OP
THE ZUYDER ZeE.

fact, wholesale merchants,
,-. . in jt«i At first the Duteh traded from several

Sellmg m bulk at Lisbon, ports, but in the end Amsterdam kUled
the others.

and the Dutch were retail-

ers, who bought at Lisbon and sold through all

the north-west of Europe as far as the Russian

shores of the Baltic, thus displacing the traffic

from Venice and Genoa down the Rhine.

So matters stood when the monk Luther preached

the Reformation in North Germany. The Dutch

revolted from the Catholic faith and became Pro-

testants. At this time, as we learned in the last
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volume, they were subject to the King of Spain.

Now King Philip II of Spain sought to turn them
back to the Roman Church, and they rebelled

against him. The English Queen Elizabeth took

their part, and therefore the King of Spain sent

the Armada against England, but was defeated.

The Dutch won their freedom after a long

struggle, during which they attacked the Spanish

ships on the ocean wherever they could find them.

It so happened that just at this time there

was a quarrel between Portugal and Spain, and

Spain conquered Portugal, so that all the Portuguese

possessions in the Indies fell for the time being

to Spain. This was in the year 1580, shortly

before the English victory over the Armada in

1588. Thus the Portuguese ships and colonies

became fair booty for the Dutch no less than the

Spanish ships and colonies, and since Lisbon was

closed to the Dutch, who were now regarded as

rebels, it was necessary for them to obtain direct

from the Indies the wares which they had been

in the habit of retailing from Lisbon through the

north-west of Europe. So it happened that the

commercial and colonial greatness of Lisbon was
transferred to Amsterdam, and this citv became
for a time the richest in Europe.

The Dutch took the Cape of Good Hope and
Ceylon, but made their chief settlements in the

fertile East Indian or Malay Archipelago. There,

in the island of Java, they founded their chief

colonial city, Batavia, and there they remain in
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possession to-day, though they have lost most of

their other colonies. They sailed also to the coast

of South America and
founded the Colony

of Guiana, part of

which has since been

taken by Britain and
part by France. They
entered the Pacific,

and in view of the

intricacy of Magel-

lan's Strait, the pas-

sage of which was diffi-

cult for sailing ships.

Tierra del Fuego
Supposed Antarctic

Conti nent

Fig. 105.

—

South America, as it
WAS BELIEVED TO BE BEFORE THE

VERY OF Cape Horn.they sought and dis- ^^g^^J

covered the wayround
Tierra del Fuego. Cape Horn is so named from
a town in Holland called Hoorn, and the name of

Staten Island, off the south-east of Tierra del Fuego,
has reference to the Estates or States General

of the Netherlands—
that is to say, to the

Dutch Parliament.

In their northern

position in Europe it

was natural that the

Dutch should dream

of the possibility of

north-east and north-

west passages to the

Indies, shorter than

%^5\Tierra del Fuego*^ 'Staten I.

\nQrn

Scale l:38,O00jD00 •
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,
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Fig. 106.

—

South America as it Is.
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those to the south-west and south-east round
America and Africa. They therefore sailed away
north-eastward into icy waters and discovered

Spitzbergen and Nova Zembla, whose names are

Dutch, and they sailed north-westward to the

coasts of North America, but there they were
anticipated both by the English and the French.

Away back in

K.^^^'- •
-^

\ NORTH POLE

<f<J

b^rgVn^-'^'* Nova
yTce^^^^ em bla

the time of
Columbus it had

occurred to cer-

tain merchants

in Bristol, then

the second port

in England,to at-

tempt the west-

ward passage to

the Indies by a

more northern

route than that

of Columbus.
Bristol was
chiefly engaged

in the Irish trade, and it was therefore natural

that her merchants should look westward, as

those of London looked eastward to the neigh-

bouring continent. Now it happened that an

Italian pilot, of that same generation which pro-

duced Columbus and Amerigo Vespucci, had come
to England full of the idea of the North-West

Passage. His name was John Cabot, and he
N

FiQ. 107.

—

The North-East Passage.
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Fig. 108.

—

Cabot's Tower
AT Bristol.

{Stereograph Copyright, Underwood & Underwood,
London and New York.)

and his son Sebastian Cabot

took service under the

Bristol Merchant Ventur-

ers, and sailed away into

the west, and there dis-

covered Newfoundland, the

oldest English colony. We
now speak of the strait

south of Newfoundland as

Cabot Strait.

The chief result of the

voyages of the Cabots was
the discovery of the fishing

ground for cod-fish on the

Great Bank extending
southward and eastward from Newfoundland, and
thither year

after year the

English and

French fisher-

men resorted.

They were so

intent, how-

ever, on their

fishery that,

like the Span-

iards bent on

gold and sil-

ver, they fail-

ed to press
A 1 . FiQ. 109.—Newfoundland and the Great
forward to bank.
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Fig. 110.

—

The St. Lawrence.

further discoveries. To their practical minds mere

curiosity was a barren motive. It was not until the

next generation that the Frenchman, Jacques

Cartier, entered the great Gulf of St. Lawrence, and
sailed some way up the estuary of the river St.

Lawrence, a deep tidal channel not less than twenty

miles broad. He discovered the St. Lawrence for

some two hundred miles inland. Others followed,

Fig. 111.

—

The Lachtne Rapids.

Steamers can descend these rapids, but cannot ascend. There is a canal with lockfi

for the ascent.
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thinking that possibly this was the desired strait

leading to the Indies, for at that time men had
not realized how broad was North America. The
search for a through passage was, however, brought

to a standstill by low falls or rapids in the river

^ Route of Hudson
\J\^ayCo's Vessels—

. v^ ^^7 Statute Miles

Fig. 112.

—

Davis Strait and Hudson Bay

where now stands the city of Montreal. These

rapids were called in derision the La Chine Rapids,

that is to say, China Rapids.

At a later time, the English under John Davis

pursued a more northerly direction through the

broad passage, ice-cumbered, which leads between
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Labrador and Greenland, and bears to-day the

name of Davis Strait. Another EngUshman,
Hudson, passed from Davis Strait westward through

Hudson Strait into the large shallow Gulf which is

known as Hudson Bay. As a result of this dis-

covery English ships began to trade with the In-

dians for furs.

So originated

the famous
Hudson Bay
Company,
which still ex-

ists. In the
seventeenth
century cod-

fish and furs

were still the

chief commo-
dities brought

from North
America.

Hudson took

service at one

time with the

Dutch, and led an expedition for them to the

North American shore south of the St. Lawrence.

There he discovered a river, which is now named
the Hudson River, whose mouth forms an excellent

liarbour, the best on the whole coast, and in

this harbour is Manhattan Island, on which the

Dutch founded the colony of New Amsterdam,

Copyright,^

Fig. 113.

[Keystone Vietc Co,

-The Hudsox River.

View from West Point, the chief Military Academy of

the United States.
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for the purpose of trading with the Indians for

furs.

Fifty years later, when Charles II was King
of England and his brother, the Duke of York,

afterwards James II, was Lord High Admiral,

the English took New Amsterdam while they

were at war
withtheDutch,

and kept it.

They renamed
it New York
after the Lord
Admiral. That
was the begin-

ninsr of the end

of Dutch sove-

reignty on the

ocean. For a

century this

little people,
for little we

count them now, had replaced both the Portuguese

and the Spaniards in the trade with the Indies,

western and eastern. The Dutch pushed geo-

graphical discovery far to the north and south,

and with the wealth which they brought home
made themselves into one of the strongest states

in Europe, as Europe was in the seventeenth

century.

IBmiltflinch

Fig. 114.

—

New York.



CHAPTER XIII. NORTH AMERICA

In the last chapter we heard of three different

approaches over the ocean to North America

by three different peoples. The English sailed

through Davis and Hudson Straits into Hudson

Bay. They also took the island of Newfoundland.

The French entered the Gulf and River of St.

Lawrence. The northern strait leading into the

gulf bears the French name of Belle Isle. The

Dutch took Manhattan Island, and ascended the

Hudson River to a place at the head of the tideway

which they called Fort Orange, after the Dutch

Princes of Or-

ange.

Two other
coasts were
settled by the

English, the

one north and

the other south

of the Hudson
River. The
settlement to

the North was

called New

soa
800 miles = Iinch

WM Over /ZOO feet

England, and

FiQ. 115.

—

^The French and English Settle-

ments IN North America.
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was formed in the first instance round Massa-

chusetts Bay, where now stands the city of

Boston. The English who went to New Eng-

land were Puritans who had grievances against

the Stuart government of the Old Country. The
settlement south of the Hudson River was of

rather older date, and was named Virginia in com-

pliment to Queen Elizabeth. The settlers in this

region entered Chesapeake Bay, an inlet some two

hundred miles in length, and founded colonies on

the river estuaries which flow into the Bay from

the west. Thus when the Dutch settlements on

the Hudson River fell by conquest to the English,

there came to be a chain of English colonies ex-

tending along the east coast of the continent from

New England to Virginia. Further colonies were

founded south of Virginia which were named after

British sovereigns. North Carolina, South Carolina,

and Georgia. In the end there were thirteen

British colonies, not including Newfoundland or

the Hudson Bay Territory. Apart from the French

settlements the remainder of North America
contained European colonies only in the far

south-west and the far north-east. In the south-

west the Spaniards spread from Mexico along the

Pacific coast into California, and in the north-east,

in Iceland and on the coasts of Greenland, were

the Norse colonies dating from before Columbus.

From Hudson Bay southward to the Gulf of

Mexico all the east of North America was, when dis-

covered, a vast forest, in which there dwelt tribes of
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Indians, merely fur-hunters, in the savage state, and

not, Hke the Aztecs of Mexico and the Incas of Peru,

half civilized. In the Tundras (p. 279) north of

the forests, on either side of Hudson Bay and in the

Arctic islands beyond, the Indians were of the

Eskimo race. Neither French, Ei^^lish, nor Dutch

Fig. 116.

—

The Citadel of Quebec.
The Heights of Abraham are on the plateau behind the Citadel. The St. Lawrence

1b at the foot of the clifl to the left hand.

entered the Gulf of Mexico, for the Spaniards held

possession of both shores of the Florida Strait, and
busied themselves with the easily held West
Indies and with the silverland of Mexico.

The keys of North America at the beginning of

the eighteenth century were New York, on an
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island in the mouth of the Hudson River, and

Quebec, on a fortified height overlooking the St.

Lawrence. The first was in the hands of the

English, the second in those of the French. Why
these two places should have been of such singular

importance when other colonial cities, Boston and
Philadelphia, had a greater population, may be

learned from a careful study of the map.

At Quebec the shipping from the Old France

in Europe came to anchor, for at that time the

further passage up the river to Montreal was less

convenient than to-day when it has been artifici-

ally deepened. At Montreal, built on an island

in the river, all navigation from the sea was
stopped by the La Chine Rapids, but above La
Chine the St. Lawrence is still a mighty stream

with many islands, although impeded at intervals

by rapids. It emerges from the great Lake
Ontario, a freshwater inland sea. South-west of

Ontario is another lake, Erie, a little larger than

Ontario, but at a higher level. This lake is drained

northward into Ontario by the short Niagara

River, and midway between the two lakes this

river falls over a ledge of rock in a grand cascade,

rivalled in the world only by the Victoria Falls of the

Zambesi River in South Africa, and the Kaieteur

Falls in Guiana. Niagara signifies, in the Indian

dialect of the district, Thunder of Waters. North-

west of Erie, and making a right angle with the

length of Erie and Ontario, is the still larger

Lake Huron, which flows into Erie by a navi-
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gable river. Huron in turn is connected with

Lake Michigan by a strait, so that the two lakes

are at one level, and are, in fact, a single lake.

From Chicago at the head of Lake Michigan

through Lake Huron and through Lake Erie to

Buffalo, is a navigable way, not less than a thousand

miles long, available for vessels of a burden of

StatuteMlIes

Fig. 117.

—

The Great Lakes.

The names of the Great Lakes are Indian, except Superior, which is the French
Superieur, signifying Upper. Note the Erie Canal from Buffalo to Albany,

word

several thousand tons. The length of Lake

Michigan alone is as great as the distance from

London to Newcastle-on-T3nie. When you stand

on the shore at Chicago you look out to the level

horizon as though over the sea, and when the

wind is up, the storm waves roll in on to the

shore, making a considerable surf. North-west of

Huron is the last of the chain of the Great Lakes,
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Fia. 118.

—

Beavers in a Canadian Stream.

and the larg-

e s t , Lake
Superior, with

an area equal

to that of

Scotland. The
surface of its

water, nearly

a thousand

.

feet deep, lies

a few feet

higher than

that of Lakes Michigan and Huron, and the

connecting stream descends by a rapid known
as the Sault, or Leap of St. Mary, or, as it

is often called in America, the Soo. Short

canals have now been constructed to take ships

up and down between Lakes Superior and
Huron. Other canals have been made past

the Niagara Falls and past the rapids above Mon-
treal, so that there is now navigation from the

far ends of Lakes Superior and Michigan to the sea.

Now it is evident that both the French of Quebec
and the English of New York would strive to

possess the navigation of these magnificent inland

waters, and at first sight it would appear that the

French from Montreal, utilizing the Indian canoes

which could be lifted out of the water and carried

past the rapids, would inevitably outpace the

English from New York. How it was that they did

not, and that North America became in the main
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an English continent, may be explained by a

consideration of the geography of New York and
the Hudson River.

From Lake Erie through Lake Ontario and down
the St. Lawrence we have a strip of fresh water

nearly parallel with the Atlantic coast, so that

Fig. 119.

—

An Indian Encampment.

between the lakes and the river on the one hand,

and the ocean on the other, there is a great north-

eastward peninsula, whose end forms the south-

western shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

Through this peninsula run mountain ranges, from

three to five thousand feet high, which were densely

forested and inhabited by treacherous Indians.

These Alleghany or Appalachian mountains extend
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from the Gulf of St. Lawrence south-westward

to within a relatively short distance of the Gulf

of Mexico, but they do not bend into the penin-

sula of Florida, which lies low and flat. The

agricultural settlements of the Thirteen English

Colonies along the Atlantic shore were therefore

Copyright,]

Fig, 120.

—

Red Indians.
iPhotochrom Co., Ltd.

separated from the plains and waters of the interior

by a mountain barrier difficult to penetrate. Only

at one point is there an easy passage athwart

the Alleghanies to the Great Lakes and St. Law-
rence. That point is about midway along the

mountain range, where the Hudson River flows

southward from Albany to New York. From
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Albany, the old Fort Orange, at the head of the

Hudson navigation, two deep valleys lead through

the forested mountains, the one northward by

Lake Champlain to the St. Lawrence near Mon-

treal, the other westward along the Mohawk River

to Lake Ontario.

The Mohawk valley was in the possession of the

most warlike of all the Indian tribes, the Five

Nations of the Iroquois. These people were

settled along the south coast of Lake Ontario,

and were at enmity with the Algonkin Indians

who dwelt around. The Dutch on the Hudson

River, and afterwards the English, made friends

with the Iroquois, and carried on a fur trade with

them. The French of Quebec and Montreal, on the

other hand, made friends with the Algonkins. So

it happened that when the English and French of

Europe were at war—and there were many years

of war between the two countries in the eighteenth

century—there was fighting also in North America

between the French and the Algonkin Indians on

the one hand and the English and the Iroquois

Indians on the other.

Notwithstanding their alliance with the Iro-

quois, the English made no early effort to advance

over the Upper Lakes and join hands with the

fur traders of the distant Hudson Bay Company.

The French missionaries, on the other hand,

with the Algonkin Indians whom they had con-

verted, utilized their position on the St. Lawrence

to make one of the great discoveries of the world,
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that of the Mississippi River. La Sale carried his

canoes across from the head of Lake Michigan to

the Illinois tributary of the Mississippi, and in a

single voyage descended to the mouth in the Gulf

of Mexico, just as the Spaniard Orellana had in

a single voyage discovered the whole course of

the Amazon, the chief river of South America.

Two great head streams, the Mississippi itself and

the Ohio, are drawn from either side of the Great

Lakes, and as it were clasp the lakes between them
with no intervening mountains or even hills, so

that at many points it is easy to carry canoes from

the lake waters to the stream-heads of the Ohio

or Mississippi. Thus it happened that French

missionary and trading settlements were founded

in the land of Louisiana, as the Mississippi

basin was called. St. Louis and Louisville,

named after the French kings Louis, and New
Orleans record the French discovery and first

settlement of this region, although the name
Louisiana has now been confined to a single State

at the mouth of the Mississippi. Thus the French

succeeded in establishing a girdle of stations from

the mouth of the St. Lawrence to that of the

Mississippi, and so threatened to hem in the

Thirteen English Colonies and to prevent them

from expanding.

The effect, however, of the hostility of the Iroquois

was that the French could not utilize for their canoe

trafi&c the Upper St. Lawrence and Lake Ontario.

Therefore they turned from Montreal up a great

o
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tributary, the Ottawa, and then carried their

canoes across to a small tributary of Lake
Huron. On the maps of to-day this tributary is

still significantly labelled the French River. So

it came about that the French sailed on the Upper
Lakes above Niagara, but not on Ontario, and they

Fig. 121.

—

The Death of General Wolfe est the moment ot
Victory on the Heights of Abraham, at Quebec in 1759

(from the Picture by West).

This was one of the great battles of the world, though the forces engaged were small,
for it settled that North America should be English and not French.

feared to settle along the shores of Ontario, and
in the peninsula between Lakes Ontario, Erie, and
Huron. This peninsula was thus left vacant, to

be settled afterwards by English and not French

Canadians.

While the French were thus thinly occupying
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a vast area of country extending through the

heart of the continent, the British settlements

on the coast north and south of New York,

having no practicable way to the interior, re-

mained pent between the mountains and the sea.

A series of agricultural colonies were thus formed
in New England and Virginia with a relatively

dense population. The New Yorkers, however,

traded with the Indians of the interior, as did the

French of the St. Lawrence.

Minor French settlements were formed at the

mouth of the St. Lawrence in the lands which are

now the Maritime Provinces of Canada, that is to

say. Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Prince

Edward Island. Under the French they were

known as Acadie or Acadia. Nova Scotia was
transferred from France to England by the treaty

of Utrecht, by which in 1713 an end was put to

the war fought with France by the Duke of Marl-

borough. That was the beginning of the gradual

conquest of New France by the British. War was
renewed in the middle of the eighteenth century,

and in 1759 General Wolfe, conveyed up the St.

Lawrence by a British fleet, captured the Heights of

Abraham at Quebec by a daring feat of arms, and
so finally broke the French power in North America.

When the Peace of Paris was made in 1763, at

the end of the Seven Years' War, the whole of the

French possessions in North America were taken by
Britain. For twenty years British power stood

alone in the continent, except for the Spaniards
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in Mexico and in the peninsula of Florida. At
this time nothing was known of the western

interior of North America, but British sea captains

had followed the west coast beyond the Spanish

discoveries, and this fact is recorded by the name
of the Queen Charlotte Islands. Charlotte was the

name of the queen of George III. Vancouver

island is so called after its British discoverer,

Captain Vancouver.

In 1783, just twenty years after New France

or Canada had been yielded to Britain, the Thirteen

English-speaking Colonies of the Atlantic coast

separated themselves from the mother country,

and became the United States. The French

settlements, however, on the St. Lawrence re-

mained British. A frontier was drawn through

the Great Lakes and along the St. Lawrence to

latitude 45°, and then eastward over the mountains

in such manner as to leave to Britain the origin-

ally French colonies in Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick.

West of the Great Lakes is a vast region,

which was traversed to the Pacific shore for the

first time little more than a hundred years ago.

The forests which clothed the east of the continent

came to an end westward of the Alleghany Moun-
tains, but in Canada they extended, and for the

most part still extend, round the northern shores

of the Great Lakes, to a point some little dis-

tance westward of Lake Superior. Both in the

territory of the United States and in Canada,
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there lie beyond the forest edge vast grassy

plains known as the prairies. These plains are

drained by two great rivers, on the one hand

the Missouri flowing south-eastward to the Mis-

sissippi, and on the other hand the Saskatchewan

flowing eastward into Lake Winnipeg, and then

as th« Nelson River north-eastward into Hudson
Bay. It has been agreed by treaty to accept the

49 bh parallel of north latitude as the frontier

between the United States and Canada from a

litfcle west of Lake Superior to the Pacific. This

parallel passes nearly, although not exactly, along

the divide between the basins of the Saskatche-

wan and Missouri rivers. When discovered,

the prairies were occupied by countless herds

of bison and

by hunting
Indians. To-

day every
bison has
been killed,

except a few

preserved in

government
parks, and •

their place

has been
taken by great wheat farms.

As we go westward in the United States the

prairies gradually become less fertile, more steppe-

like and in places almost desert, until we see

^^u

Fig. i*z2.—A Bison.
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rising before us from south to north right across

the horizon, as it were the high coast of a land

which we are approaching over the sea-like

plain, the snow-capped range of the Rocky Moun-
tains. Within Canada, however, the grassy

prairie spreads to the very foot of the moun-
tains, and there is no desert belt. The forest

edge extends north-westward from Lake Superior

until it reaches the mountains some five hundred

miles or so north of the International Frontier.

Magnificent forest clothes aU the Canadian

Rocky Mountains and extends into the United

States. Thus the prairies narrow northward until

the eastern and western forests merge round their

northern end.

Behind the Rockies, from end to end of the west

of North America, from Mexico that is to say

through the United States and through Canada and

Alaska to the far Bering Strait^ there stretches a

belt of tableland to which American geographers

have given a Spanish name—the Cordillera. The
Rocky Mountains are the eastern brink of the

Cordillera, just as the Himalayas are the southern

brink of the Tibetan Upland. The western brink

of the Cordillera, following the Pacific coast, bears

different names in different parts. Behind San

Francisco in California it is called the Sierra

Nevada, which means in Spanish the Snowy
Mountains, for this western range bears much
greater snows than do the Rocky Mountains,

since it is nearer to the Pacific Ocean whence
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moist winds blow at certain seasons. North

of the Sierra Nevada are the Cascade Moun-

tains, which, as their name implies, receive an even

more copious fall of rain and snow, and these

mountains are continued across the frontier into

Canadian territory. Thus we see that, starting

in the high end of the plateau of Southern Mexico,

the tableland

of the Cor-

dillera runs

northward
t h r o u g h

N ort hern
Mexico into
the United
States, where

it is broadest,

and then, be-

cause the
Rocky Moun-
tains bend
from north to north-west, it grows gradually

narrower as it passes through Canadian territory.

The highest peaks of the Cordillera are in the

Canadian Rockies and just within Alaska. They

rise a little higher than the Mont Blanc, but no-

where so high either as the Andes of South

America or the Himalaya of Asia.

Below the Sierra Nevada and the Cascade

range there is a narrow lowland strip along the

Pacific coast, separated from the sea by a relatively

Fig. 123.

—

Califobnia.
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low coastal range of hills. Between these hills and

the foot of the Sierra Nevada is the fertile plain

of California, irrigated by the streams descending

from the Sierra Nevada. These streams are

gathered into a river, and where that river pierces

through the coastal range is the harbour of San

Francisco. Southward the coastal range forms

the peninsula of Lower California, and the Gulf

of California takes the place of the valley within.

Northward the coastal range is partly sunk and

divided into islands—Vancouver Island, Queen

Charlotte Islands, and others further north—and

the valley within becomes a sea passage connected

with the ocean by straits.

Thus we see that, as we know it now, North

America presents a certain similarity of structure

to South America. In the west is the Cordillera,

but on the whole it is broader than the Andean
Range and lower. East of this is a great plain

extending from the Arctic coast southward to the

Gulf of Mexico, to be compared with the similar

plain of South America. In each case also there

are three great rivers of the plain rising in the

western mountains, for the Mackenzie of Northern

Canada may be compared with the Orinoco, the

Saskatchewan-Nelson with the Amazon, and the

Missouri-Mississippi with the La Plata. Finally

in the east of North America we have uplands much
lower and less important than the Cordillera, which

maybe compared with the uplands of Guiana and

Brazil. These are the Alleghany Mountains and.
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beyond the St. Lawrence, the high grounds of

Labrador and north-eastern Canada. In South

America, however, there is nothing comparable to

the Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence River, for

Hudson Bay receives the Nelson-Saskatchewan

river, which would be really comparable to the

Amazon only if it flowed into Lake Superior and
so into the St. Lawrence.

The winds, and therefore the climates, of North

America are those which we should expect from our

study of the Atlantic and Pacific wind systems. In

the east of the continent west winds prevail, those

west winds which drift the warmer sea water across

the Atlantic to Britain, but there is a certain differ-

ence between the winds of summer and winter in this

region. In the summer time they blow on the whole

from the south-west, and bring the moisture of the

Gulf of Mexico northward, thus nourishing the great

forests. The south-west wind, it will be observed,

blows parallel with the length of the Alleghany

Mountains, and therefore throws a moderate rain-

fall over a wide area of country on both sides of the

range, instead of drenching one mountain face and
leaving the rearward face dry, as would be the

case if the Alleghany Mountains ran from north-

west to south-east. In the winter time the wind

tends on the other hand to blow from the north-

west, or in other words off the chilled continent,

and hence the winters are on the whole cold and
relatively dry. The air is crisp and bright at this

season in the east of North America and the snow-
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fall in most parts not excessive, but along the

Atlantic coast, especially towards the south, the

Alleghanies constitute a barrier against the conti-

nental cold, and we have there a relatively warm
winter. The same is true of the peninsula of

Florida and of the Gulf Coast, because of the

moderating influence of the sea and the lower

latitude. In Labrador, owing to the great stream

of ice which passes down the coast, the shores are

barren, for they are chilly even in the summer,

and in the winter receive an excessive snow-fall.

Thus we have a very remarkable contrast be-

tAveen the countries east and west of the Atlantic

which lie in the same latitude, for Labrador,

between fifty and sixty degrees north of the

equator, is in the same latitude as the British Isles.

Speaking generally, the east of North America has

a colder winter and a warmer summer than the

corresponding latitudes of Europe, for the pre-

valent winds of Montreal and New York are

continental winds, whereas those of France and

Portugal are oceanic.

On the west side of the continent we find a

contrast between the more northern and the more

southern sections. To the south, in Northern

Mexico and in the south-west of the United

States, is the source of the North-East Trade

Wind of the Pacific. There much of the land is

desert, except whf3re the mountains send streams

down to fertilize oases. Farther north, in the

north-wegt of the United States and m Canada,
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the west winds of the

North Pacific bring

persistent rains, and
the forests are finer

than in any other

part of North Amer-
ica. But since the

mountain barrier lies

close to the Pacific,

the belt which re-

ceives these exces-

sive rains is not a

broad one, and the

plains lying east of

the Rocky Moun-
tains have but a

moderate rainfall. In the valley of California,

midway between the Westerly and the Trade

Wind types of climate, the seasons have a

Mediterranean character. The fertile irrigated

plain along the foot of the Sierra Nevada is under

the influence of the westerly winds in the winter

time, and under the source of the trade winds in

the summer time.

Fig. 124.—A Big Tree in California,



CHAPTER XIV. ASIA AND AUSTRALASIA

We have seen that in North America there

was for a time rivalry between the Dutch and
the Enghsh on the Hudson River. Afterwards,

and for a longer time, there was similar rivalry

between the French and the English on the St,

Lawrence River, but in both cases the English were

finally the conquerors. The victory was not, how-

ever, due to their greater courage, for the French

Colonists fought brilliantly, notwithstanding the

triumph of General Wolfe at Quebec. Moreover

on the great St. Lawrence and Mississippi rivers

the French had a better position in the continent

than the English, who were confined to the narrow

plain between the Alleghany Mountains and the

ocean.

The English victory was chiefly owing to an

important contrast in the geographical circum-

stances of the two mother countries. Britain is

insular, whereas France is attached by land to the

continent of Europe. Britain could therefore

concentrate her chief energy upon the ocean, and

devote wealth chiefly to the maintenance of her

fleet. France, on the other hand, was liable to

invasion by land, and though she maintained a

fleet which at times rivalled that of Britain, yet
204
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most of her strength was necessarily devoted to

her landward defence. The result was that the

French Colonists in America were not adequately

supported from Paris, and their descendants are

to-day subjects of the British Empire. To this

r
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Fig. 125.

—

India.

day more than two million Canadians in the

Province of Quebec still speak French.

In the East as in the West there was for a time
a struggle of like severity between Britain and
France. As we have already seen, the naviga-

tion of the Indian seas on the monsoon winds was
conducted in the later times of Antiquity by the
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Greeks. They were followed in the Middle Ages

bv the Mohammedan Arabs. Then, at the begin-

ning of Modern Times, the Portuguese entered the

eastern ocean round the Cape. They in their turn

were displaced a hundred years later by the Dutch,

so that to-day the foreign possessions of Portugal are

limited to certain parts of the west and east coasts

of Africa, a few small ports on the coast of India,

and a few of

the smaller is-

lands of the

Malay Archi-

pelago. The
Dutch con-
ducted their

eastern com-

merce by
means of the

great East
India Com-
pany of Am-

sterdam, a body of merchants who in the beginning

sought merely trade, but afterwards, being obliged

to interfere in local quarrels for the protection of

their Indian agencies, they became rulers of large

territories, and diplomats balancing the Native

Powers around. The French and the English

also founded East India Companies, the English

Company being established at the end of the

reign of Queen Elizabeth. But it was not until

the eighteenth century, when Britain and France

Fig. 126.

—

The '* Falmouth," a famous East

Indiaman, launched in 1752.
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w^ere at war for so many years in Europe, that

these later Companies overtopped the importance

of the Dutch Company, and began a fierce rivalry

for the Empire of India. The Dutch still held

Ceylon and the great islands of the Malay Archi-

pelago, so that the English and French Companies

operated chiefly on the mainland of India. Tem-
porary politi-

cal conditions

there were
such that a

few thousand

Europeans, at

first divided

into French
and English
and therefore

hostile to one

another, were

able to win

sovereignty
over three hundred million people of alien race.

What those temporary conditions were we must
for a moment consider.

As we have already seen, the Mohammedan
Mongols had at the close of the Middle Ages

crossed the Hindu Kush from the oases of the

Oxus and Jaxartes. They founded an empire at

Delhi in the north-west of India. There the

Mongol or Mogul dynasty flourished from the days

of our Queen Elizabeth to those of our Queen

Fig. 127.—A Sea-fight in the Eighteenth
Centuby between French and English

Indiamen.
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Anne, and nearly all India became subject to the

Mohammedans. From about the time of Queen
Anne, however, the Mogul imperial family lost its

vigour, and the vice-

roys of the provinces

began to assert
themselves against

the central govern-

ment of Delhi. The
Nizam of Hyderabad
in the Deccan and
the Nabob of Bengal

in the east became
practically indepen-

dent sovereigns of

great kingdoms.
These and other
similar potentates

' granted trading pri-

vileges now to the

English and now to the French Company, and

to secure these advantages skilful agents were

employed by the rival Companies at the courts

of the Indian rulers. In the case of certain

states there were disputes as to the succession

to the throne, and the French and the English

agents naturally took different sides, so that

when civil wars ensued the contending forces

were supported by the agents and officers of

the rival Companies. So it came about that

Indian armies were enlisted and drilled by

Fig. 128.—a Sepoy.
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European officers. In this sense it is true that
India was conquered not by the Enghsh but by
the Indians themselves.

At times the native rulers were guilty of bar-
barities in the European settlements, as, for

instance, at Fort William which has since become
Calcutta. There on one occasion more than a
hundred British were stifled in a loathsome under-
ground prison, the ** Black Hole" of Calcutta.
Reprisals on the part of the British followed, and
the result was that Bengal was conquered by
them under the command of Robert Clive. His
army consisted mainly of Indian or Sepoy regi-

ments with
British officers.

Thus it hap-

pened that,

partly against

theFrench and
partly against

Indian prin-

ces, but al-

ways in alli-

ance with
other Indian

princes and in

command of

Indian sol- Fig. 129.—site of the " black Hole," Calcutta.

diers, the
British Company in the end obtained control of all

India. Certain districts on the coast were annexed
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and ruled by the Company's officers, but for the

most part the native princes were maintained on
their thrones, although by British support and
under British influence.

By the Peace of Paris in the year 1763, that same
Peace which made Canada British, all the French

possessions in India with a few insignificant excep-

tions were transferred to the British East India

Company. Many years afterwards Napoleon in-

trigued afresh with certain of the Indian princes,

but Britain
had command
of the sea
road, and the

British army
in India de-

feated the
princes in

question.

The bases
of British
power in In-

dia were the

three Pre-
sidencies of Madras, Bombay, and Bengal or

Calcutta. The invaders from over the sea naturally

based themselves on the coast, exactly as the

Mohammedan invaders from over the north-

western mountains had established themselves

at Delhi in the interior (see page 54). In the

centre of the Indian Ocean south of India

• I . '.yk»fci^H^^^^^iit;Mj^ife
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Calcutta Cathedbal.
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the twin islands of Mauritius and Bourbon or

Reunion were important midway stations for

water and fresh vegetables between the Cape
and India. These strategical points were first

occupied by the French, who it will be remem-
bered were before us in seeing the significance of

the great water roads of America, the St. Law-
rence and the Mississippi. We realize therefore

Fig. 131.

—

JVIadras.

that it was for no lack of imperial genius that the

French failed to gain the double empire of the

Indies and North America. To this day Reunion

remains French, and French is still talked in

Mauritius, though that island is now British.

Another race of European pioneers have main-

tained themselves in the East India Islands.

During the Napoleonic wars Holland was con-

quered by the French, and the Dutch colonies
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thus became booty for the English fleets, just as

the Portuguese colonies had been subject to

attack from the Dutch when Portugal was con-

quered by Spain. So it happened that a hundred

years ago Ceylon and the Cape were taken

from the Dutch by the British. But the

laws of Ceylon are still Dutch, and half the

white population of South Africa is Dutch. To

Fig. 132.

—

The Dutch East Indies.

this day, however, Holland, more fortunate than

Portugal, has retained a rich empire in the Malay

Archipelago. There, under the equator, are the

largest, the most numerous, and probably the

most fertile islands in the world, clad wdth magni-

ficent forests, to be compared in luxuriance with

the forests of the Amazon in equatorial South

America. The islands of Borneo, Sumatra, Celebes,
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and New Guinea are still in the main clothed

with their original or virgin forest, and in the

interior tenanted by wild and even cannibal races.

But the coasts are inhabited by the Malays, and
governed by the Dutch. The Malays are Moham-
medans, a race of born seamen, converted to Islam

by the Arab seafarers of the Middle Ages. In

appearance they are of light build and dark skin

like the southern Indians, but with the oblique

eyes of the Chinese race, and therefore they may
be described along with the Burmese and Siamese

of Further India as of Indo-Chinese stock. One
of the great Dutch islands, Java, differs from the

remainder. It has been effectively occupied not

merely by Dutch traders and governors but by
Dutch planters. It has a great population, arid

upon its north coast is Batavia, the capital city

of the Dutch Indies. The north of Borneo and
the east of New Guinea do not belong to the

Dutch. The British now hold the former, and
the British and the Germans the latter.

In the midst of the Malay islands is a small

group, the Moluccas, which are known as the

Spice Islands. It will be remembered that the

Portuguese entered on the path of eastern dis-

covery with the hope of finding a new and easier

road to the region where the spices, so valued

in Mediaeval Europe, were produced. When the

Dutch supplanted the Portuguese they sought to

obtain a monopoly of the spice trade by destroy-

ing the plants in the other islands and limiting
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their growth to the Moluccas. Thus for long the

voyages of the Dutch seamen turned neither to

right nor to left, but were directed year after

year to Java and the Moluccas. We remember

how Magellan, when he led the Spanish expedi-

tion which discovered the Philippines, aimed at the

VopyrigM,] L-f- ^rtth * Co.. Ltd.

Fig. 133.—A Forest Scene in Batavia.

same region and with the same directness.

So it happened that though rumour of the exis-

tence of Australia south of the Malay Islands was

early rife, the Portuguese and afterwards the Dutch
were so intent on the lucrative spice trade that

mere curiosity did not lead them to complete the

map in that direction. It was not until the seven-
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teenth century, or more than a hundred years

after the voyages of Da Gama and Magellan, that

the Dutch undertook this enterprise. In the

year 1640 the navigator Tasman was directed to

sail round the Cape of Good Hope to Mauritius

and then south-eastward, instead of north-eastward

as on the Indian voyage. He discovered the

magnitude of the Indian Ocean, and sighted the

south-west coast of the great island now called

Australia, which he named New Holland. He
sighted also another more southern land which

•', .'2". n -"••>
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—

Tasman's Voyages.

he called New Zealand, from the Dutch Province

of Zealand, lying south of the Province of Holland.

At a later time it was found that the southern

point of New Holland was a separate island, and
this we now call Tasmania, in memory of the

great Dutch sea-captain who made it certain

that New Holland was no part of the supposed

austral continent. It will be remembered that

the land of Tierra del Fuego, south of Magellan's
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Strait, was at first believed to be the beginning of

that continent. When they discovered Cape Horn,

the Dutch proved that Tierra del Fuego was a com-

paratively small island, but the maps continued to

show the austral continent, and merely withdrew its

northern shore some degrees further southward.

The work of Tasman was completed, more than

Fig. 135.

—

Captain Cook's Circumpolar Voyage.

a hundred years after his day, by the famous
English navigator Captain James Cook, who sailed

round the world in high southern latitudes. The
track of his ship on the map makes a girdle round

the South Pole at no great distance from the

Antarctic Circle. Thus it was finally proved that
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Fig. 136.

—

Milfokd Sound, New Zealand.

the S'outhern Continent, if it existed, could not be

very vast, and must lie wholly in a frigid climate.

Captain Cook circumnavigated and mapped the

islands of New Zealand, and we call the strait

between the two chief islands by his name. He
followed and charted for many hundred miles the

east coast of New Holland, and this coast he named
New South Wales, from a likeness which he saw
to the Welsh coast of Britain. The name New
South Wales has since been limited to the central

part only of Eastern Australia. The whole vast

island-sown region which lies south-east of Asia

is called Australasia, or Southern Asia.

Captain Cook also discovered many of the vast
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number of small islands which, east of Australia and

Malaysia, are scattered in groups over the Pacific.

North of the equator he found Hawaii, which he

called the Sandwich Islands, from Lord Sandwich,

who was then First Lord of the Admiralty.

In the Sandwich Islands Cook met his death,

being slain in

a fray with

the natives on

his return
from the Arc-

tic Sea, into

which he had
penetrated
through Ber-

ing Strait.

Take him all

in all, Cook
is the greatest

discoverer of British race. We may place him in

the same class with Marco Polo, Columbus, Da
Gama, Magellan, and Tasman.

Fig. 137.—A Wah Canoe, South Sea Islands
On the horizoa is an atoll or low coral island.

When Captain Cook died, the broad outlines of

land and water throughout the world were at last

known, except in the Polar Regions. The map
which the old Greeks had begun had now been

roughly sketched in its entirety. Let us travel

quickly over it, recapitulating those names upon it

which are so many historic monuments mark-
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ing the stages of its construction. In early

antiquity the Greeks of the Aegean Sea distin-

guished the coast of the rising and of the setting

sun, and left to us the contrast of Asia and Europe.
The Greek geographers of a later time with wider
knowledge gave us the expression *' The World,"
which we have modified into " The Old World" to

contrast it with '' The New World " discovered

by Columbus. This Old World was regarded by
the ancients as having breadth and length, lati-

tude and longitude, and they divided it into three

continents, Europe, Asia, and Africa. The ancient

navigators, emerging from the Strait of Gibraltar

with the Atlas Mountains to their left hand, spoke
of the part of the ocean into which they had
sailed as the Atlantic, just as they described a

further part of the same water as the German
Ocean because it lay off Germany. The names
India, Further India, and the Indian Ocean mark
the gradual expansion of knowledge in the East

from the point where the Greeks marching over-

land descended from the plateau of Iran into the

plain traversed by the Indus River. The Greeks

and the Latins knew that the earth was a globe,

although they wrongly thought of it as the fixed

centre of the universe, and we owe to them such

geographical terms as the torrid, temperate, and
frigid zones, the Arctic and Antarctic Circles, the

Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn, and the Equator.

Then we pass to the language of a new people.

The Bab el Mandeb, or Gate of Tears, leading from
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the Red Sea into the Indian Ocean, tells of the

fear of the Arab sailors as they ventured on to

the broader water, monsoon swept, from which

many never returned. Gibraltar, or Jebel Tarik,

the Mountain of Tarik, speaks of Arab warfare

when the sword of Islam was carried from Morocco

into Spain. Again we turn to the Greeks, but this

time to the Christian

Greeks of the Middle

Ages. Midway be-

tween the Bab el

IMandeb and Gibral-

tar, the eastern and

western entries to

the Mediterranean

Seas, is Constanti-

nople, the Polls or

City of Constantine,

the first Christian

Emperor. In Christ-

endom we see fused

into one Mediter-

ranean civilization

the law of Rome,
the philosophy of

Athens, and the re-

ligion of Jerusalem.

As the MiddleAges progressed, the Greek civilization

of Constantinople declined, and the Greek yielded

place to the Italian as the leader of Christendom.

In the Far East, Zipangu and Cathay, Japan and

Fig. 138.

—

An Old-time Maori,
Tattooed.

The Maoris are the descendants of the noble
race of savages discovered by Captain Cook
in New Zealand.
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China, remind us of the travels of the ItaUan
Marco Polo, which were rendered possible by the
existence of the vast and peaceful Mongol dominion
throughout Central Asia. Siberia and the Crimea
still bear the names of two of the several Khanates
into which the once united Mongol Empire was
dissolved. Cape Verde, which signifies the Green

Cape, and
Cape Agulhas,

which signifies

the Needles,

respectively

the western-

mo s t and
southernmost

points of

Africa, are

the record of the long Portuguese quest for

the ocean road to the Indies. The Cape of

Good Hope speaks for all time of the moment
of joy when the Portuguese king realized that

at last his mariners had come to the end of

the long southward coast and were heading

eastward. The word Monsoon, accepted by the

Europeans, tells of the supplanting of Arab con-

trol of the Indian Ocean by the Portuguese. We
turn westward, and there the name of the West
Indies carries the mind back to the Greeks, who
having no accurate means of measuring time, were

obliged to rest their computation of longitudes on

the mere estimate of travellers, and so exaggerated

Fig. 139.—a Maoei Gikl.
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the eastward extension of the Old World, with the

result that when the discoveries of Marco Polo were
added, Columbus had good ground for believing that

he had reached the Indies on the far side of the

Atlantic. The Hed Indian names, Mexico and Peru,

record the existence of civilizations unknown to the

peoples of the Old World. San Domingo and Trini-

dad tell of the missionary motive of the Spanish

discoveries, and the La Plata in South America
records their mercenary motive. The name St.

Lawrence in North America identifies the French
also with the missionary motive. Montreal, which
signifies Mount Royal, St. Louis, and New Orleans

record the French settlements along the great river

and lake road of the interior, as Boston and New
York speak of the English settlements on the coast.

Hudson Bay and Davis Strait tell of the English

efforts for a North-West Passage to the Indies,

and Spitzbergen and Nova Zembla record a like

effort of the Dutch for a North-East Passage.

The Pacific Ocean and the South Sea are names
which tell the circumstances of the discovery of the

great ocean southward of the isthmus of Panama.
Magellan's Strait keeps green the memory of the

discoverer of the South-West Passage to the

Indies, and the Philippines record the name of the

Spanish monarch under whom he sailed. The
neighbouring New Guinea, on the other hand, tells

of the Portuguese, who had come by the South-

East Passage past the Guinea coasts of Africa.

Australia bears a name which records the hope
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long held of a great austral continent covering

much of the southern hemisphere. The names
New Zealand and Tasmania and New South Wales

and Cook's Strait are the monuments of the

Dutch and British mariners who between them
dispelled the legend of that continent. Thus the

lands and the seas of the whole world with their

myriad names record the history of mankind, al-

though the fact is largely lost to us because the

record is in many different languages.
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CHAPTER XV. LONGITUDE AND TIME

The great geographical discoveries prior to the

days of Captain Cook were made either for mis-

sionary or commercial purposes. With the voyages

of Cook we begin to find that men have a new
motive—scientific curiosity, or the wish to know.
They had come to realize that sooner or later all

knowledge is of service to mankind, but that it

is often impossible to see beforehand to what
particular use a scientific discovery may be turned.

Several generations of explorers have spent their

lives in the effort to reach the North and South

Poles. Often they have been criticised for what
has seemed idle expenditure of energy, but there

can be no doubt that the observations which they

have made in high northern and southern latitudes,

especially in regard to the pointing of the mariners'

compass and the direction and force of the winds,

have made navigation more sure throughout the

world. The magnetic pole to which the needle of

the compass points is not precisely at the North

Pole.

Captain Cook explored the Southern Ocean at the

instance of the Royal Society. His first voyage

was undertaken with the object of conveying to

Tahiti, a small island in the centre of the Pacific
225 r.
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Ocean, a party of astronomers who were to seize an

opportunity for making observations from which

to compute the distance of the earth from the sun.

Calculation had shown
that this particular

island of Tahiti (see

page 176) was the

spot on the globe

most favourable for

these observations.

Captain Cook was

equipped with scien-

tific means unknown
to his predecessors.

The use of lime juice

had been introduced

for the purpose of

enabling seamen to combat the terrible disease of

scurvy due to the lack of fresh vegetables and meat
on long voyages. Equally important were the

watches of utmost accuracy known as chronome-

ters, which had lately been invented. By their

means it was possible to transport Greenwich time

to any point in the world. It will be remembered
that the one difficulty which prevented the Greeks

from ascertaining longitudes was precisely that of

transporting the time of one place to another

(see page 30).

About a century and a half ago it will thus be

seen that explorers were first equipped with the

power of ascertaining longitudes, or in other words

Fig. 140.—A Chronometer.
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the distances which they had travelled eastward

or westward. Let us consider the method by
which this was accomplished.

It is obvious, to take the simplest case, that

since the earth turns from west to east, and th3

sun therefore rises from the eastern horizon, the

sun must rise earlier in an eastward place than it

does in one which lies more to west. For example,

the sun appears above the horizon at Greenwich

when it is still below the horizon to the observer

at Dublin, and at the same moment it has risen

some little distance into the heavens at Berlin.

Now since the earth turns on its axis in twenty-

four hours, it is clear that we may divide the

equator into twenty-four equal parts, each of

which will represent one hour of time. The circle

of the equator is graduated like all other circles

into three hundred and sixty degrees, and these

are the degrees of longitude. It follows that one
hour of time must be equivalent to fifteen degrees,

or one degree to four minutes of time. Hence
for every degree that we go westward the sun
rises four minutes later, and it rises four minutes

earlier for every degree eastward. Dublin lies six

and a quarter degrees west of Greenwich, and
therefore the sun rises twenty-five minutes later

at Dublin than at Greenwich. Paris, on the other

hand, is two and a quarter degrees east of

Greenwich, and the sun rises there nine minutes

earlier than at Greenwich. It is clear from these

considerations that if you know the difference of
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longitude of two places you can at once calculate

the difference of their times, and conversely if you

know the difference of their times you can calculate

the difference

of longitude.

In the days

of Captain
Cook the
astronomers
at Greenwich

Observatory
ft/

began the
publication of

the Nautical

Almanac,
which has
been issued
ever since for

the use of

mariners. In

that Almanac are set down from careful calculation

the Greenwich times of a number of astronomical

events which are to take place in the year for which

the Almanac is prepared. The Almanac is printed

several years beforehand, in order that ships

going to distant parts of the world may take it

with them.

It will be clear that if a certain star is set

down in the Nautical Almanac as " southing " or

passing the meridian at Greenwich on a certain

day at 10.5 p.m., then that star will south at

Fia. 141.

—

Greenwich Observatory.
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Dublin according to Greenwich time brought to

Dublin on a chronometer at 10.30 p.m., but

according to Dublin time at 10.5 p.m. The differ-

ence of 25 minutes indicates that Dublin is 6|-°

west of Greenwich.

Now let us think of Captain Cook in the island

of Tahiti in mid-Pacific Ocean a hundred and

fifty years ago. To ascertain the longitude of his

position he would find the local time by observing

accurately with a telescope the exact moment of

mid-day, that is to say of the southing of the sun,

and would set his watch in accordance with this

local time. He would then compare the watch with

Greenwich time as indicated by his chronometer.

Now the Greenwich time of noon at Tahiti is 10
p.m., and Captain Cook would say to himself, " It

was midday at Greenwich ten hours or 600 minutes

ago, and since each degree of longitude is equiva-

lent to four minutes of time, Tahiti must be 150° of

longitude west of Greenwich,
'

' Byusing this method
Captain Cook was able to construct a chart of

New Zealand so accurate in respect of longitudes as

well as latitudes that, with small corrections and

additions, it is the chart which is in use to-day.

With the aid of this new method the longitudes

of Eastern Asia were about the same time re-

adjusted by French scientific men, and for the

first time the true shape of the Old World was
ascertained. The old Greek error which had so

fortunately lured Columbus to the discovery of

the West Indies was thus finally corrected, and Asia
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was reduced to its true proportion (see page 121).

To-day, when the whole world has been knit

together by telegraph, and men move by railway,

and by liners on the ocean which come and go

with regularity, it is often necessary to bear in

mind the difference of times. Therefore by inter-

national agreement, we are gradually dividing

zoo 400 600

//soml/es •Iinch

Fig. 142.

—

The Time Zones of Europe.

the world into zones, roughly fifteen degrees in

breadth, which differ from one another in time by
exact hours. It is not, however, desirable to divide

these zones precisely by meridians of longitude,

because the smaller countries, such as Great Britain

and France, find it convenient to have one time
throughout. Even in larger countries, such as the

United States and Russia, it is convenient to
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change time at great railway junctions, so that the

trains may be worked along each line according to

one time, and that there may not be a sudden

change of hour at some wayside station. In Europe

Greenwich time is used in Great Britain, France,

Holland, Belgium, Spain, and Portugal. Ireland,

however, has

yetnot ac-

cepted this

time. The
clocks of Ire-

land are ad-

justed accord-

ing to Dublin,

that is to say

they are 25

minutes slow

by Greenwich

time. Until
1911, Paris

time, which is

nine minutes

fast by Green-

wich, was kept Fig. 143 —the time Zunes of North America.

in France.

In Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Germany, Switzer-

land, Austria-Hungary, and Italy, Central European

time is used, which is one hour fast by Greenwich,

since the 15th meridian of east longitude passes

through the centre of Europe. It is therefore

1 p.m. according to the clock in all these countries
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when it is noon at Greenwich. Our watches must

be set forward one hour when we cross the French

frontier and enter Germany, but backward one

hour when we travel in the reverse direction. At
St. Petersburg and through the west of Russia,

and in Kou mania, and in some of the other

countries of the Balkan Peninsula, Eastern Euro-

pean time is used, which is two hours fast by

Greenwich. It will be noted on the map that the

30th meridian East passes through St. Petersburg.

On the North American Continent, both in the

United States and Canada, we have Rye time belts,

known respectively, from the east westward, as

Intercolonial or Atlantic Time, Eastern Time,

Central Time, Mountain Time, and Pacific Time,

which are respectively four, ^ve, six, seven, and
eight hours slow by Greenwich time. Therefore

when it is noon at Greenwich it is 4 a.m. at

San Francisco.

Japanese Time is nine hours fast by Greenwich.

It wiU be seen, therefore, that since Japanese Time
is fast by Greenwich and the Pacific Time of

North America is slow by Greenwichj there must
be a meridian in mid-Pacifiic Ocean where the time
is at once twelve hours slow and twelve hours fast

by Greenwich. According to slow time, midnight
on that meridian belongs to the night before the

prevailing day at Greenwich; according to fast

time, it belongs to the night following that day.

It is clear, therefore, that in sailing eastward across

the Pacific a day must be omitted, but that in sail-
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ing westward it must be counted twice. Magellan's

ship went round the world westward, and when
his sailors landed once more in Europe they were

a day wrong in their reckoning. We may express

the same fact by saying that the same meridian is

180° east and also 180° west of Greenwich. Now
the map shows that the 180th meridian passes

very nearly through Bering Strait, and that New
Zealand lies in east longitude from Greenwich,

that is to say a little west of the 180th meridian.

The actual Date Line does not, however, exactly

follow the 180th meridian, as it should do theo-

retically {see page 176). This is owing to historical

circumstances. As we have seen, the Philippine

Islands were discovered by Magellan round Cape

Horn and across the Pacific. For long afterwards

the traffic with Spain was conducted across the

Pacific through Mexico and across the Atlantic. So

it happened that, although in east longitude ojff the

Asiatic coast, the Philippines continued for over

three hundred years to reckon their day with

America and not with Asia. When it was Monday
in North America and in the Philippines, it was

already Tuesday in Japan and in Australia, places

lying north and south of the Philippines. This

was put right in 1844, when the 31st of December

was omitted from the calendar in the Philippines,

so that Asiatic time was adopted there in the place

of American, but there are still a number of small

islands on the two sides of the 180th meridian

which use the time of the opposite hemisphere



CHAPTER XVI. THE WIND SYSTEM OF
THE GLOBE

When the general lie of lands and water over the

greater part of the globe had been revealed, it first

became possible to consider the winds of the whole

earth and to attempt to understand their system.

It was the English astronomer Hadley who in the

eighteenth century, in a paper read before the

Royal Society, established the theory of the winds,

which with some modification has been accepted

ever since.

What are the facts ? In the North Atlantic

are the North-East Trade Winds in the lower

latitudes, and the Westerlies in the higher. In

the North Pacific there are similar winds. The
idea is obvious that if the continent of North

America did not exist we should have North-East

Trades and Westerlies through all the ocean space

between the coast of Europe and that of Asia.

The winds become more or less irregular on the

lands, and have not the simplicity which we find

in the oceanic winds.

South of the equator in the South Atlantic and

South Pacific Oceans we have noted the South-

East Trade Winds, and in the higher latitudes the

Westerlies. In the Southern Indian Ocean also
234
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^orthPo/e

there are Trade Winds and Westerlies, so that in

this hemisphere it is easy to imagine that in the

absence of the continents of South America and

Africa there would be two wind zones extending

round the whole earth, a zone of South-East

Trades blowing towards the equator, and a girdle

of Westerly
Winds in the

higher lati-

tudes. The
Westerlies do,

in fact, form

such a contin-

uous stream

of air, for the

southern nar-

row extrem-
ity of South

America and

the islands of

New Zealand

are the only

considerable

lands between

latitudes 40° and 50° South. The strong west wind
which blows everywhere in the Southern Ocean has
led sailors to describe as the Roaring Forties the

latitudes between 40° and 50° South. In latitude

60° South, where the Westerlies are not quite so

strong, there is not even an island in the way of a

ship which would sail due eastward right round

>outh pole

Anti-Trade Winds(Upper Currents) tJius—

'

Fig. 144.

—

The Wind System on a
Landless Globe.
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the world. Even in these days of steam it is the

frequent practice of the liners which go round

the Cape of Good Hope to New Zealand to return

home round Cape Horn, and thus each trip from

London to New Zealand and back becomes, in

fact, a voyage round the world. The captain of a

steamer hesitates to steer against the great waves

which move eastward under the westerly winds of

the Roaring Forties.

Now it is obvious that if the North-East and
South-East Trade Winds are always blowing

towards the equator, there must be some way
in which the equatorial air escapes back to the

sources of these winds. We have already learned

of the existence of upper currents above the Trade

Winds in the case of the Andes of Peru (see page

156). This fact was not, however, known in the

eighteenth century, nor were the elaborate obser-

vations which have since been conducted on the

movements of the upper clouds. Scientific men
guessed that there must be upper return winds,

and the theory set them searching for evidence

that these winds in fact existed. The first place

where the upper currents, or as they were called

the Anti-Trade Winds, were carefully observed

was on the lofty peak of Teneriffe in the Canary
Islands. They blow from the south-west, or in

other words in a direction contrary to that of

the Trade Wind which bathes the lower slopes

of the mountain.

The circulation of the air is due to equatorial
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warmth. The sun shines through the upper air

on to the surface of the sea and land, and heats

this surface most in the neighbourhood of the

equator. The air resting upon the heated zone

expands and becomes Hghter, and the colder

heavier air lying to north and south presses in

towards the equator, lifting the lighter air up-

ward, exactly as water poured into oil will flow

under the oil, lifting it upward on its surface.

We may often observe in our own homes such a

wind system, or as we should describe it such a

system of draughts. If there be a number of people

in the room, and complaint be made that it is

very warm, the window should be opened top

and bottom, when there will be a rush of cold air

inward through the lower opening. That heavier

air lifts upward the air which has been warmed by

the bodies of the people, and this warmer air is

thus forced outward through the upper opening of

the window. The incoming lower air corresponds

to the Trade Wind—the out-going upper air to

the Anti-Trade Wind.

But, it will be asked, why then North-East and

South-East Trades instead of north and south,

and why are the winds of the higher latitudes from

the west and not from the south or the north ?

To answer this question, let us imagine that

we are sitting in a railway carriage when it is

raining. If the train be standing and there be no

wind, the rain-drops will course down the carriage

windows in vertical lines, but when the train
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moves forward these lines will become oblique,

for while the rain-drop is trickling down the glass,

that glass is being carried forward. It is easy to

show what happens by drawing a stroke downward
on a slate or a blackboard which is being moved
forward. We speak of such oblique strokes as

being due to the compounding of two movements.
The Trade Winds blow towards the equator

upon the moving surface of the globe. The earth

rotates from west to east, and an African negro

upon the equator, although happily he does not

know it, performs a
,!^2rt^=-^2i2^^ journey of about

twenty-five thou-
sand miles every

twenty - four hours.

,^ , On the other hand,
i Equator '

.o4on,u^o.Ho.r Commaudcr Peary,
Fig. 145.

—

The Speed of the *^

Rotating Earth. when he Spent
twenty-four hours at

the North Pole, turned completely round in that

time, but so far as the rotation of the earth

was concerned made no journey whatever. It

is clear that between the Pole and the equator

the speed of the rotating earth gradually in-

creases from nothing to more than a thousand

miles an hour. In latitude 60° North— the

latitude, that is to say, of Cape Farewell, the

Shetland Islands, Christiania, Stockholm, and

St. Petersburg—the eastward rotatory movement
is just half what it is at the equator, or in other
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words the Shetlanders are travelling eastward

at a little more than five hundred miles an hour.

Neither negro nor Shetlander is conscious of these

facts because the atmosphere also moves with the

solid earth. The swiftest hurricane wind blows with
a velocity little more than a hundred miles an
hour, and we should describe a wind of thirty or

forty miles an hour as very strong.

Now where the north-east Trade Wind starts in

about latitude 30 °N. the air is usually calm, so that

it must, in fact, be moving eastward with about

the same rotatory speed as the land and sea upon
which it rests. As the wind approaches the equator

it comes over a surface w hich is moving faster and
faster. The southward moving air can only pick

up this greater eastward speed gradually, as it is

gripped by the friction of the faster moving sur-

face beneath, and so it appears to be left behind,

exactly as the rain-drop falling down the window
of the moving train appears to be left a little be-

hind. Therefore it is that the Trade Winds ap-

proach the equator from the North-East and the

South-East instead of from north and south.

Their movement is in fact compounded of two
movements, the one due to equatorial heat, and
the other due to the rotation of the earth.

The Anti-Trade Winds, returning over the in-

blowing Trade Winds, start from the equatorial

calms, and therefore with the eastward speed of

the equator. As they blow northward they come
over places of slower rotation, and therefore they
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appear to overtake the land surface, since they have

an eastward movement greater than that of the

earth beneath them. They blow therefore from

the south-west and not from the south, and from

the north-west and not from the north. There is

this difference, however, between the Anti-Trades

and the Trades. They are both subject to the

friction of the land and sea surface, but the Anti-

Trades being the upper, move upon a bed of air, and

are therefore less influenced by the friction. The
result is that the westerly component in the Anti-

Trades is much more effective than the easterly

component in the case of the Trade Winds.

So it happens that when the Anti-Trades come
down on to the surface of the earth beyond the

latitude in which the Trade Winds have their

source, they are westerly rather than south-

westerly winds. A corresponding statement can,

of course, be made in regard to the Trades and

Anti-Trades of the southern hemisphere.

In the part of the Indian Ocean which lies

north of the equator we have the chief exception

to the Trade and Anti-Trade system of winds.

There during the winter it is true that the North-

East Monsoon is equivalent to the North-East

Trade Wind of the North Atlantic and North

Pacific, so that the exception is really limited to the

summer season. At that season the South-West
Monsoon when north of the Equator blows on to

the west coast of India with a direction precisely

opposite to that of the Trade Wind. It must be
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remembered, however, that in the Bay of Bengal

the monsoon is rather a south than a south-west

wind, and in the plain of the Ganges it tends to

become south-easterly. The Indian summer mon-
soon is, in other words, a great spiral movement
of the air inward to a centre situated in the

north-west of the country. At the centre of the

spiral it is obvious that the air must be rising into

the upper atmosphere. Now this north-western

. S. (KMavocn Wind! (Sumaeronf^

Fig. 146.

—

The Wind System of the Eauth.

region of India is in the summer time the hottest

part of the country, and is much hotter than the

equatorial belt of the Indian Ocean. Thus it

happens that the South-East Trade Wind of the

southern Indian Ocean, instead of rising into the

upper air in a zone of equatorial calm, blow^s on

across the equator and is caught spirally into the

Indian centre of rising air. Above, in the upper

atmosphere, there is of course an outward spiral
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of wind, reversing the direction of the lower inward

spiral {see Fig. 152, page 251).

It will be observed that the South-East Trade

Wind changes direction as it crosses the equator,

and becomes the South-West Monsoon. The
air is lagging behind the faster moving sm^face of

the earth as it approaches the equator from the

south, but it is overhauling its slower movement
as it blows away from the equator into the northern

hemisphere. In other words, in the southern

hemisphere the wind swerves to the left of the

direction which it would take were there no rota-

tion, and in the northern hemisphere it swerves

to the right. The same is true of the winds mov-
ing in to the heated area in the north-west of India.

If you consider the monsoon where it crosses

the Arabian Sea from the south-west, the Bay
of Bengal from the south, and the Gangetic Plains

from the south-east, it will be seen that in each

case the wind is swerving to the right from the

direct path which it should follow to the centre of

the spiral situated in the plains of the Lower Indus.

Hence the spiral movement rotates round the

centre in a direction opposed to the hands of a

watch. What is true of the Indian monsoon is

true also of the Chinese monsoon. The Tibetan

tableland and the mountains separating India and

China rise through the lower air into the upper,

and these great uplands are therefore not affected

by the monsoons.

We are now in a position to see that on a
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landless globe we should have a grandly simple

circulation of Trade and Westerly winds {see

Fig. 144, page 235). Owing, however, to the

existence of land in the midst of the ocean, local

eddies are set up, due to the summer heat of

these lands, and these eddies, as in the case of the

Asiatic Monsoons, may become so strong as for

the season to displace the Trades and Anti-Trades.

To a small extent this happens daily as well

as seasonaDy i n the immediate neighbourhood of

coast lines. Midday and midnight cause alter-

nately considerable heating and cooling of the land,

whereas the sea exhibits much smaller fluctuations

of temperature. The result is that in the day-

time a breeze sets in from the sea, and at night a

breeze sets out from the land. Even in the Trade

Wind regions these breezes may for a few hours

strengthen the Trade Winds as they cross the

coast lines, or oppose them so that they may
locally cease.

In the Westerlies, both of the northern

and southern hemispheres, there are moving
eddies like the eddies on the surface of a river

where it rushes under a bridge. Many such

eddies cross the Atlantic in the westerly current

and traverse the British Isles. It is obvious

that, though the whole eddy moves forward,

usually from west to east across Britain, the

winds constituting the eddy blow spirally into

the moving centre from all directions of the com-
pass. It is for this reason that our British winds
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are variable, although the west winds of the general

westerly current in which the eddies move are the

more prevalent.

Thus we see that we may divide the world ac-

cording to its winds in the following manner.

There are the Trade Winds blowing steadily

throughout the year, for the most part undis-

turbed by storms or eddies. There are the Wes-

terlies, also holding through the year, but much
disturbed by the spiral storms which they carry

with them. There are the calm regions where

the air is rising at the equator and where it is

sinking at the source of the Trade Winds. Lastly

there are the monsoon regions, in which the winds

are seasonally reversed. These last named regions

are subject, especially at those times of the year

when the monsoons change, to very violent rota-

tory storms, known as hurricanes, and in the China

seas as typhoons.



CHAPTER XVII. THE STUDY OP
MOUNTAINS AND CLIMATES

Until a hundred years ago all maps failed in one

important respect to portray the surface of the

earth. They represented the lie of the coast lines,

and when the methods of observing longitude

had been perfected in the eighteenth century,

they represented those coast lines accurately.

But they failed entirely to show the vertical

shape of the land, or as we say its relief. At
most they indicated those regions which are

especially hilly by sowing over them pictures

of little hummocks like so many ant hills. In

regard to the water they usually made no attempt

to indicate the form of the sea-bottom. On the

land some small idea of the vertical relief might
perhaps be gained by observing the courses of the

rivers, which flow through the vaUeys. These
courses could be laid down by the same methods
of dead reckoning and observations for latitude

and longitude that were employed for charting

the coast lines.

The map which Captain Cook constructed of

New Zealand (see page 229) is one of the first in

\\hich A\ c begin to see the modern method of hill

shading. In parts of that map separate hills are
246
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scattered irregularly over the land, but in order

to depict the great snowy range which is known
as the Southern Alps, the hills have been placed

in series so that they seem to run into one another.

One step more, and we have the conventional

Fia. 147.

—

Facsimile of a Portion of Captain Cook's Chart
OF New Zealand (see page 229) showing the early method

of representing Molntains.

hill shading by which a mountain range is re-

presented almost as though a centipede or millipede.

The more accurate method of contour lines,

explained in the first book of this series, and
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employed in our coloured maps, was first invented

to represent the form of the sea-bed. In the

eighteenth century, before the age of railways,

there was a period when the engineers were very

busy constructing canals. For the planning of

a canal it was necessary to consider what
would be the outline of the water at various

depths in the excavations made, and in the

hollows which might be converted into pools and
lakes. This could be done by plotting upon
paper the edges of the water as it rose in the exca-

vation to successive heights. The same idea was
soon applied to the plotting of soundings in charts

of coastal waters and shallow seas. One of the

first maps on which contour lines were employed
to represent depth was a chart of the English

Channel. It was devised by a Frenchman in the

eighteenth century. Then, in the early nineteenth

century, the German geographer Humboldt
adopted the same device to represent the plateau

coimtry of IMexico. It was essential for his

purpose to show the true relief of the country, for

he wished to make evident the successive zones of

vegetation as we rise into the upper air. He
wished to contrast the broad temperate agri-

cultural surface of the plateau of Mexico with the

densely forested slopes of the mountain brinks

leading down to the sea, and the malarious strips

of plain along the coast.

The method of contour lines was not, however,

generally adopted in our atlases until within the
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last few years, for the simple reason that you cannot

drawacontour lineunless you have numerous precise

measurements, whereas by means of hill shading you

may give a general idea of the character of the

country merely from travellers' records and a com-

paratively few measurements. Only when many
thousand observa-

tions for height

have been ac-

cumulated can
you draw the con-

toured map of any

country. When
we consider the

immense number
of observations for

latitude and longi-

tude, and then

the still greater

number of mea-

surements of

height and depth

which are needed,

we are lost in wonderment at the industry of the

thousands of men who in a hundred generations

have at last completed a map of the world which

is generally accurate, and in a few parts, chiefly in

Europe, India, and North America, very precise.

The idea which is involved in the method of

contour lines may be employed for the mapping
of other geographical facts. Humboldt, for in-
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Fig. 148.

—

England—July Isotherms.

Temperatures in Degrees Fahrenheit.
London is the warmest spot. Note the cooling

influence of the Irish Sea and the English Channel.
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stance, used lines comparabje to contour lines for

the purpose of depicting climates, and now that

we have accumulated in the century which has

followed him a great mass of climatic records, it

has become possible to issue atlases of climate

based on his conception. Suppose we desire a

map of the average temperatures of England for

the month of July.

We plot upon an

outline chart the

average tempera-

tures for a large

numberof stations,

at each of which

careful records
have been kept

for the month of

July during many
years past. Then
we draw what are

called isothermal

lines— that is to

say, lines of equal

temperature — so

as to connect

those observatories which have recorded identical

average temperatures. If we think of the higher

temperatures as being uphill and the lower tem-

peratures as being downhill, we see that isothermal

lines in regard to temperature exactly correspond

to contour lines in regard to elevation

Fig. 149.

—

England—Jantjaby
Isotherms.

The Eastern Counties are coldest. Note the
warming influence of the Irish Sea and the Eng-
lish Channel.
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Fig. 150.—EimorE

—

July Isothzt^ms.

Fio. 151.—EuBOPE

—

Jantjaby Isothebms.
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By the same method let us construct another map
of average temperatures for January. Then by
comparing our two maps we shall find that we can

make the statement that in the month of July the

temperature of England decreases from the south

northward, but in the month of January from the

Fig. 152.

—

The Summer Monsoon Winds op India.

west eastward. The sun's heat is respansible

for the greater southern warmth of July, but in

January, when the sun has little power, the west
winds from the ocean bring special warmth to

the west side of Britain. A similar contrast can
be seen in the two maps of Europe showing the

average July and January isotherms respectively.

Finally let us compare a map of the summer
monsoon winds of India with another map of India
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upon which the average summer temperatures

are represented by means of isotherms. We see

at a glance the connexion between the two which
was explained in the last chapter. The wind
blows in India from the cooler to the warmer
areas. The direction of the wind arrows has

been laid dowTi by careful observations made by
many observers through many years at many
spots in the country. The lie of the isothermal

lines has also been settled by many series of

observations for temperature. We know there-

fore that the connexion between these two
maps is not one of vague theory, but that it is

really scientific, or in other words that it has

been patiently arrived at by careful and repeated

measurement of the facts.

Fio. 153.

—

The Summer Isotherms of India.
Temperatures i;: Degrees Fahrenheit.



CHAPTER XVIII. THE HEARTS OF THE
CONTINENTS

In the days of Hadley and Cook and Humboldt

a great advance was made in geographical know-

ledge. But strange to say there remained down

to the time of

some still living a

few vast patches

of wholly unkno^^^l

territory. Of these

blank regions the

two most important

were in the heart

of Asia and in the

heart of Africa.

There were others

in the Arctic regions, in the Antarctic, and in

the heart of Australia.

We now know, as the result of the work of

the last two generations, every large geographi-

cal fact in regard to both Africa and Asia.

The map of the centre of Asia, as it was de-

scribed in the fifth chapter of this book, has

been made chiefly from the surveys of the great

Russian explorer Prejevalsky, whose name has

been given to the wild horse of Mongolia, and
26S

Fig 154.

—

African Lion.
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Fig. 155.—A Map of Africa of the Early Sixteenth Century.
Showing the Traditional Geography. Note the Mountains of the Moon.

also from those of the Swedish explorer Sven

Hedin. Asia, however, had been traversed by
civilized men in all directions from remote

antiquity. We have only to mention the over-

land traffic which brought silk from Serica to the

shore of the Mediterranean in Greek times, and

the great journeys of Marco Polo in the Middle

Ages. Therefore the achievements of the recent

Asiatic explorers have chiefly resulted in giving us

precise knowledge of that which was beforehand

known by more or less vague rumour
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The case of Africa, however, was otherwise.

There, with the exception of the old Greek legends
as to the Mountains of the Moon and the Pigmies,
the interior was quite unknown, although the
coasts had been more or less carefully surveyed
during the three centuries which had elapsed
since the discovery of the Cape of Good Hope. In
the main the map of the interior of Africa as we
have it now is the work of men of British race.

The Scotsman Mungo Park in the end of the
eighteenth century followed downward the greater

part of the course of the Niger River in Western

Fio. 166.

—

Map o» AraioA of Fifty Ysabs aoo.
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Africa. This great stream originates near the
Atlantic coast and flows north-eastward through
the western Sudan to the southern verge of the
Sahara, where is the city of Timbuktu. Then
it turns south-eastward, traversing the Sudan
again. Finally it bends southward through the

Fig. 157.

—

Carrying Baggage in East Apbioa.
Owing to the tse-tse fly, whose bite ia fatal to horses, the explorers of Inner Africa

transported their baggage on the heads of negro porters, who marched along the narrow
native pathways in single file. The caravan, as it was called, of a traveller often con-
sisted of as many as two hundred porters.

tropical forest of the Guinea coast, and enters the
head of the GuK of Guinea by a great delta.

The next important explorations were under-
taken in the middle of the nineteenth century
from the island of Zanzibar near the equator
on the east coast, the seat of an Arab Sultanate
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Fig. 158.

—

Rhinoceros.

now under British

protection. From
Zanzibar Richard
Burton, afterwards

Sir Richard Burton,

and Captain John

Speke advanced into

the continent west-

ward, foUoA^ing the

track of the Arab

slave-hunters. Burton and Speke discovered

the great lake Tanganyika, some four hundred

miles in length. A few years later Speke, and with

him Colonel James Grant, entered Africa again

from Zanzibar, and after advancing part way to

Tanganyika, turned northward and discovered

the largest lake in Africa, the great Victoria

Nyanza, nearly as large as Lake Superior in

North America. Meanwhile Sir Samuel Baker
worked his way up the

White Nile, and proved

that Victoria Nyanza and
Albert Nyanza, another

large lake m the neigh-

bourhood, drained north-

ward through the Nile to

the Mediterranean.

The great Scottish mis-

sionary Dr. David Living-

stone travelled northward

from the Cape, and dis- fio 159.—GoBrL^A.
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covered the middle course of the river Zambesi,

which flows eastward to the Indian Ocean. The
Zambesi makes the Victoria Falls, named after

Queen Victoria, and then, nearer to the sea, it

is joined by a tributary flowing from Nyasa, a

lake of the same form as Tanganyika and
nearly as long. In a later journey Livingstone

Fia. 160.

—

The Victoria Falls.

went beyond the Zambesi, into the country west

of Tanganyika, where he found a great river

flowing northward, and there he died. His work

was taken up by Stanley, afterwards Sir Henry
Morton Stanley, who in 1874 entered from Zanzi-

bar and crossed Tanganyika. So he came to the

northward-flowing river which had been dis-
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covered by Livingstone. The question was

whether this river were one of the sources of the

Nile, or of another great stream, the Congo, whose

estuary was known on the west coast. In a

single voyage Stanley followed the river down, and

proved that after flowing northward until beyond

the equator it turns sharply south-westward and

enters the estuary just mentioned. Its upper

Fig. 161.—A Native Kraal, Soutti Africa.

reaches are broken by rapids, but the last of

these, known as the Stanley Falls, is situated where

the river crosses the equator for the first time.

Thence for a thousand miles the Congo is a magnifi-

cent navigable stream. Where it approaches the

sea, however, it expands into a smaU lake known
as Stanley Pool, and then flows over faUs into

the head of its deep estuary.
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The fact that all four of th© great rivers of Africa

have their courses broken by falls is noteworthy.

The falls of the Niger are a little north of the delta
;

those of the Nile are the famous Six Cataracts;

on the Zambesi we have the Victoria Falls, and
there are other falls in the tributary which drains

Lake Nyasa. The Congo, as we have just seen,

has falls at the very head of its estuary. Yet
these great rivers are no mere mountain torrents,

for with the exception of Abyssinia in the east,

the Atlas Mountains in the north-west, and the

Drakensberg Mountains in the south-east, Africa

is not a land of high mountain ranges comparable

with those of Europe, Asia, or the two Americas.

The peculiar character of the African rivers is

obvious from the fact that in the case of each of

the four main streams there are long navigable

channels above the lowest falls, which channels

extend in the case of the Niger, the Nile, and the

Congo to lengths of several hundred miles, and
indeed if we consider tributaries, to a length of

several thousand miles in the case of the Congo.

The greater part of inner Africa has the form of

a table-land, with broad fresh-water seas resting

upon it, and wide, smooth-flowing rivers, but at

the edges of the table-land the rivers fall rapidly

to the narrow coastal plains. This table-land is

highest in the east and south, and there its brink,

overlooking the Indian Ocean, is of mountain
height in two regions, that is to say, in Abyssinia

and in the Drakensberg range of South Africa.
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Fig. 162.

—

Ostrich.

Midway between these

mountainous extremities is

the lofty Lake Plateau,

rising above the general sur-

face of the table-land, and
the waters of this plateau

drain to three seas, for

Nyanza flows northward
through the Nile to the

Mediterranean, Tanganyika

westward through the

Congo to the Atlantic, and
Nyasa southward through

the Zambesi to the Indian Ocean. The surface

of the Lake Plateau is for the most part

open grass land, and presents a remarkable

contrast with the broad, lower level of the

Congo Basin, which is covered with a dense

tropical forest, to compare with which in the

world we have only the Amazon forest of South
America and the forests of the Malay Islands.

--- The remainder of

Africa, with tlie ex-
'^ ception of the two

Guinea coasts which

are forested, is gener-

ally of a steppe or

desert character.

The larger deserts

are the Sahara and
Fig. 163.—Hippopotamus. the Kalahari, already
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Fig. 164.—GniAirrE.

described in Chapter VII.

The steppes or, to give them
their Dutch South African

name, the veldt, are especi-

ally typical of Africa. They
extend from the Atlantic

right across the north in the

Sudan zone, then south-

ward on the Lake Plateau

across the equator, and
finally westward to the

Atlantic again, along the

high divide between the

Congo and Zambesi basins. They thus enclose on

three sides the forests of the Congo and Guinea.

There is yet a further extension of the veldt

southward round the eastern and southern borders

of the Kalahari Desert.

The veldt is on the whole dry, though its grasses

are in many places sweet. Scattered over parts

of it are thorny, smaU-leafed, usually table-topped

acacia trees, but in

other places the

plain is treeless and

anbroken like the

sea, and in yet

others it is studded

with great rocky

masses, table-
topped and cliff-

sided, which are fiq. les.—Cbooodile.
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Fig, 166.

—

Mottnt Ktt.imanjaro.

known in South Africa as kopjes. The veldt is the

home of great herds of large game, the like of which

are now found nowhere else in the world. Mingled

upon the plain are zebra, antelope of various species,

ostriches, and giraffes, and preying upon them are

lions. Elephants live in the forests and often emerge

on to the plains. Hippopotamus and crocodiles are

in the rivers and lakes, Rhinoceros are both in the

forests and on the plains. The zebras and most of

the antelopes do not inhabit the Congo forests, but

there we have the great man-like apes, the gorilla

and the chimpanzee, and the strange okapi recently

discovered. In the depths of that vast forest have
also lately been found a dwarf race of men, so that
the Greek writers are vindicated. Their legend of

the Pigmies was based on fact, and so also was their

legend of the Mountains of the Moon, whose exist-
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ence was long discredited. On the Lake Plateau

east and west of Victoria Nyanza, and therefore

round the sources of the Nile, are three isolated

mountains, each rising to snowy peaks, Kiliman-

jaro, Kenia, and Ruwenzori.

There is this great difference between Africa

and America. When America was discovered

there was but a sparse population of the native

Red Indians, notwithstanding the fact that in

Mexico and Peru two nations of them had attained

to a certain civilization. To-day the Red Indians of

North America are but a few hundred thousand, and

in South America those of pure blood are not numer-

ous, although a certain proportion of the Spanish

population is of mixed descent. Africa, on the other

hand, south of the Sahara, contains a great negro

population, probably not fewer than one hundred

and fifty millions, although we have not the

material for a very close estimate.

The island continent of Australia, a little

smaller in area than Europe, is in some ways very

like Africa, and in some ways very different.

Australia is like Africa in its massive and simple

outline, and in this further fact, that the interior

is for the most part a low plateau with a steep

brink along the east coast. This brink is known
in one part as the Australian Alps, and in another

as the Blue Mountains. Northward the moun-

tain range ends in a hilly peninsula extending to
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Cape York, and this peninsula forms the eastern

boundary of the broad but shallow Gulf of Car-

pentaria. Torres Strait, also shallow, and beset

with islands, divides Cape York from the great

island of New Guinea, which may be regarded as

a detached piece of Australia, for it is separated

from Asia by deep channels.

At their southern end the Australian Alps bend

westward, with the shallow Bass Strait to south

of them, and beyond this strait is the hilly island

of Tasmania, the detached southern point of the

continent. It is convenient to remember that

the Equator just fails to touch the north coast of

New Guinea, and that the 10th parallel South

passes through Torres Strait, and the 40th parallel

South through Bass Strait. Australia there-

fore projects a little further south than does Africa,

but not nearly so far as South America.

To understand the climates of Australia we have

only to reflect that the continent lies for the most

part in the zone of the South-East Trade Winds,

and that these winds strike the eastern mountains

at no great distance from the coast, with the result

that the eastern coastal strip is well-watered, and

traversed by many short rivers descending from the

mountains. The interior of the continent, on the

other hand, lies under the lee of the mountains, and

suffers therefore from comparative drought.

The east coast of Australia was charted, it will be

remembered, in the latter part of the eighteenth

century by Captain James Cook. The interior
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of the continent was exploi'^^d in the course of the

nineteenth century, and the story of the difficult

ties and privations of the explorers is almost as

interesting to read as that of the African explorers.

In one respect Australia is very different from

Africa. When discovered its native population,

both of animals and men, was poor indeed as

compared with Africa. There were none of the

great animals of the African veldt and forests.

To some extent, however, their place was taken by
a wholly strange fauna, unlike that of any other

part of the world. The word " fauna " signifies the

group of animal species inhabiting any given

country. The Australian fauna consists almost

entirely of marsupials, animals that is to say which
carry their young in pouches. Some of these

marsupials graze on the grassy plains ; such are

the great leaping kangaroos. Others, like the

opossums, live in the trees and feed on fruit.

Others again, like the wombat, burrow in the

ground and eat roots ; and yet others, like the

Tasmanian wolf, hunt the grass-eating marsupials

and live on their flesh. Thus the marsupials of

Australia, of many different kinds, take the place

of the whole fauna of other continents. A sino-le

tribe of marsupials, the opossums, are represented

in America, but elsewhere there are no marsupials

except in Australia, New Guinea, and Tasmania.

There are also in Austraha great running birds

of the ostrich type, known as emus and cassowaries,

su^d in this respect Australia is like South America,
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Fig. 167.

—

Austbalia. RAiNrALL.

South Africa,

and New Zea-

land. The
Australian
forests consist

of trees of

many species,

but all differ-

ent from the

trees of the

Old and New
Worlds. They

are for the most part of the eucalyptus type, or,

as they are locally called, gum trees. The leaves

of the eucalyptus are set vertically, or on edge,

and therefore cast little or no shadow.

The native men of Australia are of a negro type,

but more degraded than the negroes of Africa, and
far below the noble race of the Maoris of New Zea-

land. They were relatively few when the conti-

nent was discovered, and they have since suffered

much at the hands of white men, so that their

number has been reduced, and indeed the Tas-

manian natives have been killed out. Like the

Red Indians of North America the Australian

negroes have ceased to be important alongside

of the incoming white race. In this respect Aus-

tralia is very different from South Africa and even

New Zealand.

We must not, however, think of the whole of

the interior of Australia as being a barren desert.
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On the map we notice that several long rivers flow
from the western or reverse side of the Blue
Mountains, and after traversing the eastern half

of the continent unite to form the Murray River,

which enters the sea on the south coast. The
region traversed by these rivers is a vast pasture-

land which to-day supports many millions of

sheep, so that Australia has become the most impor-
tant source of wool in the markets of the world.

At the time of its discovery there was not a single

sheep in the continent. In the Cape York
Peninsula and round the shores of the Gulf of

Carpentaria the heat is tropical, and there is

abundant moisture. This part of the continent is

therefore similar in its vegetative wealth to New
Guinea, in whose forests are found the wonderful
Birds of Paradise, of the most brilliant plumage.

Finally in the south-west corner of Australia,

and also in

Tasmania and
in the south-

east corner of

the continent,

the west
winds blow

during the

winter, bring-

ing moisture

at that season

from the Fig. IGS.—a kangaroo, with young in
,v . Pouch.

ocean, so tnat j^^te ^^^^ powerful hiad qaartera for leaping
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Fig. 169. —Australian Woodland.

the climate of these parts is of a Mediterranean

type. There are forests of great trees in the

south-western comer, though the remainder of

the west is the most desert part of the continent.

Thus we see that in the south-west, and along

a broad belt from Tasmania through all the

east of the continent, and round the north

until west of the Gulf of Carpentaria, Australia

is fertile and clad either with forest or with

grass. As yet the white population is small,

but in the future it will be large.

New Zealand, more than a thousand miles away
from Australia, projects southward in a long strip

of mountainous land. In many ways it may be
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Fio. 170 —Australian Natives.

compared to the southern extremity of South

America. The west wind of the Roaring Forties

brings a mild temperature and persistent moisture

to the western face of the Southern Alps, clothing

them with great glaciers and magnificent forests.

The graceful tree-fern is a conspicuous plant in these

forests. On the east side of New Zealand, under

the lee of the mountains, are the grassy Canter-

bury Plains, which to-day support many sheep.

The North Island extends with a long peninsula

into a balmy sub-tropical climate, and in this

island dwell the greater number of the Maori race,

perhaps the grandest native race on earth.
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CHAPTER XIX. THE DEEP SEA AND
THE POLAR REGIONS

This chapter should be read with a globe. All maps, and most of all Mercator'a Chart
of the world, distort the facta, and render them difficult to grasp.

Much more than half of the surface of the sohd

globe lies hidden beneath the water. Until fifty or

sixty years ago men knew nothing of the bed of

the sea except in the shallows near the land. In

1857 the first attempt was made to lay an electric

By permission,]

Fig. 171.—H.M.S. "Challenger."
(From " The Cruise of H.M.S. Challenger")

[Macmillan <fc Co., Ltd,

cable across the Atlantic. It failed, for the cable

broke while it was being paid out. But in 1866
273
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the second attempt succeeded. Since that time

cables have been laid in many other parts of the

ocean, and for the repair and preservation of these

it became necessary to know the shape of the

ocean bed. A new sounding apparatus was in-

vented, for the old sounding line and lead were

whoUy inadequate except for shallow water.

Many expeditions have gone forth to investigate

the deep sea, but by far the most celebrated was

FiQ. 172.

—

The Voyage of the " Challenger

that of H.M.S. Challenger sent out by the "British

Government in 1872. For three years the

Challenger followed a zig-zag course round the

world, making daily soundings and dredging from

the depths specimens of the fish and other animals.

As the result of th^^se investigations it became

possible to construct a map of the ocean bed show-

ing the depths by means of contour lines, which
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are usually drawn at intervals of a thousand

fathoms. Thus we have the 1,000, 2,000, 3,000

and 4,000 fathom lines. Near the coast, however,

there are in most maps more frequent contour

lines, representing the depths of say 500, 200, 100,

and 50 fathoms. It is convenient to remember

that a mile is a little less than 1,000 fathoms.

From the study of such maps it becomes ap-

parent that there is a great contrast between

the form of the land surface and the form

of the sea-bed. The land surface has been

sculptured into peaks and cliffs and gorges by the

action of the weather and of running streams,

whereas the sea-bed appears to lie in vast plains

undulating so gently that the eye would not be

able to see that they were not level. Near the

land, however, there are exceptions, for we have

there slopes which would be described as hills, in

some places even steep hills, and there are valley-

like furrows.

Of more importance than these details is the fact

that by far the greater part of the ocean is one,

two, and three miles deep. Over some large areas

it is four miles deep, and in places even five miles.

The land, on the other hand, is for the most part

lowland, lying less than one or two thousand feet,

or say, a quarter of a mile, above the sea. The
table-lands cover only a fraction of the continents,

and the high table-Ian is, such as Tibet, Abyssinia,

and Peru, only a very small fraction. The peaks

which rise to heights of three, four, and five miles
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are mere points on the earth's surface, whose area

is exaggerated on all ordinary maps by a small dot.

Round all the coasts there is a belt, sometimes

broad and sometimes narrow, of very shallow sea

not more than a hundred fathoms deep. Beyond
this, hidden under the water, is a descent, in

places steep enough to be described as a steep

hill. This descent leads down into the oceanic

abyss, and is the real, although submerged,

edge of the continent. Thus the continents

Fig. 173.

—

The CoNTiNENTAii Shelf and the Abyss.

are really lofty plateaux which rise from the

vast plains of the deep sea-bed. Their plateau

surface is in parts just emergent from the water,

forming dry land, and for the rest just covered by

the marginal ocean, forming what is called the

continental shelf or shallow round the coasts.

Upon the surface of these great continental

plateaux there stand as minor features the moim-

tain ranges and the table-lands. If the curvature

of the earth be neglected, we may describe the

oceanic basins as vast pans, level-bottomed and
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steep edged, but the bottoms are a little warped so

that they undulate. The continental plateaux, on
the other hand, are like inverted pans, level-

topped with steep descending edges, but over the

tops are scattered, like little heaps of sand, the

mountains and the table-lands.

We have already learned (see page 216) that

the ocean forms an unbroken ring right round

the world under the sixtieth parallel of south

latitude. From this ring, which is sometimes

described as the Southern Ocean, three great bays

and gulfs extend northward. It is important,

however, to realise that not merely is the ocean a

single vast sheet of water, but also that the oceanic

abyss is a single abyss, the ocean being continuous

in its depths as v/ell as on its surface. Thus
there is a ring of abysmal water encircling the

world under the sixtieth parallel of south lati-

tude, and from this ring three oceanic bays of

abysmal water extend northward. The smallest of

these bays is the broad Indian Ocean, spreading

a little beyond the equator. Its northern end,

alike on the surface and in the depths, is double,

for the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea,

divided by the Indian promontory projecting to

Cape Comorin, are both of abysmal depth. The
Pacific Ocean is a still larger bay of the abyss. It

extends across the equator to the Arctic Circle,

but is there closed, for Bering Strait is shallow,

not more than fifty fathoms deep, and the abyss

of the Pacific does not communicate with the deep
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water of the Arctic Sea. Bering Strait may, in

fact, be described as a drowned isthmus connect-

ing Asia with North America. Lastly, we have

the Atlantic extension of the abyss, a relatively

narrow gulf, bending like a great S, which winds

across the equator to the Arctic Circle, and is

there closed by a shoal running north-westward

from Scotland

to Greenland.

Thus the Arc-

tic abyss com-
munic ates
wi t h the
depths neither

of the Atlan-

tic nor of the

Pacific. The
shoal which
divides the
Arctic basin

from the At-

lantic is
The Eskimos have no vegetable food. They live by fishing VT-,^^xr-r» qo fVio

and hunting. KllUWll db tlie

S CO to-Ice -

landic Ridge, for Iceland is borne upon it and also

the Faroe Islands. The water lies somewhat
deeper upon this Ridge than in Bering Strait

the greatest depth being about 350 fathoms.

On either hand, however, there are descents into

depths of one and two thousand fathoms in the

North Atlantic and Arctic seas.

Oopyright,] I Constahlf & Co., Lid.

Fig. 17 J:.

—

An Eskimo.
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Fig. 175.

—

The Tttntdba, or Snowy Wastes of the Abctig Shores.
In the short summer the Tundra is clothed with reindeer moss. The reindeer is to the

inhabitants of the Tundra what the camel is to the inhabitants of the desert. Alive,

it draws their sledges and supplies Iheni with milk. Dead, it supplies them with meat
and with clothes.

Thus it is not only true to say that there is only

one ocean and that separated from this ocean are

only the great salt lakes, the Caspian Sea and the

Sea of Aral, but it is nho true that there is only

one great oceanic abyss, that which rings the

earth round in the south, and extends northward

in the Indian, Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. De-

tached from this main oceanic abyss are only

relatively small abysmal basins, of which the

largest is in the Arctic Sea.

The existence of deep water under the ice

which covers the Polar Sea was first revealed by
the daring Norwegian explorer Nansen. In the
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Copyright,"]

Fia, 176.

—

An Eskimo Snow Hut.
[Constable A Co., Ltd.

The Eskimos belong to the Arctic regions only. There are no human inhabitants of

the Antarctic Continent.

year 1893 he allowed his ship to be surrounded

by the ice in the sea northward of Bering Strait,

and for some years that ship drifted with the ice

across the Arctic sea, passmg not far from the

North Pole. The ice was slowly travelling in the

direction of Denmark Strait, which divides Ice-

land from Greenland, but the ship got free and re-

turned to Norway before Denmark Strait was
reached. Nansen took soundings , and so revealed the

fact that the broad continental shelf which lies off

the Siberian coast comes to an end far out at sea,

and that the sea-bed there descends into an Arctic
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Fig. 177.

—

Walrus.
Arctic, but not Antarctic

abyss some two
thousand fathoms

deep, or roughly

two miles. The
American Comman-
der Peary has since

that time journeyed

from North America
by sledge over the

floating ice to the

Pole itself, andPeary
sounded within five miles of the Pole and found

no bottom with fifteen hundred fathoms of wire.

At the South Pole, on the other hand, we
have high land. Captain Cook, it will be re-

membered, sailed round the world not far from the

Antarctic Circle, and proved that the southern

continent, so long sought for, must be smaller

than had been thought, if it existed at all. In the

year 1842 another British explorer. Sir James
Ross, discovered land upon the Antarctic Circle

due south of New Zealand, and followed the edge

of this land southward in the direction of the

Pole for some three hundred miles. It was a high

mountainous coast, and he called it South Victoria

Land. At its southern point he came to an active

volcano, v'hich he named from his ship Mount
Erebus, and there his course was stopped by a great

wall of ice running eastward. This ice was no mere
floe frozen on the surface of the sea. It stood as

a great chff higher than the top mast of the ship.
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At once it was realized that the huge tabular

icebergs which float on the Southern Ocean,

very different from the smaller bergs of the

North, are broken from this ice wall or barrier.

In 1902 another British expedition under Captain

Scott went southward to Mount Erebus. Climb-

ing the ice barrier Scott found that a vast level icy

surface extended Poleward. To west, however, \^as

a high range of mountains extending south-south-

Copyriijlil,] [Engr.-Lieut. Skellon, R.lf.

Fig. 178.—A Tabular Ickberg oy the Southern Ocean.

eastward in continuation of the South Victorian

range discovered by Ross. Great glaciers descend

through the valleys of these mountains, and merge

with the icy plain below. Yet a third British

expedition under Lieutenant Shackleton, who had

been with Captain Scott, ascended one of these

glaciers, and found that it was derived from an

ice-clad plateau ten thousand feet high, of which

the mountain range is the eastward brink. Upon
this plateau the South Pole is situated. Lieutenant

Shackleton and his companions approached to within
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about a hundred miles of the Pole. In 1911 the

Pole itself was at last reached by the Norwegian,

Captain Amundsen.

So it has been learned that whereas the South

Pole is placed on an isolated continental plateau

ringed round by the abyss of the Southern Ocean,

the North Pole is within a detached abyss of the

sea aiid is surrounded by a ring of land and sub-

merged land, for so we must regard the shallow

Bering Strait and Scoto-Icelandic Ridge. Thus
there is a continental ring round the Arctic Sea

which balances the abysmal oceanic ring of the

south. From this continental ring three conti-

nental ridges are sent southward, American,

African, and Australian, like pendants from a

necklace. These ridges dovetail with the three

vast abysmal gulfs of the ocean which spread

Copyrigii:,] [L. C. Bcniacehi.

Fig. 179.

—

South Victoria Land-
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northward from the oceanio ring of the south.

It is true that Australia is not connected with

Asia by dry land, but there is a shoal less than
fifty fathoms deep which bears the great Malay
islands of Borneo, Sumatra, and Java, and though
the straits which lie between the islands nearer to

Australia are much deeper than this, yet the

greater depths of the Indian Ocean do not com-
municate deeply with the greater depths of the

Pacific. Even New Zealand is connected by a sub-

merged rise with Asia. True that there is water a

mile deep upon this rise where it runs northward
of New Zealand and then north-westward into

the Malay area, but the ocean bed sinks on
either hand to depths of two, three, and more
miles. Thus there is very deep water betweenNew
ZePoland and Australia, and still deeper water east-

ward of New Zealand. Of all the considerable

lands of the world, however, with the exception

of the Antarctic Continent, New Zealand is most
deeply separated from the main continental mass.

The water of the Southern Ocean is cold—only a

degree or two above freezing point—from tke sur-

face to the bottom. That might have been ex-

pected, but it is a more surprising fact that the

oceanic water under the equator is similarly cold,

except for a surface layer usually not more than

a hundred or two hundred fathoms in depth.

The cold Antarctic wster is always slowly moving
northward under the sun-warmed surface of the

tropical sea. That the cold deep water is thus
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derived from the south is clear, for the Arctic

abyss is separated, as we have seen, from the main
oceanic abyss by the Bering and Scoto-Icelandic

shoals. Therefore the Arctic Sea has only a super-

ficial connexion with the equatorial waters, and no
deep southward drift of cold water is possible.

In regard to the temperature of its waters, the

Mediterranean Sea is to be contrasted with the

Arctic Sea. The Mediterranean is deep, mostly a

mile deep, and in parts two miles, but the Strait

of Gibraltar is shallow, only some 250 fathoms deep.

Now the deep water of the Mediterranean is not

nearly ice cold, but only a little colder than the

tepid surface water. It is clear then that the

shoal in the Strait of Gibraltar keeps the deep

Antarctic water out of the depths of the Mediter-

ranean. The North Sea, the English Channel,

the Irish Sea, and the Baltic Sea are all very shallow,

but the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea are

deep like the Mediterranean. It is true that

there are many straits entering the Caribbean

Sea, and not merely one as in the case of the Medi-

terranean, but the West India Islands stand upon a

submerged ridge, and although the straits between

the islands are much deeper than the Strait of

Gibraltar, yet the sea-bed within descends into yet

greater depths. The bottom water of the Gulf

of Mexico and of the Caribbean Sea is not icy cold

like that of the ocean. The reason is of course

the same as in the case of the Mediterranean.

Hudson Bay and Baffin Bay in the north are
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Fig. 180.

—

^IMap of Bermuda.

shoal like the

North and Bal-

ti c Seas of

Europe, but
along the east

side of Asia we
have a remark-

able series of

deep marginal

seas, compar-

able to the
Caribbean Sea

and the Gulf of

Mexico. They
are separated from the Pacific by a series of pen-

insulas and island chains, which appear on the

map as though looped into festoons. In the

north we have the Aleutian Islands upon a ridge

enclosing the deep Bering Sea. Then we have

Kamchatka and the Kurile Islands upon another

ridge enclosing the deep Sea of Okhotsk. Thirdly,

are the Japanese Islands enclosing the deep Japan

Sea, and fourthly the peninsula of Korea and

the Luchu Islands upon a ridge enclosing the

deep East China Sea, which sea shoals only where

it indents the continent and is known as the

Yellow Sea and the Gulf of Pechili. Fifthly, are

the Philippine Islands and the North of Borneo en-

closing the deep South China Sea. As already stated,

there is a shallow sea, a great plateau just sub-

merged, which bears the islands of Borneo, Sumatra,
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Fig. 181.-^An Atoll.

and Java, connecting them
with Further India.

We describe all the islands

which are thus connected

with the continent by
shoals and shallow ridges

as continental islands.

Though they are separated

from the mainland, yet

they stand upon the con-

tinental plateau, within the

steep descent into the abyss.

Thus the British Islands are

continental, and also Japan, and Borneo, Sumatra,
Java, and Ceylon, and Iceland, Greenland, Nova
Zembla, and Spitzbergen, and of course the West
Indies. New Guinea and Tasmania are separated

only by shallow straits from Australia, and they also

are to be described as continental. The straits

separating Australia from the western Malay Islands

are no doubt deeper, and as we have seen, the sea is

still deeper on the submerged ridge which connects

New Zealand and New Guinea. The channel which
separates Madagascar from Africa is also of con-

siderable depth, although there is far deeper

water immediately eastward. The land most
deeply isolated on the face of the globe is the

newly discovered Antarctic Continent.

On the other hand, there are many smaU islands

entirely surrounded by abysmal water. They
rise from the bed of the ocean like conical mounds.
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and are capped either by volcanic peaks, as in the

case of the Sandwich Islands and Tahiti in the

Pacific, and the Azores in the Atlantic, or by level

coral islands raised only a little above the sea

surface. The centre of a coral island is often

occupied by a shallow lagoon, so that the island

is reduced to a ring, which may be broken at one

or more points by an entry from the ocean.

Such a cora.1 island is the British naval station

of Bermuda in the North Atlantic, and there are

many of these atolls, as they are called, in the

V\^estern Pacific. Such deeply isolated volcanic

or coral islands are known as oceanic islands

in contrast to the continental islands.

Now the animals and plants which we find

upon oceanic islands are such as at some stage

of their existence could have come through the

air or over the waves. Some birds and insects

have powerful flight, and when driven by storms

can pass over a great surface of sea. The

eggs of others may be transported upon float-

ing logs. The seeds of some plants are easily

blown by the wind, or like the coconut will

float without harm upon the sea surface. We
rarely find four-footed animals upon oceanic

islands, and when we do find them we can al-

ways explain their presence as due to the action

of man. Thus there are pigs in many of the South

Sea Islands, and in most of them rats, for almost

every ship is infested with these vermin. For these

reasons we are led to suppose that the oceanic islands

u
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have been built up from the bed of the ocean, and

have never been connected with the continents.

In many of the great continental islands, on the

other hand, we find wild animals of the same

description as are found on the neighbouring

mainland. The tiger and the rhinoceros occur,

for instance, in the

islands of Borneo

and Sumatra, as well

as in the mainland of

Further India. In

former times there

were wolves and
bears in Britain, as

there are still in the

mountains and for-

ests of continental

Europe. It is im-

possible to imagine that savage men have carried

tigers and wolves not merely to one but to several

different islands. We are driven to believe,

therefore, that these islands were once part of the

continent, and that when the separation took place,

either suddenly at the time of great earthquakes,

or imperceptibly by the rise and faU of coasts in

the course of long ages, a sample of the animals

of the mainland was left on the island. If

a great change subsequently came over the

animal population of the mainland, owing let us

say to an invasion of new beasts of prey and the

consequent extermination of the former animals,

Fig. 182.

—

African Elephant.
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it may well have happened that the collection of
animals on the island, protected by the sea, re-
mained as at the time when the partition from the
mainland took place. The island, in fact, became
a great natural zoological garden, in which rare
types, now killed off on the mainland, were
preserved owing

to the protection

of the sea. One
bird we have in

Britain, the R-ed

Grouse, which is

not found any-

where on the

mainland of

Europe or in-

deed elsewhere

•'=—^»iL//i-,//''''

Fig. 183.

—

Indian Elephant.

in the world.

When we ap-

ply these ideas

to the continents themselves, and bear in mind the

depth or shallowness of the intervening seas and
oceans, some very striking facts become evident.

The animals of North America are in a general

way very like those of Europe and Asia. We have
the white polar bear along all the Arctic shores.

We have wolves and brown bears on both sides

of the North Atlantic, and also deer. On the other

hand, when we go to Africa south of the Sahara,

or to South America, or to Australia including

New Gkiinea and Tasmania, or to New Zealand, or
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even into those Indian and Chinese parts of Asia

which lie beyond the Indian and Tibetan deserts,

we find great differences. In Africa south of the

Sahara there are no bears and no deer. On the

other hand, we have there the elephant, the rhino-

ceros, the hippopotamus, the giraffe, the zebra,

the ostrich, the gorilla and chimpanzee, the lion,

and antelopes

ofmanykinds.

A nt elopes
differ from
deer in that

their horns
are hollow
and perman-
ent, whereas

those of the

deer are solid

and are shed

annually. In

South-Eastern Asia we have some of these animals
—

^for instance, the elephant and the rhinoceros and
in parts the lion—but we have there the tiger,

which does not occur in Africa, and of the great

man-like apes we have the orang-outang in place

of the gorilla and the chimpanzee. There are

differences even in the elephant and the rhino-

ceros. The Indian elephant, for instance, has

small ears and a concave forehead, whereas the

African elephant has large ears and a prominent
forehead.

Fia. 184.

—

Skeleton of a Mammoth.
The mammoth ia a recently extinct form of elephant which

lived in northern Europe and Asia. It had large tuska and
thick woolly hair. Specimens of it have been found with the
flesh still undecayed, preserved in the permanently frozen
ondersoil of parts of Siberia.
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Now in regard to all these African and Indian
animals it should be noted that we find their

bones, or the bones of kindred species, in a fossil

state in Europe and Asia and even North America.

There are, for instance, in Malta the fossil bones of

several different kinds of elephant. In the gravels

of our own British rivers we find fossilized the

elephant and the rhinoceros and the lion.

The suggestion which has been made to explain

these facts is that the African and Indian animals

formerly inhabited the remainder of Asia and
also Europe and North America, but that owing
to changes of climate the Sahara and other

deserts have come into existence, separating South
Africa and to a less extent India from the re-

mainder of the great continental area. The
animals now preserved in the south have died

off or have been killed off by man or other

animals in the temperate regions of the north.

In South America we find none of the animals

which occur in the other continents, except rats and
mice, and wild horses and wild cattle which have
been brought by man and have escaped. The
very monkeys of South America are different from
the monkeys of Africa and Asia, for they have long

prehensile tails which they use as though fifth hands,

and swing from them in their leaps from tree to tree

(see Fig. 90, page 156). There are great cats

known as pumas and jaguars which take the place

of the great cats of the Old World, that is to

say the lion and the tiger, but in South America
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there is no elephant or rhinoceros or hippopota-

mus or giraffe or antelope, nor are there any
native horses or cattle to compare with the

bison of North America and the buffalo of

Europe and Asia. On the other hand, there are

strange animals in the trees which are known as

opossums. They are of the marsupial type, and
have pouches in which they carry their young.

Fig. 185.

—

The Distribution of Animals.

When Australia was discovered there were
found none of the animals which occur in either

Asia, Europe, North America, or Africa, with the

exception of the universal rats and mice. On
the other hand, there were many marsupial

animals like the opossum of South America, and
of these the chief was the kangaroo. There
were also great running birds of the ostrich type,

like the ostrich of South Africa and the rhea
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of the Argentine plains in South America. Now
the fossil remains of marsupial animals are found

even in Europe, preserved in rocks much older

than those which contain the fossil elephants and

lions. It will be remembered that Australia is

separated from all the Malay Islands, except New
Guinea, by fairly deep straits. It has, therefore,

been suggested that Australia was separated from

Asia long ages ago when Europe and Asia were

inhabited by marsupials, and that the marsupials

have been killed off in Europe and Asia, pro-

bably by the lions and tigers now confined to

Africa and the Indies, and at a later time by
the bears and wolves which at present inhabit

Europe, Asia, and North America. In New
Zealand, when it was discovered, there occurred

not even marsupials, but on the other hand there

had recently been killed off by the Maoris several

kinds of splendid birds of the ostrich type. The
early explorers found the remains of the feasts

for which these birds had been slaughtered.

On surveying all these facts we see that the

northern continental lands, connected by shallow

water and inhabited by like animals, lie ringed

round the Arctic abyss, but that as we go
southward into the southern promontories which
end in Cape Horn, the Cape of Good Hope, Cape
Comorin, the south point of Tasmania, and the

south point of New Zealand, the lands are widely

separated from one another by abysmal arms of

the ocean. The animals which the southern lands
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contain are, moreover, of strange and remarkable

kinds, different from those of the north.

In this book we have traversed the distant lands oi

the world, and we have plunged even into the depths

of the ocean. We have studied the winds and the

sea currents. We have contrasted the forests and
the grassy plains and the barren deserts and the

icy wastes. We have considered the distribution

of the animals. But we have said little about the

men who inhabit this wonderful globe, except that

we have spoken of the names which the dis-

coverers from Greek times downward have given

to the geographical facts. We have now, there-

fore, to picture the various nations of the world,

and that will be the subject of the fourth and
last volume of this series.

-.«s^«fe*!^rss.

Gkorgk PHiLxr & Son, Ltd., Printers, London.
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Extracts from the Board of Education Circular 834 (1914).

*'It has been said that the provinces of geography and history overlap :

neither can be taught wiihout reference to the other."

"Nor is it necessary, so long as the books chosen are thoroughly
interesting, that every word and every idea should be intelligible to the
children. Young children are accustomed to being puzzled by much of what
they hear j it is indeed a natural part of their education,"
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THE Series, as now remodelled and enlarged, consists of

six class books together with a companion volume for

Teachers containing a practical Commentary on the text

of each volume.

It is intended for a course of instruction spread over nine

years of the child's life, from the beginning of the sixth to the

end of the fourteenth year or thereabouts. The course has

its roots in Nature Study, and it flowers finally into " Civics."

In practice there will of course be considerable variation in

the matter of the age of the children. The following table

must therefore be treated as only approximate :—

•

6th Year

7th Year

8th Year

First Part of Teacher's Book. No text

book for the pupil, unless in suitable

cases the first part of " Our Own
Islands " be used in the 8th Year.

9th Year.—'' OUE OWN ISLANDS."^

10th Year.—" OUR ISLAND HISTORY."*

nth Year.—" LANDS BEYOND THE CHANNEL.'*

12th Year.—" DISTANT LANDS."

13th Year.—''THE NATIONS OF THE MODERN
WORLD."

14th Year.—" THE MODERN BRITISH STATE."

The decision to modify the original Scheme so as to combine

the teaching of Geography and History in the Primary and

Lower Secondary stages of Education has been arrived at by

the Author after mature consideration for the reasons set forth

in the Preface to " Our Island History." Mr. Mackinder

there writes as follows :

**We study Geography and History in order to obtain an

outlook into the space around us and into the time before and

after us. No fact can exist and no event can take place except

both in space and in time. Therefore every fact and event have

* An alternative course would be to take Part I. of each of these books

in the 9th year, and Part II. of each of them in the 10th year.
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both a geographical and a historical aspect. Space and time

cannot be separated except in books. It is because they are to

a large extent separated in our school books that history and

geography often seem so unpractical to our children.

" Take the following simple statement :
• / threw a stone into

the middle of a pond, and the ripples moved outward in circles,

and droJce as wavelets on the shores of the pond.' The words in

italics are history, and the remainder of the statement is

geography. Is it not absurd to dim the vividness of a child's

thought by abstracting history from geography ?

" You may teach in one lesson that the Battle of Hastings

was fought in 1066, and in another lesson that Hastings is in

Sussex, but what is the good of etching upon the young

memory such dead items of pedantry ? The word Hastings

should for life call up a vivid and moving picture set in per-

spective both of time and space. Through the summer and

autumn of 1066 William prepared in Normandy, crossed the

Channel, rested at Hastings, fought at Battle, and marched upon

Canterbury, and then along Watling Street. He burned South-

wark in order to terrorise London, and crossed the Thames at

Wallingford in order to cut the communications of London

with the Midlands. London surrendered, and William was

crowned in the Abbey of Westminster. How can we visualise

such a drama if we divorce the Geography from the History ?

" None the less we may emphasise now the time relations

and now the space relations of the facts of the world, always

provided that we maintain enough of the concrete, in other

words, of both space and time, for vivid and definite imagina-

tion. In artistic education we may at one time concentrate

attention on form and at another on colour, but we cannot

really abstract the one from the other."

The six volumes* are intended to form the text of a complete

scheme of 'outlook' education, extending through the later years

of the elementary school and, where there is to be a secondary

education, through the earlier years of the secondary school.

In his introduction to " Our Own Islands," Mr. Mackindei:

See the accompanying specimen pages.
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says :
" I do not pretend to begin at the beginning, for the first

steps must be trodden with the help of the hving teacher

alone." Along what path those steps should be guided Mr.

Mackinder has discussed in the earher chapters of the book

for teachers which he has now written as a companion to the

Elementary Studies.

Apart altog^ether from the advantage on purely educa=

tional grounds of combining the teaching of Geography

and History, Teachers, it is believed, in these days of

over=Ioaded time=tables, will welcome a scheme the

adoption of which is bound to effect a substantial saving

in time, whilst as regards cost, an obvious economy must
result to the school authority.

SOME OPINIONS.

Professor Lyde says of " Lands Beyond the Channel :

"

—

" The selection of material is just as admirable as the treatment;

it is infinitely the best book on Europe for School use that I

have ever seen; and I cannot imagine anything better for the

training of a child's outlook faculty."

* * * * * *

From Head Teachers :
—

" The following is an extract from the Annual Report by H.M.I.

re the teaching of Geography in my school. The lesson was based

on Mackinder' s method and suggestions :

—

' An excellent new departure has been made in the teaching of
Geography. An admirable lesson—fresh in outlook and thoroughly

educational in aim—luas given on the day of inspection, a lesson

which gave promise of much good work being done during the year

on this subject.^
"

" I think so much of the ' Nations of the Modern World ' and of

its companion ' Distant Lands,' that I have this day ordered co[)ies

of each for my top class. This book is well conceived and is just the

book I have been awaiting for two years."

* * * * * *

"Intensely stimulating to both pupil and teacher. From the

outset the geography is taught in connection with its human
meaning."

—

The Geographical Teacher.

" This series is one of superlative excellence."

—

The Schoolmaster.






